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PREFACE 

The material in this bulletin was developed under regional research project 
NC-54, Supply Response and Adjustments for Hog and Beef Cattle Production 
in the Corn Belt, initiated July 1, 1961. NC-54 grew out of discussions in NCR-
4, the North Central Regional Farm Management Research Committee, with the 
support ofNCA-12, the North Central Regional Agricultural Economics Advisory 
Committee. 

For almost a decade, the Corn Belt had been demonstrating the capacity to 
produce more feed grains than free markets would absorb at "reasonable" prices, 
either directly or when converted into meat. The problem was viewed as one of 
controlling feed grain surpluses without greatly increasing livestock production 
and reducing livestock prices. In addition, little was known about parameters of 
agricultural supply, particularly for livestock. Interrelationships between govern
ment programs designed to control feed grain production and production of the 
livestock economy were not well understood. Problems of advancing technology 
and specialization in livestock production raised the question of potential shifts 
in regional comparative advantage. These problems also raised the question of 
structural adjustment to fewer but larger farms. 

Since 1959, feed grain surpluses have been brought under control by shift
ing large amounts of land out of production and leaving unused productive ca
pacity. More recently, a developing world economy and a new concern for world
wide hunger problems promise an expansion of markets for feed grains and soy
beans. 

Thus, a continuing parade of dynamic elements in the US and world econ
omies both prompted the NC-54 study and altered the problem setting before 
the study was completed. It was impossible to anticipate all of the relevant changes 
occurring over a five year period. Nor were all of the difficulties foreseen in de
veloping the methodologies to handle problems. Nevertheless, the results are of 
interest since (1) many of the changes affected only the level of certain data in
cluded in the analysis and are handled by extensions of the current models and 
results (2) the basic economic relationships are the same, whether applied to 
problems of reducing or of expanding production, and in either case of adjusting 
to fewer and larger farms, and (3) some of the methodological problems dis
cussed can provide valuable background understanding for planning future re
search. 

The objectives of the NC-54 project were to: (1) Estimate resource use and 
supply response of hogs and beef for representative farm situations. (2) Estimate 
total production of hogs and beef and patterns of resource use by states in the 
North Central Region. (3) Determine the competitive relationships among rep
resentative farms and geographic areas in hogs and beef cattle production under 
various combinations of prices, assuming an advanced level of technology. 
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This publication presents the results of research directed toward meeting the 
objectives and carried out by Experiment Station and USDA personnel in the 
North Central States. Part I states the general nature of the problem and pre
sents background material essential for the understanding of the feed grain, beef 
cattle, hog supply complex. Part II reports an analysis, based on research models 
developed outside of the NC-54 project, of demand factors for feed grain, beef 
cattle and hogs. Part III presents the results of the supply response and adjust
ment studies carried out as supporting projects for NC-54. The final section, 
Part IV, combines the demand and supply studies for equilibrium analysis and 
presents the major findings, conclusions and implications of the analysis. 
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HIGHLIGHTS 

Agriculture is a dynamic industry. Research cannot determine exactly what 
it will look like at any point in the future. New developments alter the speed 
and sometimes the direction of change. Nonetheless, some important conclusions 
can be supported by the NC-54 study of supply response and adjustment in beef 
cattle, hogs, and feed grain. 

• Demand conditions suggest an expanding total market for beef but very little 
change for pork, with exact quantities taken depending on prices. These pros
pects arise from a rising population, increasing per capita beef consumption and 
decreasing per capita pork consumption. To a considerable extent, the two meats 
are substituted for each other if their relative prices change. 

• Potential supplies of pork and possibly of beef from the Corn Belt are large 
and can be more than adequate to meet expected increases in demand during the 
coming decade. The region has more than ample resources to expand pork to 
any likely level of demand. The same applies to beef if an adequate supply of feeder 
cattle is available from outside the Corn Belt. 

• Supplies of pork and beef are relatively unresponsive to small price changes 
in the short run, but responses increase with both the size of price change and 
length of run. Small price changes can be expected to lead first to changes in 
feeding rates. Larger price changes and longer run responses also include adjust
ments in breeding stock and capital facilities. The potential long run response to 
sustained changes in price ratios is even greater, since many resources can be 
shifted from one type of livestock to another. 

• Interdependence between corn, hog and beef production is strong on the sup
ply side. In the short run, grain production is influenced as much by changes in 
livestock numbers as by changes in its own price. Relative prices of pork and beef 
affect the production of both. Grain prices, reflecting feed costs, also influence 
livestock profitability. Increasing prices of cash crops such as soybeans relative 
to corn price tends to shift livestock advantage from hogs to beef, and vice versa. 
The most profitable combination of crops depends in part on the livestock sys
tem. 

• The rate of shift in the supply curves and in their slopes depends largely on 
the development and adoption of improved production technology. At historic 
levels of relative prices, widespread adoption of the currently known technology 
by farms in the Corn Belt would tend to increase pork supplies more than beef 
supplies-i.e., at price relationships similar to those in the recent past, significant
ly larger quantities of pork would be forthcoming. The effect for beef would be 
much smaller. Recent developments in labor saving technology for beef feedlots 
used in the Southern Plains may spread to the Corn Belt and offset some of this 
advantage. 
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• The large expansion in beef production in relation to pork in recent years is 
largely attributable to an almost constantly increasing trend in the ratio of beef 
cattle to hog prices (although some short term cyclical movements are not in 
that direction). This shift occurred in spite of a more rapid advance of technol
ogy in pork production. 

• The gap between beef cattle and hog prices probably will continue to widen 
in the future. Demand forces tend to favor beef because of rising incomes and 
changing tastes of American consumers. Technological changes on the supply 
side have favored pork and imply relatively larger supplies of pork. Both of these 
sets of influences point toward relatively lower hog prices (or relatively higher 
beef prices). 

• Improvements in technology, as reflected in the coefficients used for the pro
gramming study, would suggest absolutely lower beef and pork prices. However, 
constantly rising opportunity costs, especially for farm labor, may offset this 
technological effect for both cattle and hogs. In addition, the absolute level 
would be based on feed prices, which depend more than in the past on export 
markets . Increased demand for beef, a lower level of efficiency in converting feed 
(grain) to meat than is true for hogs, and in the short run, limited supplies of 
feeder animals would dampen any such trend more for beef than for pork prices. 
• Technology of crop production has affected location of the livestock industry. 
The fact that grain yields have improved more rapidly than forage yields has 
given an increasing relative advantage to grain fed livestock in much of the Corn 
Belt. Hogs, which produce more meat per pound of grain, have gained most. 
Thus in the central Cum 13dt, v;here nearly all Lind is suitable for continuous 
row cropping, hogs have an increasing advantage over feeder cattle. Whether 
this relative advantage is also an absolute advantage depends upon demand forces, 
particularly total requirements and the location of consumers, and on opportunity 
costs of Corn Belt farmers. The present analyses suggest that increasing grain 
yields may have given an even greater gain in relative advantage to continuous 
crop farms. 

• The degree of maladjustment from an efficient organization on midwestern 
farms is relatively large. The analyses indicate that reallocation of resources will 
continue along lines of the recent past, with larger land and capital inputs and 
relatively less labor per farm. In the aggregate, capital use will be enlarged, land 
decreased slightly, and labor use reduced considerably. Some individual livestock 
producers may find it profitable to increase capital with constant or decreasing 
land inputs and with constant or increasing labor. 

• Mixed crop-livestock farms with emphasis on livestock appear to be profitable 
in most areas. This is particularly true for farms with limited funds, where land 
is not readily available for expansion, and where labor is relatively abundant. 
• Generally, however, the results point toward more specialized grain or live
stock units. In situations where land can be purchased and capital is abundant 
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relative to labor, expansion of grain production rather than or in conjunction 
with livestock is profitable. In areas with high land prices, and on farms with 
limited capital, it is profitable to reduce grain production in order to increase 
livestock output, i.e., some producers might find it profitable to specialize almost 
completely in livestock production. 

• Diseconomies in the use of the land, labor, cash inputs, livestock inventories 
and machinery were not found to ,be responsible for limiting farm size; nor were 
there sufficient economies to suggest further expansion. Thus, external effects 
(such as new technology or product and input market changes) must be respon
sible for increases. 

• Advances in technology ordinarily are saving on at least one of three major in
puts-feed, labor, or land-and uses more of a fourth-capital. Adjustment 
models used in this study emphasized feed saving, and thus did not fully meas
ure technological effects on the supply curves. It might be argued that this omis
sion forces overstatement of potential livestock supplies. Were land and labor 
saving effects more fully treated, by allowing their use to adjust freely, some of 
the resources allocated in livestock production could be drawn away by higher 

opportunity returns in other areas. For this reason, aggregate supply estimates 
were not completely satisfactory. 

• Credit institutions play a key role in controlling the rare of adjustmen rs, since 
most adjustments are heavily capital oriented. The availability of credit ~nd the 
willingness of credit institutions to finance nonconventional enterprises in an area 
can virally affect rhe types of adjustments that occur. 

• Disinvestment caused by pressure of lower prices has been the main factor in 
keeping technology from pushing supplies out of bounds in relation to market 
demand. The counterpart is overinvestment. Both may arise from farmers giving 
inadequate consideration to the aggregate effects of their actions. Alternating 
periods of over and underinvestment can give rise to price and production cycles. 
The analyses in this study showed that new investments would tend to concen
trate in e.fficient livestock operations with possible disinvestments in land. Off
setting disinvestment may be reflected in transfer of labor out of agriculture, id
ling of livestock facilities with additional investments for cash crop farming. 
These are forms of increased specialization. 

• The adjustment analysis in this study protected individual firms from aggre

gate price effects of their individual actions. It allowed a pattern of livestock over
investment rather than either disinvestment or expansion of acreage. Calculations 
thus do not permit adequate detailing of the disinvesting groups which result 
from price pressures brought on by adoption of technology. It has been sug
gested that classification of adjustment groups by age and equity position might 
more nearly isolate different behavior groups provided the adjustment models 
considered both investment and disinvestment. 



Beef, Pork, and Feed Grains in the Corn Belt: 
Supply Response and Resource 

Adjustments 

DALE COLYER AND GEORGE D. IRWIN 

PART I 

THE PROBLEM 

The Corn Belt is the major producer of feed grains, fat cattle, and hogs. 
However, a network of interconnections tie the Corn Belt to other regions-to 
the Great Plains and Southwest for feeder cattle, to bordering states for feeder 
pigs, to the dairy and broiler areas as outlets for feed, and to all regions as com
petitive suppliers of consumer goods and as purchasers of inputs. As industriali
zation and growth occur, agriculture also develops more and more interdepen
dencies with the rest of the economy and the world. A multitude of forces which 
once would have had little effect are now felt on every farm. 

These interrelationships existed in a sort of economic balance for many years. 
However, the accumulation of grain stocks and subsequent acreage retirement 

programs focused attention on changes creating new forces in (1) production, 
arising mainly from the constantly improving technology, (2) marketing, in
volving regional location of production, seasonality of sales, size of operations, 
and marketing organizations, and (3) consumption, with changes in consumer in
comes favoring beef at the expense of pork, and meat over cereals. A rapidly 
changing international market also promises to be influential in future demand 
and supply conditions. 

Strains on the Feed-Livestock Economy 

Complexity in the grain-livestock sector arises from both technical and eco
nomic interdependence of the two sets of products. Feed grain is both a final 
product for consumption and export and an input for meat production. Any 
change that affects either feed or meat must inevitably influence the supply and/ 
or demand conditions of the other. In the following pages, we will examine some 
of the forces important in recent developments in the feed grain-livestock sector 
of the United States agricultural economy. 

Surplus Grain Production Capacity 
For 15 years following 1950, more feed grains were produced than could be 

absorbed for domestic and export uses at what were considered reasonable prices. 
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The resulting surpluses were reduced from the record levels of the early 1960's by 
use of new farm programs idling land, but producing capacity continued to ex

ceed market needs. 
Livestock feeding provides the chief domestic means for reducing feed grain 

stocks. Thus, a major problem has been how to control the level of output and 
to reduce stocks in storage without causing large increases in livestock output 
and extreme declines in livestock prices. 

In the mid 1960's, expanded export markets began to absorb the excess ca
pacity. But the type of economic analysis needed remainded the same. The eco
nomic relationships needed for understanding output control are also useful in 
expanding capacity to meet increased needs. 

Cycles in Production and Prices 
The hog and beef cattle industries have been confronted with extreme cycles 

in output and prices which in turn, lead to cyclical income depression for farmers. 
A quarter century of educational outlook information and other programs have 
not been able to eliminate these cycles, with their consequent burden on decision 
making and income for farmers. It has been suggested that uneven advance of 
technology may give the possibility of greater relative swings in both prices and 
output. On the other hand, new technology may call for larger enterprises with 
less flexibility to get in and out as prices change. 

Technology and Specialization 

A third complex of factors affecting supply is trends in technology and spe
cialization of crop and livestock production. Different analyses have suggested 
that four varying, partly conflicting developments may result: (a) A shift in the 
relative importance of regions supplying the nation's consumers with pork and 
beef. U oder similar conditions, rapid interregional shifts took place in broiler 
production. (b) Beef cattle and hogs may be supplied by a few large producers. 
Some agricultural specialists, for example, predict that as few as 10,000 highly 
specialized farms may eventually supply the nation's pork needs. ( c) Important 
changes are taking place in amounts and proportions of labor, machinery, capi
tal and land inputs, reducing the numbers of farms and farm workers. This change 
in farming structure raises capital requirements to levels which may prohibit 
entry into farming by many young agriculturalists and thereby require or cause 
changes in the terms and institutions under which resources are controlled. (d) 
Two strata of producers may develop, a highly specialized livestock group able 
to control the quality and quantity of its output and a group of specialized grain 
producers. 

Dependence on Purchased Inputs 

One of the consequences of technology is that an increasing share of the 
inputs used in crop and livestock production must be purchased in the market. 
Since almost all of the inputs also have nonfarm uses, farmers must pay com-
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petitive prices. In a growing economy, these prices have tended to rise. Technol
ogy rends to increase the quality of farm labor needed, and this along with high 
levels of nonfarm employment causes rapid increases in the price of farm labor. 
In total, out-of-pocket costs of production rise in both absolute and proportional 
terms. 

Rising Incomes and Population in the U.S. 
In countries with rising per capita income, consumers want and have the in- , 

come to move from basic food grain diets to diets richer in meat and livestock 
products. These diet changes also require production of feed grains for livestock 
rations. 

The United States has reached a level of incomes sufficiently high to permit 
consumers to differentiate further between meat products on the basis of taste 
and quality. At the top of the scale in the United States, consumers express pref
erences for relatively more beef and less pork. With both population and income 
rising, the preferences translate into much faster increase in total needs for beef 
than for pork. 

More feed is required per pound of fed beef than per pound of pork, which 
would suggest a rapidly growing demand for feed grains. However, consumers 
also want types of beef products not requiring the more costly grain fed animals, 
so the net balance of kinds of meat wanted affects how fast domestic feed grain 
needs are to grow. 

World Markets 
Historically, world trade had relatively little influence on U.S. demand and 

production patterns. Recent developments, however, are altering the traditional 
patterns and it appears that such factors will be more influential in the future. In 
high income countries, this is reflected in demand for feed grains, while in low 
income countries it is in demand for food grains. 

Prosperity in Europe and Japan has caused increased demand for feed grain 
to support their own production of livestock products. The European Common 
Market is altering historic tariff and trade patterns and affecting both U.S. ex
ports and imports. At the same time increased livestock production and exports 
by some countries, e.g., Australia and New Zealand, have resulted in increased 
competition for U.S. livestock producers. The major influence has been on do
mestic markets for nonfed beef. 

The Food For Peace and other programs designed to aid the development of 
countries with lagging economies have definite and long lasting effects on U.S. 
production patterns. Some such programs have centered around surplus grains 
used directly as food (wheat and rice), but some substitution occurs between 
food and feed grains and they sometimes compete in this country in resource 
use. Developments relating to any grain use are soon translated into adjustments 
in both feed grain and livestock production. Recent attention to world hunger 
problems focuses on the question of U.S. agriculture's capacity to produce. A 
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study of production adjustment can isolate relationships useful in interpreting 
this question as well as in adjusting to surplus conditions. 

Recent Changes and Trends 

In this section recent historical trends of production and consumption in the 
feed grain-livestock sector of the economy are examined and some of their im
plications explored. They provide a factual background for the analyses of Parts 
II, III, and IV. 

Feed Grains 
Largely in response to federal farm programs, the U.S. acreage devoted to 

feed grain production has declined since the mid-fifties and in 1965 was about 75 
percent of the 1954 level. The decline has been relatively steady except for a 
substantially larger decrease from 1960 to 1961, when the feed grain support pro
gram was altered and increased incentives for compliance led to reduced acreages. 
The decline in acreages of the feed grains, however, was more than offset by in
creased yields. The yield per harvested acre rose by about 80 percent betwen 1954 
and 1965. As a result total production also rose, although not steadily because 
both yield and acreage varied from year to year (Figure 1). 

Technological change has had a very strong influence on feed grain yields 
and production. Improved varieties, increased fertilizer use, and greater mechani
zation have all been important. While hybrid corn was almost universally used 
in the United States prior to 1950, improved varieties continue to be developed. 

Figure 1 
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Figure 2 

Index Numbers of Total Plant Nutrient Use 
and Crop Production per Acre 
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Source: Business Conditions, Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, February 1966. 

From 1939 to 1960, U.S. average corn yield rose from 28.4 to 55.8 bushels per 
acre. A recent study attributes 9. 7 bushels increase to fertilizer use, 9.2 bushels 
to variety improvement, and the remaining 3.9 bushels to other factors. 1 Variety 
was most important in Lake States and other fringe areas, while fertilizer was 
most important in the Corn Belt. The use of fertilizer has increased very rapidly 
-about sevenfold over levels of the early forties (Figure 2). Improved grain sor
ghum varieties and hybrids also have been developed by plant breeders and 
adopted by feed grain producers in the drier areas. They have permitted increased 

1 E. 0. Heady and Ludwig Auer, "Imputation of Production to Technologies," Journal of Farm 
Economics 48:2 :309-322, May, 1966. 
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yields and higher levels of fertilization. Yields have also increased more for feed 
grains in many areas. Both variety and fertilizer improvements operate to increase 
yield per acre. 

The third major technological change, increased mechanization and im
proved machinery, allows a farmer to increase the number of acres handled and 
to specialize in grain crops. These have permitted the substitution of capital for 
labor and allowed an individual to handle many more acres without increasing 
labor inputs. Thus, total employment in agricultural production and the number 
of farms has declined sharply. These changes affected production in all parts of 
the nation. 

The North Central States produced 77 percent of all feed grains in 1964-65, 
and typically around three fourths of the U.S. feed grain supply is grown in 
these twelve states. Between 1950 and 1965 the proportions of the total feed 
grains produced in the North Central Region varied from a low of 72 percent 
in 1950 to 79.6 percent in 1952 (Figure 3). 

Figure 3 

Proportion of U. S. Feed Grain Produced 
in the North Central Region 

Year 
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Figure 4 
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Corn is the major feed grain and its production also has been increased sub
stantially (Figure 4). During 1954-61, production exceeded use and annual carry
over reached over two billion bushels in 1960-61. Changes in the government 
support program and increased international disposal activities reduced carryover 
to about 840 million bushels at the end of 1965-66. 

Beef Cattle and Hogs 
Demand and supply factors for meats and meat animals also have undergone 

significant shifts in recent years. Demand factors changing have included con-, 
sumers' incomes and tastes, which affect both quantities and the types of prod
ucts demanded. Both technological and price factors have been effective supply 
forces. 

Total and per capita consumption of red meats and poultry have increased 
considerably in recent years-from about 170 pounds dressed weight per capita in 
1950 to about 208 pounds in 1965 (Figure 5). An important element in the in
crease was the greatly expanded use of poultry-chicken and turkey. Consumption 
of those two products increased from 25 pounds per capita in 1950 to over 40 
pounds in 1965. The main influence was lower production cost arising from a 
considerable reduction in feed needed per pound of gain-resulting from research 
on new rations and improved strains of broilers. 

The per capita consumption of red meats has also increased substantially 
since 1950. But the gain has been confined to beef. Pork, veal, and lamb and 
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mutton consumption have all declined from average levels of the late forties and 
early fifties. Lamb and mutton and veal make up a relatively small fraction of 
total meat consumption, declining from about 9-10 pounds each in 1948-50 to 
about 6 pounds for veal in 1963-65 and to 4-5 pounds for lamb and mutton. 

Per capita consumption of pork has declined from around 70 pounds dressed 
weight in the late 1940's to about 64 pounds in the mid-sixties. Prior to 1953 
more pork than beef was consumed annually in the United States. Some of the 

decline in demand for pork may .be due to changes in consumer tastes, which 
have tended to reject fat meats for various reasons. Although per capita pork con
sumption has declined, population has increased rapidly. Consequently total pork 
consumption increased to around 12 billion pounds in 1963 and 1964 from 10 
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billion pounds in the early 1950's. Advances in technology have affected pork 
production but not to the extent that they influenced poultry. Improved feeding 
practices and feed additives have allowed only minor reduction in feed inputs 
per pound of pork produced. Substitution of capital for labor, however, has en
abled pork producers to reduce the labor input considerably. At the same time 
there have been increasing costs for most purchased inputs which have tended to 
offset savings from reduced feed and labor inputs. 

Beef consumption per capita rose very rapidly during the last decade and a 
half, from about 65 pounds dressed weight in 1950 to 100 pounds by 1965-an 
increase of 50 percent. This per capita rate, combined with a rising population 
resulted in a doubling of total consumption from a little over 9 billion pounds 
in 1950 to 18 billion pounds in 1965. Technological advances in beef produc
tion have enabled a somewhat improved feed efficiency. Some gain has resulted 
from use of such advances as stilbestrol implants and feed additives. However, 
the greatest gain has been from mechanization of the feeding process. Capital 
has been substituted for laoor in the same way as for pork production. Producers 
can handle much larger operations, and costs per pound tend to be lower. 

The great advances gained for poultry by improvement in the genetic ability 
to convert feed to meat have not been attained for either pork or beef. Thus the 
one input that represents a relatively large share of toal cost-feed-remains as a 
major influence on the cost of production. Prices of this input have, of course, 
been influenced by government support and control programs. 

The general trends of recent years in production and consumption of meats 
have not prevented cyclical price variations (Figure 6). 2 The incomes of livestock 
producers move more up or down as the prices of their products vary. This con
dition produces instability and uncertainty which may induce a tardy rate of ad
justment or slow the adoption of new technology. 

"See also Simmons, Will M. and Robert L. Rizek "Performance of the Livestock-Feed Grain Sec
tor," Journal of Farm Economics, December 1966, pp. 1455-63. 
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Figure 6 

Average Annual Prices of all Grades of Slaughter 
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PART II 

DEMAND FOR BEEF, PORK, AND FEED GRAIN 

Demand forces represent one side of the economic balance determining 
prices, resource use, and output. In this section, relationships derived in another 
study are used to make demand projects for the United States. The Corn Belt 
portion of total demand is then computed on the basis of historical ratios. The 
projections are made at three alternative prices for beef and pork to facilitate 
comparison with supply estimates described in Part III. The demand and supply 
estimates are combined in Part IV to make an analysis of equilibrium prices and 
resulting production patterns. 

National Estimates 

U.S. demand estimates were drawn from a recent long run equilibriiun study 
involving both supply and demand, and are based on structural conditions found 
to exist in the market during the period of 1947-61. 3 Prices for sheep and lamb, 
chicken, turkey, and eggs, which affect the demand for beef and pork, are as
sumed at the equilibrium levels reported for that study. Demand equations from 
the Egbert-Reutlinger model are then used to make estimates of quantities of 
beef, pork, and substitutes that would be taken at nine beef and pork price com- . 
binations, corresponding to price levels used in the linear programming supply 
estimates to be discussed later. Finally, some estimates are made of how the re
quired numbers of livestock affect the demand for feed grain. The picture is com
plicated by the fact that grains have many important markets besides livestock 
feed-domestic human food, industrial uses, and exports. These demands, espe
cially exports, are extremely difficult to project. However, to provide a complete 
appraisal, the analysis includes rough estimates for those demands as well. 

Beef and Pork 
Table 1 presents the assumed price levels for beef and pork substitutes, es

timates for population and per capita income in 1972,4 and comparisons with 
1964. They imply moderately high population and per capita income growth, and 
a continuation of present price trends. 5 The derived per capita consumption es-

" A. C. Egbert and S. Reutlinger, "A Dynamic Long Run Model of the Livestock-Feed Sector," 
j ournal of Farm Economics, 47:5:1288-1305, December, 1965. 
4 Supply analysis was the major emphasis of the NC-54 research. In the supply studies no specific 
date is assumed, although production efficiency and input prices were chosen to represent the "early 
1970s." However, since the level of demand depends on population and per capita income, the de
mand estimates require a specific date. We arbitrarily used 1972 to proxy for the "early 1970s." 
5 Based on 1947-49 = 100, the 1964 consumer price index is reported as 132.3. The model assumes 
a value of 144.3 for 1972. 
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TABLE 1--POPULATION, PER CAPITA INCOME, AND PRICE ASSUMPTIONS 
USED IN DEMAND ESTIMATES 

Am ount 

Variable Unit 1964.!_/ 197zY 

U. S. population~/ millions 192.0 215.4 

Disposable income $per capita 2244.0 2640. 0 

Price received by farmers for all!/ 

Sheep and lamb ¢per lb. live wt . 20.24 17.23 

Chicken ¢per lb. live wt. 13.60 11. 00 

Turkey ¢per lb. live wt. 21.20 18. 20 

Eggs ¢per lb. shell wt. 21. 27 18.61 

Corn $per bushel 1.15 1.0~/ 
1f U.S. Average price received by farmers published in Livestock and Meat 

Statistics, U. S. Department of Agriculture Stat. Bu!. 333, July 1963 and supple
ment for 1964 . 

~/ Prices estimated at equilibrium for 1972 assuming $1. 00 per bushel cor n 
and continuation of general supply-demand relationships for 1947-81. See Egbert, 
A. C. and S. Reutlinger "A Dynamic Long Run Model of the Livestock-Feed 
Sector," Journal of Farm Economics, 47: 5:1288-1305. December 1965. 

!}) Total resident population on July 1, including armed for ces . The 1972 
estimate is Series B, moderately high growth (modest drop from r at e of past 
decade) from Current Population Reports , U. S . Bureau of Census Series P-25, 
No. 286. July 1964. 

:JJ Using this model for cattle and calves and for hogs result s in the follow
ing prices: cattle and calves 18. 46 vs. 18. 00 in 1964; hogs 14 . 21 vs. 14 . 80 in 1964. 

'§/ This level is for comparability with the beef and pork pr ices, and is for 
all corn. It should be interpreted in relativ e terms. 

timates for each of the six products at nine combinations of hog and cattle prices 
are summarized in Table 2. 

Quantities demanded follow the expected pattern of decreasing as their own 
price increases, and of increasing as the price of substitutes increases. They also 
clearly show that a change in the meat's own price has relatively more effect on 
quantity demanded than an equal change in the price of the other meat. A one 
pound change in beef quantity has about 1 ~ times the effect on beef price as 
does a one pound change in hog quantity. Conversely, a one pound change in 
hog quantities has 4 times the effect on hog price as does a one pound change in 
beef quantity. 6 

Prices in 1964 averaged $23.08 for cattle and $15.43 for hogs,7 with con
sumption of 190.8 and 111.6 pounds liveweight equivalent, respectively. A rough 

6 See Appendix Table A-1 for coefficients of the model. 
7 Estimated from average farm prices of $18.00 and $14.80 adjusted to choice grade level. See Ap
pendix A, parr 4 for procedure. See footnote 2, Table 2 for consumption concept used. 



TABLE 2--ESTI!VIATED PER CAPITA DOMESTIC DEMAND FOR BEEF, 
PORK, AND SUBSTITUTES FOR 1972, ASSUMING VARIOUS BEEF 

AND PORK PRICES 

Cattle and calves 

(190. 8)']:/ 

Hogs 

(111. 6)']:/ 

Sheep and lamb 

(10. 2)']:/ 

Chicken 

(43.8)y 

Turkey 

(9. 5)']:/ 

Eggs 

(43. 6)']:/ 

Choice 
barrows 
and gilts 

at Chicago, 
$per cwt. 

$11. 84 

14. 80 

17.76 

$11. 84 

14.80 

17.76 

$11. 84 

14. 80 

17.76 

$11. 84 

14.80 

17.76 

$11. 84 

14.80 

17.76 

$11. 84 

14.80 

17.76 

Y Shell weight of eggs. 

Choice steers at Chicago, $ per cwt. 

$16.60 

228.00 

231. 89 

235.78 

107.27 

99. 60 

91. 93 

8.G5 

8.79 

8.93 

41. GB 

42.42 

43 .16 

10.42 

10.62 

10.82 

38.14 

38.19 

38.25 

$20.80 $24.96 

lbs. liveweighJ/ 

210.78 

214.67 

218.56 

llO. 88 

103.21 

95.54 

8.98 

9.12 

9.26 

42.18 

42.92 

43.65 

10.46 

10.65 

10.85 

38.30 

38.36 

38.41 

193.77 

197.66 

201.55 

114. 44 

106.77 

99. 10 

9.30 

9.44 

9.58 

42.66 

43.40 

44.14 

10.49 

10.87 

10.89 

38.46 

38. 52 

38.58 

Y 1964 per capita production adjusted for net imports. Differs from 
consumption by inventory change and eggs for hatching. Source: reported in 
Egbert and Reutlinger, op cit. Data from USDA Stat. Bul. 230, 305, and 333. 
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comparison with the per capita figures of these approximate. prices in Table 2 
(about 205 and 100 pounds, respectively) shows a prospective increase in per 
capita use of beef compared with a slight decline for pork. These reflect the 
change in tastes and purchasing power accompanying an increase in disposable 
income per capita from $2,244 to $2,640. For example, the effect of a change in 
income on beef consumption is an increase of about 1 pound per capita per $100 
increase in income, while on pork it is only 115 pound. 8 Thus, the effect of a 
$396 income jump from 1964 to 1972 is plus 3.9 lbs. per capita on cattle, bur 
only 0.8 lb. on hogs. In addition, the estimated increase in chicken and turkey 
consumption seem to have a larger negative effect on demand for pork than beef. 

Table 3 presents results of the next step, estimating demand arising from 
population of 215.4 million and adjusting for net imports and minor amounts of 
excluded production (See footnote 1, Table 3 ) . The figures are thus demand for 
U.S.-produced products, assuming the specified levels of net imports of beef and 
pork, and exports of the other products. The approximate figure for 1964 also is 
indicated in each section of the table. A conclusion vital to the livestock industry 
is apparent. Regardless of the price combination considered, beef demand for 
1972 expands considerably, while pork remains about the same. In 1964, total 
cattle and calves amounted to 342 million cwt. liveweight, less than the amount 
demanded at even the highest prices in 1972. On the other hand, the decrease 
per capita for hogs just about offsets the effect of growing population. The 1964 
picture of 213 million cwt. is comparable to the 1972 corals in Table 3 for sev
eral price combinations. Substantial increases are also indicated for chicken and 
turkey with smaller changes in sheep and eggs. 

Exports and imports of livestock products historically have had little de
mand impact. Recently, the United States has exported larger quantities of frozen 
poultry, nonfat dry milk, pork, and variety meats. Present trends hold some hope 
of further expansion for these as well as for other livestock products. 9 Such ex
ports, however, depend primarily on rising per capita incomes in the more de
veloped areas where consumers can now afford meat in their diets, secondarily 
on the status of restrictions imposed by importing nations (principally European) 
to protect and encourage domestic production, and thirdly on competition from 
other surplus producing areas which commonly have a preferred product at a lower 

8 A recent study of rhe beef sector suggests that consumers differentiate among kinds of beef, re
acting to nonfed beef as an inferior good and raking less as income increases. The net effect is to 
make the income response to fed beef even greater than indicated here. See Larry Langemeier and 
Russell G. Thompson. Demand, Supply and Price Relationships in the Beef Sector, Pose-World 
War II Period.Journal of Farm Economics, 49:1 :169-183, February 1967. This article also contains 
a summary of elasticities derived in previous studies. 

9 Lester R. Brown "The Impact of Future World Supply and Demand Prospects on U.S. Agri- , 
cultural Trade." Address at Fifth Annual Farm Policy Review Conference, Washingron, D.C., 
January 27, 1965. 
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TABLE 3--ESTIMATED 1972 TOTAL DEMAND FOR BEEF, PORK, AND 
SUBSTITUTES AT VARIOUS BEEF AND PORK PRICESY 

Cattle Pricey 

Commodity 
Hogy $16.64 $20.80 $24.96 

Price 

Cattle and Calves (341, 663)Y $11. 84 456,478 419,385 382,744 

14. 80 464, 859 427, 766 391, 125 

17.76 473, 240 436,147 399,506 

Hogs (231, 408)Y 11. 84 230,204 237,975 245, 652 

14. 80 213,687 221, 458 229, 135 

17.76 197, 170 204, 941 212,618 

Sheep and Lamb (19, 584)Y 11. 84 18,627 19,334 20, 032 

14, 80 18, 933 19, 640 20, 338 

17.76 19,239 19,946 20, 644 

Chicken (86 , 822)~/ 11. 84 93, 789 94, 849 95, 897 

14. 80 95,380 96, 440 97, 487 

17.76 96,970 98,030 99,078 

Turkey (18, 605)Y 11. 84 22,950 23, 021 23,091 

14, 80 23,378 23, 449 23,519 

17.76 23, 807 23,877 23,947 

Eggs (84, 442)~/ 11. 84 88,126 88,479 88, 828 

14, 80 88,248 88,602 88,951 

17.76 88, 371 88, 724 89, 072 

_!/ Per capita quantities multiplied by 215.4 million population, then ad
justed for net imports reported in Table 4. Beef estimates lowered by 7, 547 
thousand cwt. dairy slaughter and on-farm slaughter. Egg estimates increased 
by 5, 270 thousand cwt. for hatching. Source: Egbert and Reutlinger, op cit, 
Table 8. --

Y Choice grades. These correspond to all cattle and calf price of $12. 94, 
16.22, andl9 . 46, andtoallhogpricesof$11.35, 14.19, andl7.03. 

Y Figures in parenthesis are 1964 values. Source: Egbert and Reutlinger, 
op cit. Based on USDA Stat. Bul. 333. 
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price. 10 Within the period up to 1972, these developments are not likely to have 
significant overall impacts on total demand, as shown by the set of estimates for 
net imports and exports from the Egbert-Reutlinger study given in Table 4. Al
though a net import of 12.6 pounds of beef per capita might appear to have an 
important effect on domestic producers, in fact well over half of it is boneless 
beef, roughly comparable to domestic cow beef for use in hamburger, frankfur
ters, and other processed meats.11 Possibly this demand could represent an area of 
potential expansion for domestic beef producers. 

TABLE 4--NET IMPORTS AND EXPORTS FOR MEATS, 1964 AND 1972-!/ 

Actual 1964 Assumed 1972 
Per Per 

capita Total capita Total 
lb, mil. lb. lb. mil. lb 

Imports 

Beef cattle, liveweight 12.75 2451 12.58 2709 

Hogs, liveweight 0.44 85 0.39 85 

Exports 

Chicken, liveweight 1.44 278 1. 86 400 

Turkey, liveweight 0.21 40 0.23 50 

Eggs, shellweight 0.35 68 0.33 71 

Milk 9.35 1796 15.48 3334 

y Egbert and Reutlinger, op cit., Table 8. 

Feed Grains 

Demand for feed grains is more complex than for beef and pork because, 
in addition to the requirements to feed U.S. livestock, grains have nonfeed uses 
in industry and also are exported. 

The demand picture for exports is particularly cloudy. It depends heavily on 
rates of per capita income growth in countries which can buy grain for human 
food or for their growing livestock industries, and on the extent of donations or 
loans to countries unable to buy from commercial markets. 

The procedure used to estimate total feed grain demands was to determine 
feed requirements for the livestock production estimated for 1972 in the previous 
section and then to add on the quantities for other uses. 12 In this study, feed 

10 G. Alvin Carpenter. The European Market for Beef and Variety Meats in Western Livestock Round
up 13:2, February 1966, Colorado State University Cooperative Extension Service, Fort Collins. 
11 G. R. Rockwell, Jr. Foreign Trade in Livestock and Livestock Products in Western Livestock Roundup 
13:7, July, 1966. Colorado State University Cooperative Extension Service, Fort Collins. 
12 Procedures in the model by Egbert and Reutlinger involve a complex set of equations which 
were not well suited to present purposes. 
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grains are defined to include only corn, oats, barley and grain sorghum, although 
some food grains provide small amounts of livestock feed. 

For Livestock-The 1972 projections for feed grain consumption by all livestock 
assuming the medium prices for beef cattle and hogs is 21.1 percent greater than 
in 1959 (latest data available) . Estimates at various cattle and hog prices are 
listed in Table 5 for beef cattle, hogs, other livestock, and total use. The con
sumption by class of livestock at the medium prices for hogs and cattle is broken 
down and listed in Table 6. The estimates were obtained by projecting and ad
justing 1949-59 trends in concenrrates fed per hundredweight of livestock mar
keted (see footnote 1 to Table 5). Average percentages of feed grains in the con
centrate were multiplied by the projected poundages to get quanrities of feed 
grains per hundredweight of gain. These were then multiplied by the net live
stock demand for domestic consumption and export reported in Tables 2 and 4. 

TABLE 5--ESTIMATED FEED GRAIN NEE.!°JED FOR LIVESTOCK, 
U.S. TOTAL, 19721 

Cattle 2rice 
Consumed $16.60 $20.80 $24.96 

Hog Price by (000 Tons) 

$11. 84 Hogs 46 , 040. 8 47,595.1 49,130.4 

Cattle 36,518.2 33 , 550.8 30,619.5 

Othe~ 45,736.4 45 , 837 . 0 46,135.3 

Total 128,295.4 126,982.9 125, 885.2 

$14 .80 Hogs 42,737.4 44, 291. 6 45,827.0 

Cattle 37,188.7 34,221.2 31,290.0 

Othe~ 45,987.8 46,188.5 46,386.7 

Total 125,913.9 124,701.3 123,503.7 

$17.76 Hogs 39,434.0 40,988.0 42,523.6 

Cattle 37, 891. 8 34,891.8 31, 960.5 

Othe~ 46,239.2 46, 439. 9 46,638.2 

Total 123,532.4 122,319.9 121,122.3 

y Assuming the foll owing about feed grain per cwt . : sheep and lambs 100 
lbs/cwt. sold; chickens 200 lbs/cwt.; eggs 280 lbs/cwt. shell wt.; turkeys 280 
lbs/cwt. ; milk 30 lbs/cwt.; cattle and calves 160 lbs/cwt . ; hogs 400 lbs/cwt. For 
derivation, see Appendix A. Estimated milk production used was 132. 5 billion 
pounds, requiring 19, 875 thousand tons feed . Figures are estimated at the $1. 00 
farm corn price, for comparability with supply estimates in Part III. 

y E xcludes horses, dairy beef, slaughtered beef, eggs for hatching and 
unallocated disappearance. These amounted to 17, 500 thousand tons in 1964 . 
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Other excluded uses amounted to 17.5 million tons in 1964 (footnote 1, Table 
6). We arbitrarily assumed no change in this figure for 1972. 

With the procedure used, the increase between 1959 and 1972 in feed grain 
consumption by all livestock would vary from 15.0 percent to 21.0 percent, 13 de
pending on livestock prices. Some of the increase represents 1972 requirements 
for higher percentage of grain fed beef cattle. However, the improved efficiency 
for hog gains more than offset the increased feeding rate for beef cattle. Thus, 
the increased consumption is caused by feeding a larger number of livestock to 
meet the increased demand. 14 If 1959 feed conversion rates had been used instead 
of the projected rates, the total tonnage of feed grains required would be in
creased slightly since hog requirements would be increased more than beef re
quirements would be reduced (Table 7). However, estimates based on the trend 
are believed to be more reliable than the 1959 feeding levels for prediction. 

TABLE 6--DISTRIBUTION OF PROJECTED FEED GRAIN CONSUMPTION, 
1972, AT MEDIUM PRICES FOR CATTLE AND CALVES AND HOGS 

Hogs 

Cattle and Calves 

Milk Production 

Egg Production 

Chicken Production~/ 
Turkey 

Sheep and Lamb 

Other livestock and unallocated 

Subtotal 

Total 

1972 

44,292 

34,221 

19, 875 

12, 404 

9, 644 

3,283 

982 

124,701 

17,500 

142,201 

Thousand Tons 

195gY 

45,579 

16,585 

19, 341 

10,626 

7, 855 

2,257 

742 

102, 985 

17,500 

120, 485 

1J Earl F. Hodges, Consumption of Feed by Livestock 1940-59. USDA, 
Economic Research Service, Production Research Report 79, 1964. The estimates 
exclude feed for horses, "unallocated" dairy beef, on-farm slaughtered beef and 
hatching egg production, but include feed for net exports. These amounted to 
17. 5 million tons in 1964. 

Y Broilers plus chickens raised. 

13 Based on 120.5 million tons in 1964, and the figures for 1972 in Table 5 increased by 17 .5 mil
lion tons to account for a minimum amount of the excluded categories of livestock. 
14 Some authors estimate that by 1980 higher beef feeding rates may contribute to a net increase 
in feed grain use. See, for example: R. F. Daly and A. C. Egbert, "A Look Ahead for Food and 
Agriculture," Agricultural Economics Research, 18:1, January 1966, p. 6. But the major part of the 
increase in feed grain demand will still be caused by expanded numbers rather than heavier feeding. 
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TABLE 7--EFFECT OF HIGHER FEEDING RATES ON FEED GRAIN 
REQUIBEME NTS, AT $20. 80 CATTLE AND $14. 80 HOG PRICE 

Weight Feed ing ratey T otal feed gain produced per cwt. at rate for 
1959 I 1972 1959 I l l;l72 000 cwt. lbs . 000 Tons 

Hogs 221,458 451 400 49, 938 44,292 
Cattle and calves 427, 766 132 160 28,232 34,221 
Milk production 1, 325,190 27 30 17, 890 19,878 
Egg production 88,602 285 280 12,626 12, 404 
Chicken production 96,440 205 200 9,885 9,644 
Turkey production 23,449 298 280 3,494 3,283 
Sheep and lamb 19,640 91 100 894 982 

122,959 124,704 

.!/ See Appendix A, Table 2 . 

Using the 1964 average field grain yield of 1.6 tons per acre, the acreage 
required to produce the increase in feed grains at medium hog and beef cattle prices (from 120.5 in 1959 to 142.2 tons in 1972) would be 13.6 million acres (Table 6).15 This compares with 29.3 million acres idle under the 1964 Feed 
Grain Program. The same increase in production also could be obtained from an 
18 percent increase in yields, 1.6 tons to 1.9 tons per acre, without any increase in acreage ( 64.3 million). 

Nonfeed Domestic Use of Feed Grains. Substantial amounts of corn are used in producing breakfast cereals, corn meal and grits, starch, corn syrup, alcoholic beverages, and other industrial products. In comparison with livestock use, how
ever, the tonnages are small, and growth in these areas is not likely to have any strong impact on total demand. In 1959, these uses accounted for 13.1 million tons (Table 8), in contrast to 120 million tons fed to livestock. For the past dec
ade, this usage has held nearly constant at about 150 lb. per capita. On this basis, about 16.2 million tons would be used by a population of 215.4 million in 1972. 
Although proportions in the various uses have changed with per capita incomes and tastes over time, 1959 distribution helps give a picture of the usage. 16 

15 The yield per acre was determined from a rota! output of 160.7 million tons from 100.1 million acres of corn, oats, barley and grain sorghums. Feed Situation, USDA, ERS, F.dS-212, February 1966, Table 1, and Agricultural Statistics, 1964, USDA. Some downward adjustments in forage requirements also would be expected. 
16 Computed from utilization statistics for corn, oats, barley and grain sorghum reported in Agricultural Statistics, 1964, USDA. 
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TABLE 8--DOMESTIC NONFEED AND EXPORT UTILIZATION OF 
FEED GRAINS, 1956-6~ 

Crop year Seed, human food, 

starting and 

October 1 industrial 
(Million tons) 

1956 12.6 

1957 12.4 

1958 13.0 

1959 13.0 

1960 13.1 

1961 13 . 5 

1962 13.7 

1963 14.2 

1964 14.5 

1965 14. 6 

Export 

7. 3 

10.5 

12.7 

12.2 

12.3 

17.6 

16.6 

18.7 

21. 9 

29 . 1 

.Y Source: Data from Feed Situation, USDA, ERS, FdS-214, June 1966, 

Table 2, and FdS-185, February 1961. 

Dry process 
Breakfast cereals 
Corn meal, grits, etc. 

Wet process (starch, syrup, sugar) 
Alcohol, distilled spirits 
Seed 

Percent 

8.0 

17.8 
32.0 
25.4 
16.8 

100.0 

Exports of Feed Grain. "Exports in the years ahead will depend on a number of 
factors. Among these are export programs of the United States, agr;eements set 

up among competing nations of the world, domestic policies affecting imports 
and exports, growth in population and income, and technological developments 
at home and abroad that affect food and fiber production."17 

Until very recently, feed grains have not been a very important part of U.S. 

crop exports. In 1959, exports took only a little over one-tenth as much as was 

fed t'O livestock, or about 8 percent of production. In both absolute value and 
share of crop, export markets were much more important for wheat, soybeans, 

and rice. By fiscal year 1964-65, exports equalled 31 percent of feed grain sales 

17 R. F. Daly and A. C. Egbert. "A Look Ahead for Food and Agriculture. Agricultural Economics 

Research, 18:1, January 1966 (Reprinted in ERS-277, February 1966, USDA, Economic Research Ser
vice). 
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Figure 7 
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by U.S. farmers. 18 A prime impetus was rising per capita incomes in Japan and 
Western Europe which translated into rapid expansion in demand for meats. 
These nations could not raise enough grain, and imported large quantities for 
livesrock feed to meet these demands. Since exports of other crops had also ex
panded, the trend in share of total exports provided by feed grains tells a less 
dramatic story. In 1965, value of the farm feed grain exports was 18.2 percent of 
all agricultural exports, while wheat and flour represented 19 percent, animal 
products 12.6 percent, and oil-seeds and products 18.6 percent. rn 

Tonnages exported by crop year are arrayed in the right hand column of 
Table 8. It appears unlikely that the increase of about 300 percent can be re
peated in the next decade. A recent estimate by the Foreign Regional Analysis 
Division of US.D.A. suggests a more reasonable estimate is an increase of 0.9 
million tons per year. ~ 0 This would provide an export market for 3 5 .4 million 
tons by 1972. Although grain price would have some effect on the amount of 
exports to commercial markers, data are not available for a further breakdown. 
Summary of Demand for Feed Grains. Adding the components of nonfeed de
mand-35.4 million tons for export and 16.2 million for domestic nonfeed uses-

18 Export Fact Sheet and Import Fact Sheet. USDA, Economic Research Service, ERS-Foreign-lSS, 
March 1966. (Reprinted from Foreign Agricultural Trade of the United States). 
19 Data from Foreign Agricultural Trade of the United States, USDA, Economic Research Service, 
June 1966, Table 2S. 
00 West, Quentin M. Foreign Demand and Supply Projections; Outlook for U.S. Agricultural Ex· 
ports, Journal of Farm Economics, 48:S:13S9·137S, December 1966. The projection to 1970 was 30 
million merric tons, or 33.6 million tons. The increase from 196S, 0.9 million tons per year, is here 
projected to 1972. 
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suggests about 51.6 million tons in addition to livestock requirements. The latter 
range from 138.6 to 145.8 million tons with the range of livestock prices used 
in this analysis. Total demand then, is projected in the range of 190.2 to 197.4 
million tons. The 1964 production was 160.7 million tons. 

In additional acreages, again using a yield of 1.6 tons, the needs are 18.1 
to 22.6 million, compared to 29.3 million diverted under the 1964 feed grain pro-. 
gram. If only the 100.1 million acres producing feed grain in 1959 were used, 
yields of 1.9 to 2.0 tons per acre would be needed, which is not at all impossible 
with current rates of yield increase. Of course, these export projections do not 
consider any special assistance programs which might be developed to alleviate 
world hunger programs. The calculations do indicate some remaining capacity to 
produce for such a program, without requiring both acreage and yield adjustment. 

Two other conclusions should be mentioned. First, these calculations show 
adequate production capacity exists, so that feed prices are not likely to be forced 
upward much by demand pressures, except within a crop year when production 
cannot be expanded. Any permanent rise would likely be on the cost side. Sec
ond, export markets are becoming an ever more important outlet for feed grains. 
In 1964, 21.9 out of 160.7 million tons produced were exported (13.6 percent), 
while the 1972 projection is about 33.6 million tons exported our of 175 million 
tons produced (18-20 percent). 

Estimates for the North Central Region 

Shares of the market going to the different regions of the U.S. vary from 
year to year due to short term influences such as weather, and changes in the 
stage of cattle and hog cycles. The shares also vary over the longer run in re
sponse to changes in comparative advantages due to profitability of other prod
ucts, differences in the rate of increase in crop yields, capacity of regions to ex
pand, changing location of consumers, and the like. 

Generally, livestock slaughter has tended to locate near livestock production, 
with meat rather than live animals being shipped. Regional spatial equilibrium 
studies, taking as given the locations of production, confirm that this is an eco
nomic pattern.21 This leaves unanswered the question of whether it is more eco
nomical to fatten and slaughter livestock near areas of grain production and pay 
transportation costs on meat, or to fatten livesrock near consuming areas and 
transport the grain.22 The answer depends partly on transportation costs; other 

21 See G. G. Judge,]. Havlicek and R. L. Rizek. Spatial Structure of the LiveJtock Economy; I. Spatial 
AnalyJiJ of the Meat Marketing Sector in 1955 and 1960; II. Spatial AnalyJi.s of the FlowJ of Slaughter 
LiveJtock in 1955 and 1960; III. j oint Spatial AnalpiJ of Regional Slaughter and the Flow and Pricing 
of LiveJtock and Meat. South Dakota Agr. Exp. Sea. Bu!. 520, 521, 522 (N. Central Reg. Pub!. 157, 
159, 163) May 1964, June 1964, October 1965. And W. F. W illiams, and R. A. Dietrich. An In
terregional Analysis of the Fed Beef Economy. USDA, Economic Research Service, Agricultural 
Economic Reporr 88, April 1966. 
22 Additional research into this question has been done on a cooperative ERS-Iowa State project. 
Results will be published by R. F. Brokken and E. 0. Heady. 
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inputs are also important. Land, labor and capital resources available for produc
tion by region, possible complementarities in having grain and livestock on the 
same farm, and other items may affect comparative advantages of different regions 
in competing for a given level of total market demand. 

We would need a complete study to isolate all these effects and project them. 
As a short cut, we will calculate shares by regions over several years, look for 
trends in these shares, and make projections to estimate likely effects of inter
action of these forces over the next few years. 

The difficulty in making such estimates is in lack of annual data on produc
tion for the Corn Belt portions of the 11 states for which programmed supplies 
were estimated. 2 3 This necessitates using entire state figures on total liveweight 
produced of cattle and calves and of hogs. 24 For hogs, such an estimate provides 
no particular difficulty, since production tends to be concentrated in the Corn 
Belt part of the states. At first glance, the picture appears different for cattle, 
since the weight produced in such states as Kansas and Nebraska includes feeder 
calves produced outside the Corn Belt part of the state, while that for Illinois 
and Iowa is primarily weight added to purchased cattle. To have the demand 
estimate comparable to the supply analysis, we need liveweight marketed from 
the region as fat animals, including both the purchased weight and the weight 
added. We assumed the weight of feeder calves sold from the non-Corn Belt por
tions of the included states about equals the total weight of feeders purchased in 
the Corn Belt region. On this basis, the total production of cattle and calves is 
used to determine the share of national demand to be met by beef producers in 
the Corn Belt. The use of this assumption prevents us from drawing any con
clusions about changes in regional production advantage arising from demand 
forces, but not from supply forces. 

The North Central Region is a major producer of both beef and pork, pro
ducing less than half the liveweight of cattle and calves in 1964, and about ¥1 of 
the hogs. No long term trend in shares is apparent, though year-to-year changes 
and cycle effects are apparent. To provide an idea of the potential in 1972, pro- , 
jections were made using average shares of the market for 1954-63. They were as 
follows: 

Cattle and calves 
Hogs 

Average 
45.7% 
76.4% 

These estimates, applied to the results in Table 4, give some indication of the 
likely amount that the Corn Belt will need to supply in 1972. The range in re
sults is small for hogs, and relatively larger for cattle. For hogs, the estimates 
range from 150.6 to 187.7 million cwt., compared to 166.9 million produced in 
1964. For beef, the comparable ranges are 182.5 to 208.6, compared to 170.5 pro
duced in 1964. Exact figures are presented in Part IV, Table 23. 

23 Excludes Wisconsin. 
24 We ignore the possibility that weight produced and going into inventory buildup is distributed 
non-proportionately among regions. 
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PART Ill 

SUPPLY FACTORS AND RESPONSES 

One objective of supply analysis is to determine the factors which affect the 
quantities of beef, pork, and feed grains produced, used, and sold and then to 
utilize the information to make estimates or judgments on potential future sup
plies. Supply analysis also furnishes answers to important questions of price 
levels, farm income levels, and the use and value of farm production inputs. 
Changes in product price and/or input prices are normally thought of as induc
ing changes in quantities supplied in future production periods and in the level 
of technology used. 

Many other factors may influence on the responses-especially in the short 
run. Production is not instantaneous so time is an important restriction on sig
nificant changes in output. For crops only one year may be needed, but livestock 
breeding herds must be expanded before the number of market animals can be 
increased. The usual first-year responses are to feed to heavier weights or to ad
just inventory numbers of breeding stock. 

Resource availability, institutional and managerial factors, biological pro
cesses, input supplies, previous decisions and many other conditions influence 
the production adjustments that farmers can and do make. Weather and other 
uncontrollable events also will affect the outcome and can cause results very dif
ferent from those intended by decision makers. A comprehensive analysis of sup
ply, therefore, must consider many different forces and, for many kinds of uses, 
must attempt to separate the effects of each. 

Approaches to Supply Analysis 

The study of supply2 5 for agricultural products can be approached in various 
ways-each of which has advantages and disadvantages. Most supply studies have 
utilized only one approach. In contrast, the NC-54 committee and separate mem
ber states carried out three different types of projects concurrently. Some major 
results of these projects and some information from a fourth type are summarized 
in the following sections of this publication. 26 

25 We mean by supply the relationship between price of a product and the quantity of it made avail
able by producers, with all other things held constant. Supply response refers to adjustments in 
quantity which occur if these "constants" change. We are interested in both kinds of relationships 
in this report. See W . W. Cochran, "Conceptualizing the Supply Relation in Agriculture." journal 
of Farm Economics, 37:5 :1161 December 1955. 
28 Individual publications have been prepared on the various projects at each experiment station 
and are listed in Appendix F. For greater detail those sources can be consulted. 
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The major portion of the cooperative regional effort was the use of linear 
programming to determine adjustments profitable from the individual farm view
point and to develop supply response projections based on summing of results 
from representative farms. Two states conducted additional analyses from pub
lished time series data and three did studies using cross-sectional survey data. 
Finally, the authors, in consultation with personnel at the USDA and State Ex
periment Stations, considered the role and procedures used to make long run sup
ply estimates of the agricultural outlook type. 

Each of the four approaches has characteristics which make it especially use
ful in answering certain kinds of questions and each has certain limitations 
which restrict interpretations and applications. The approaches either describe 
relationships in historic data or use the data in analytic models. Some are firm 
oriented and some are market oriented. In addition, two are usable primarily for 
short run and one is for longer run projections. Each approach will be discussed 
separately in terms of its characteristics and usefulness. 

Time Series Analysis 
Supply analyses from time series data are necessarily historical and therefore 

descriptive of past relationships. They normally are made for large areas (nation, 
region, state etc.) making them quite aggregative and market oriented in nature. 
Such studies utilize econometric27 estimation procedures which because of data 
limitations, have not been able to account very adequately for major structural 
changes such as increases in contracting and integration, specialized and mechan
ized livestock operations, or altered Federal Farm Programs. If we have a chang
ing structure, forecasting or predictions from such analyses are not realistic ex
cept for relatively short extrapolations into the future. The models do have the 
advantage of giving simultaneous consideration of a number of variables, and 
consideration of both supply and demand variables in one model. When used 
to develop supply functions in an industry where production techniques and 
other structural features change through time and when these changes are not 
captured by variables in the model, the result is a function based not on currently 
existing conditions but on average conditions as they existed over several years. 
Including a trend variable, such as time, in models for systems where changes 
have been slow, gradual, and continuous takes some of the structural change 
into account but does not completely eliminate the problem. The major contri
butions of time series studies are to provide a quantification of the historical ef
fecrs of various factors, to furnish a comprehensive picture of the interrelation
ship summarized in a few coefficients, to infer something about cause and effect 
relationships not provided by the other approaches, and to indicate the trend or 
direction of the industry which can be used for some forms of projection. 

27 The use of economic models expressed mathematically and applied to data via statistical estimating procedures. 
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Production Functions 
Functional analysis of data from surveys or censuses (rather than historical 

time series) provides a cross-sectional view of a group of firms, or an area or in
dustry at the time of data collection. This method uses historical data from one 
year only and can be more firm oriented than econometric time series models. 
Time series and cross-sectional studies do share some common statistical prob
lems28 In this study, production functions-equations showing the relationship 
of inputs to output-are estimated from the same survey data used in develop
ing the programming model. The functions derived from survey or similar data, 
however, are averages for groups of producing units, since the firms surveyed 
may not all be using the same techniques. In addition, statistical estimation prob
lems require that input categories must be fairly broad, so that detailed analyses 
are not possible. Data from firms generally are used and therefore interpretation 
to individual firms is not as difficult as with the time series studies. The pro
cedure offers the advantages of permitting continuous rather than discrete sub
stitution among inputs, and of allowing for diminishing returns. The major con
tribution of the studies of cross-sectional data is to provide a picture of an in
dustry, area, or type of farm, at a point in time, including an estimate of relative 
productivity of broad classes of inputs. This picture permits the evaluation of 
the profitable adjustments only in a very general way and allows the prediction 
of the direction of adjustment based on such evaluation. 

Linear Programming 
The programming application in this study views supply from the individual 

firm level. 29 Such an approach recognizes that market supply reactions are the 
sum of independent actions by individual producers. An analytic model was con
structed to describe the firm, data on production inputs and structural character
istics are developed, and the model is used to derive most profitable supply re
sponses. It thus estimates response to an assumed norm, rather than describes 
actual behavior. Such an estimate provides a useful standard of economic effi
ciency with which it is of interest to compare actual behavior. 

Two special difficulties posed by the technique are aggregation and model 
specification problems. 30 The· aggregation problem arises from the necessity of 
using a representative farm as a proxy for a relatively large group of farms with 

"The statistical problems ate not discussed here. For reference see J. Johnston, Econometric Methods. 
New York: McGraw-Hill 1963. 
29For an application at the aggregate level see R. H . Day, Recursive Programming and Production 
Response. Amsterdam: North-Holland 1963. 
3° For a discussion of these and other limitations see: Jerry A. Sharples, Thomas A. Miller and Lee 
M. Day, "Evaluation of a Firm Model in Estimating Aggregate Supply Response," North Cenrral 
Regional Publication 179, Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Jan. 1968; George E. Frick and 
Richard A. Andrews, "Aggregation Bias and Four Methods of Summing Farm Supply Functions," 
journal of Farm Economics, 47:3 :696-700; August 1965 ; and John G. Stovall, "Sources of Error in 
Aggregate Supply Estimates," journal of Farm Economics, 48.:2:477-480; May 1966. 
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similar characteristics. Because of the large number of individual firms, not all 
can be studied. Since average or modal values for resources and production effi
ciency of the group are used for the representative farm, the computed response 
may over- or understate actual adjustments and response. 

Specification problems arise when wrong assumptions about management, 
prices, input requirements, production levels, enterprise alternative to consider, 
and other factors are made. Errors are compounded when farmers have choices 
among producing several major products, such as corn, beef, and hogs, rather 
than a single major product. Specification bias also arises from the conflict be
tween what an individual firm can do in contrast with what all farms as a group 
can do. An individual farm can produce and sell increased quantities without af
fecting price, but if many farms attempt to do so aggregate supplies are increased 
enough to cause lower prices. One can also buy more inputs without affecting 
prices, but the group cannot. The economic problem is to consider these ex
ternal effects. It is difficult to build realistic group restrictions into a model of 
the individual firm without unrealistically limiting the firm's adjustment poten
tial. Programming models do permit assumptions concerning structural changes 
to be built into the system, unlike the other formal models; but in common with 
these other models, they are not able to anticipate such changes. 

Outlook Considerations 
The procedures used in outlook work are not so formal or mathematically 

precise as the techniques used in the other three approaches, but are generally 
more comprehensive and more flexible. In general, outlook is carried out by per
sons very familiar with a commodity or set of commodities. They are able, by 
use of expert knowledge, to take account of many factors difficult to quantify 
and include in formal models-and also use formal models as part of their pro
cedures.31 Thus, the approach has both historical data and analytic model aspects. 
Structural, institutional and other changes can be taken into consideration as 
soon as they are perceived or predicted. Most outlook is for relatively short pe
riods, a year or less, although it also can be of a long run nature. Long run out
look is complicated by the existence of important interrelationships between sec
tors of the economy. Again, estimates are usually aggregate for a commodity, and 
only indirect reference is made to the individual firm. 

Summary and Foreword 
In the following sections the four supply study procedures will be described 

separately as they were used for the study of supply and adjustment for beef cat
tle, hogs, and feed grain in the North Central Region. First the production func
tion studies will be used to describe productivity of classes of inputs for groups 

31 See for example, A. C. Egbert and S. Reutlinger. "A Dynamic Long Run Model of the Feed
Livestock Economy." journal of Farm Economics, 47:5; December 1965. An area of long range out
look is also included in numerous river basin planning studies being conducted by Natural Re
sources Economics Division, ERS-USDA. 
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of farms and areas in the early 1960's. Then the time series studies will be used 
co delineate important factors influencing aggregate supply in recent years, and 
important interrelationships among feed grains, beef, and pork at the market 
level. The programming studies will then be utilized to look at potential supply 
and adjustment trends in the longer run, based on the individual farm. Finally 
outlook material will be utilized to provide insights in the near future. 

In the final part of this report (Part IV), the information from the four 
methods will be synthesized and combined with demand factors (Part II) to de
velop judgments on supply conditions for the North Central Region's feed grain
livestock industry in the 1970's. 

Productivity of Inputs and Potential Adjustments
the Broad Picture 

A major force which induces agricultural adjustment and hence changes sup
ply of products or produces supply response is the seriousness of maladjustment 
which exists in existing farm units. Economically, a firm is maladjusted if its use 
of inputs is not optimal, i.e., not at levels which result in maximum profits. A 
farm in adjustment can become maladjusted because input or product prices or 
technical efficiency ratios change. It is possible to be using either too much or 
too little of a given input, while at the same time using too little, too much, or 
the correct amounts of others. If the extent of maladjustment is large, forces for 
change are likely to be strong, but if it is small those forces will be less com
pelling. 

Method 

Measuring the deviation from optimal input use is an important first step 
in the analysis of potential adjustment and the supply response. A useful mea
sure for this purpose is the earnings of the last unit used of any variable input 
(in economic terminology the marginal value product or MVP). The marginal 
value product can be compared with the cost to determine whether to use the 
last unit of input. As a result of this test one knows whether units of the input 
should be added or removed. At the most profitable level of use the marginal 
value product will be equal to the cost (=price) of the input. 32 When the mar
ginal value product exceeds the input price too little is being used, and when it 
is less than the price too much is being used. 

Production function analysis permits the computation of the marginal value 
products for groups of inputs included in the analysis. 33 Data on input use and 
production from many farms are combined. Regression analysis is used to esri-

32 This is true for firms in industries such as feed-livestock agriculture where a single firm cannot 
affect the price of the product because its output is an insignificant proportion of the rota!. 
33For a detailed discussion of production functions and their applications in agriculture see: Earl 0. 
Heady and John L. Dillon, Agricultural Production Functions, Iowa Stare University Press, Ames, 
1961. 
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mate values for the coefficients of the algebraic function. MVP values derived 
from the functions described the economic efficiency of a present allocation of 
resources and indicate the direction of adjustment, but do not generally provide 
satisfactory estimates of the amount of adjustment.a" Techniques including more 
detail are needed for that task. 

The functions also provide an estimate of total elasticity of production. This 
figure indicates whether there is reason, in the relationship between the input 
categories studied and output, to expect either contraction or expansion in farm 
size. Of course, forces other than the input-output relationships affect expansion 
prospects, and would not be reflected in the function. 

The basic model used for the study was a Cobb-Douglas function 3 5 of the 
following form : 

/31 !3~ 
y = ax, x~ 

f3a /3., /35 
X:i X1 X5 

where Y is gross income and X1 through X r, are land, labor, cash expenses, live
stock investment and machinery and equipment investment, respectively.:rn The 
a and f3 values are regression coefficients estimated by the analysis. From them 
and the variables, the economic measure known as marginal value product is de
rived for each input. 

To interpret needed adjustment, derived marginal value product must be 
compared with the cost of a unit of the inputs. Since the MVP is in annual terms, 
it is necessary to use annual cost per unit. This is complicated in these functions 
by the fact that some of the inputs are durables (e.g. land, machinery inventory, 
and livestock inventory) and should be charged only for their services in the 
year. Table 9 indicates an appropriate value used for comparison with the com
puted MVP's. 

:i.i Earl R. Swanson, "Determining Optimum Size of Business From Production Functions," (In 
Heady, et. al., Re.wurce Productivity Returns to Scale and Farm Size, Iowa Scare College Press, Ames, 
1956.) The difficulty is char derived escimares are usually outside the range of data from which rhe 
equations were estimated. Estimates are most accurate close co the mean levels and less accurate as 
one moves away from chem. 
30 This refers ro an equation mathematically linear in logarithms of the variables. Each of the in
dividual (3 values is a partial elasticity of production, and their sum is the coral elasticity. 
"" Gross income is measured in dollars and in receipts from sales less cost of purchased feeder Iive
srock, land in total acres, labor in weeks of man equivalents, and the other inputs in actual dollars 
of cost or investmenr. 
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TABLE 9--COSTS PER INPUT UNIT USED IN EVALUATING MARGINAL 
PRODUCTIVITIES FOR 1962 

Input Unit Items in cost CostY 

Land Acre Taxes plus interest on value $12-30 

Labor Man-Week Cost of 6 days labor 30-50 

Expenses $1 Annual Expense $1 plus interest 1. 05 

Livestock and 1/10 replacement cost on 
crop inventory $Invested breeding stock, taxes, and .15-.20 

interest 

Machinery $Invested Depreciation, interest, and 
inventory taxes .15- .20 

y Because of the aggregate nature of these input categories, it is difficult 
to place dollar values on these items. In these estimates, a land price of $200-
500 is used, with interest rate at 5% and taxes at 1% of value. Livestock inventory 
replacement is assumed at 20% per year, with half this cost recovered by salvage 
value of the replaced animal, and taxes at 2% on property. Machinery is assumed 
;it 10% for depreciation and 2% for taxes on property. 

Results 

Sample surveys of farms were made in most participating states, primarily 
to describe situations for the programming study. These cross-sectional data for 
1960 or 196237 provided data for fitting production functions. Since the surveys 
were based on random samples, results are representative for the regions from 
which the data were collected. Three states did such production function analy
ses. 38 

A summary of the marginal value products and total elasticities for selected 
models is given in Table 10. 39 In general the sums of the regression coefficients, 
which are a measure of the total elasticity of production, are close to one. 40 This 
indicates that returns to scale are nearly constant over the group of farms in
cluded in the representative sample obtained in the surveys. Some models did 
show decreasing returns to scale-an elasticity less than one-and others increas
ing returns to scale-an elasticity greater than one. Few had a low enough elas
ticity to imply sharply decreasing returns. If they had, it would have indicated 
that existing expansion trends would likely be curtailed because of lower returns 
as the size of farm increased. 

37Michigan surveys were complete in 1960. 
3 8 Indiana, Michigan, and Missouri. 
39 The regression coefficients and marginal value products (MVP) and other data for the models 
fitted are given in Appendix B. The marginal values reported are at the geometric means for the 
various input categories. 
40 Elasticity is an index of the relative changes in output per unit of input, i.e., it is the percentage 
change in output for a 1 percent change in input. 
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Hence, indications are that diseconomies in these five inputs are not respon
sible for limiting farm size within the range of sizes considered-neither are there 
sufficient economies to cause continued expansion. However, other reasons may 
exist for continued expansion, such as technological developments and changes 
in relative input and output prices. 

The total elasticity gives no indication of what adjustments in individual 
inputs are profitable. The marginal value product for the individual resource 
categories, which are derived from the partial elasticities, serve this function. 

Marginal value products were computed at average usage values for each 
input for each equation. Variations were found between states, areas, and farm 
types. Further, many of the regression coefficients were significantly different 
from what would have been required to assume optimal organization (Table 10). 
These differences between derived MVP and costs of inputs serve as general guides 
to the types of adjustments needed for improved earnings.11 These computations 
gave results which point to a continuation of present adjustment trends. They 
suggested use of relatively greater amounts of land and capital items and rela
tively less labor. One statistical problem in particular deserves mention here. 
Relatively high statistical correlations among the various inputs tend to mask 
the true relationships, and may thereby cause the estimation procedure to produce 
values which assign part of the productivity belonging to one input to another. 
This, we would suspect, may be true between expenses and livestock-crop in
ventory in Michigan, and between land expenses and labor in other states. For 
this reason, the MVP's can be interpreted only in a general way. 

The MVP's for land varied from $62.46 to -$11.73 per acre of crop-land in 
Michigan, from $34.73 to $11.09 in Missouri and from $79.79 to $10.91 in Indiana. 
These compare with 1962 annual cost levels of from $12 to $30 per acre. Turning 
these figures around, if we assume taxes of $5 per acre from $34.73 per acre leaves 
about $30 to be capitalized into land value. At a 5% rate, this would yield a land 
price of $600. Similar calculation on $80 returns with $8 taxes gives a land value 
of over $1,000 per acre. These compared to the $200-500 per acre for 1962 used 
in cost estimates. Of course, these high return values may apply only for a very 
small number of additional acres, and marginal productivities in no way indicate 
that potential buyers have the necessary down payment to purchase. The prob
lem of down payments would tend to dampen upward pressure on land prices sug
gested by the high marginal productivities. The highest MVP's in Michigan and 
Missouri were for land in cash grain farms, but these were exceeded by values for all 
farm types in Indiana. 42 Values were also higher in the more productive areas. 
These values reflect both the productivity of the land and the extent to which it is 

41 All statements that follow must be tempered by reference to footnotes in Table 10 which report 
probability levels for differences found to be statistically significant. Tests of significance consider 
the variations in data fit as well as the mean levels discussed in the text . 
. ., As noted later, the Indiana land MVP values are likely overestimated due to statistical problems, 
and this fact has been considered in drawing conclusions from them. 



CASH CROP FARMS: 

Michigan - Thumb 

Mich. -s. Central 

Missouri - North 

Indiana - All Areas 

LIVESTOCK: 

Mich. -S. Central 

Missouri - North 

Indiana - All areas 

DAIRY: 

Michigan - Thumb 

Mich. -S. Central 

Missouri - North 

Indiana - All areas 

TABLE 10--ELASTICITIES OF PRODUCTION AND MARGINAL VALUE 
PRODUCTS FOR SELECTED FUNCTIONAL MODELS 

Marginal value product for resource groups 
Elasticity Livestock 

of and crop 
production Land Labor Expenses inventory 

$per $per $per $per 
acre week dollar dollar 

1. 051 23.91 17.23 2.13* -.069 

1. 050 48. 00 -1.46 0.55 o. 72 

1. 037 34. 73* -7. 25** 0.30** 0.19 

1. 025 58.67** 7 .15** 0.05** 0.09 

1.190 3.92 34 . 81 1. 64** 0.16 

1.138 16 .70** 39. 07 ** 1. 78 0.19 

1.148 72.97** 30.03 o. 07** 0.10 

1. 009 11. 85 1. 85 2.63 .63 

1,010 20.63 -0.40 0.41 1. 08 

. 825 13.21 26. 88 1. 50 -0.02 

. 971 63.11 ** -14.03** 0. 03** 0.79** 

Machinery 
equipment 

$per 
dollar 

o. 28 

0.00 

0.20** 

0.02 

0.22 

0. 16** 

0.45** 

0. 18 

0.18 

o. 76** 
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ALL FARMS BY 
SUB-REGIONS: 

Michigan - Thumb 1. 027 12.54** 15.37 2. 60** 
Mich. -S. Central 1. 066 20.26 8.35** 1. 62** 
Missouri - North . 881 21.44** 18. 23** 1. 60** 
Indiana - Central 1.088 62.55 ** 45. 94 o. 14** 

APPROXIMATE COST 

Michigan $12-30 $40-60 1. 05 Missouri 17.50 60 1. 05 Indiana 30.00 60 1. 05 
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limiting in relation to other inputs. They do not indicate how many acres could 
profitably be added. Most were sufficiently high to more than pay the annual 
costs for land and thus greater land inputs are required to move toward equilib
rium. Of course, land costs are higher in Indiana and the Michigan Thumb, so 
that comparable cost figures must be higher. If the magnitude of the differences 
between the MVP and annual cost of land ownership are compared for Michigan 
and Missouri, the cash grain farms are further from their optimal acreage than 
are livestock farms. The reverse is true in Indiana, where cash grain farming has 
been more common. 

The marginal earnings of the labor input, however, were in nearly every 
case less than the market price of farm labor ($40-60 per man-week). In Michigan 
the MVP for a week of labor (in man equivalents) ranged from $34.81 to 
-$10.10,43 in Missouri from $39.07 to -$12.55, and in Indiana from one area fig
ure of $60.50 to another of -$24.31, with an average of $22.66. The highest MVP's 
were on livestock farms and the lowest on dairy, cash grain and in Missouri on 
specialized beef cattle farms. Most of the latter were small farms with a beef cow 
herd as the main enterprise. The low labor returns compared to labor costs imply 
that too much labor was being use relative to the other inputs, and support the 
trend of declining farm numbers and farmers since 1962. 

Annual cash, expenses, which include such items as feed, fertilizer, and fuel, 
had MVP's ranging from $3.28 to $0.33 in Michigan, $1.78 to $0.33 in Missouri, 
and $0.35 to $0.03 in Indiana. Each dollar spent for annual (nondurable) inputs 
should repay itself plus an interest charge. Thus the MVP should be at least 
$1.05 if the interest rate is 5 percent. In many models it did exceed that level, 
indicating that use of some types of annual inputs should be expanded to maxi
mize profits. However, for Indiana, MVP's were low, at least in part due to high 
statistical correlation with land, livestock, and machinery, causing part of the 
productivity of this input to be assigned to other inputs. The procedure thus does 
not give a clear cut conclusion on the type of adjustment needed. Since all annual 
inputs were aggregated into a single measure, the model cannot be used to deter
mine which types of annual inputs should be increased and which decreased. 

The other two categories of inputs-livestock investment and machinery and 
equipment investments-should be expected to earn the interest on the invest
ment plus depreciation and repairs, if any. With a few exceptions both categories 
earned at least the annual cost, indicating expanded investments could be made. 
In Michigan earnings on livestock investments generally were higher than for 
machinery and equipment but the opposite prevailed in Missouri and Indiana. An 
exception was Indiana dairy farms, where livestock productivity exceeded ma
chinery productivity. On dairy farms, for example, marginal earnings were high 

43 Many of the lower values were derived from estimates that were not statistically significant. 
These may arise from statistical intercorrelation among inputs. Hence, the lower values probably 
have little economic meaning or significance. 
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in Michigan and Indiana for the livestock but only slightly above annual costs 
for machinery and equipment. In Missouri, however, earnings on the livestock 
were low, and sometimes negative, whereas those on machinery and equipment 
were very high. 

The production function analyses, as indicated in the preceding discussion, 
show that a considerable disequilibrium existed in the organization of farm firms 
in the early 1960's. This disequilibrium lends support to an expected continua
tion of present adjustment trends. Such studies, however, suggest only the di
rection of adjustment and other techniques must be used to determine the spe· 
cific adjustments and their supply consequences. Even directional conclusions 
must be modified in some cases by the knowledge that correlation between in
put variables may prevent the statistical estimates from isolating fundamental 
relationships. 

In general, production functions can also be used to derive supply functiqns. 
However, with the broad input categories which must be used for data from 
multiple enterprise farms, it is not possible to derive relationships between prices 
and quantities of individual meats. Thus direct supply function estimation is not 
feasible. 

Market Supply Response-Annual and Short Run 

Econometric analyses of national and regional time series data were con
ducted in Iowa and Michigan. 44 Estimates were made of influences of various 
economic and technological factors on annual and short run changes in the sup
ply of feed grains, beef and pork. Estimated values are sometimes referred to as 
the structural characteristics of supply during the historical period of the data. 

Econometric Models 

Ordinary least squares methods of regression analysis were utilized in both 
studies because the models were recursive, but the problem was approached dif
ferently, providing two viewpoints from which to analyze supply response and 
the factors which influence such responses. 

The models at both states were composed of sets of equations. Each set had 
one main equation relating the output of beef, pork or feed grain to use of sev
eral current input variables. The other equations were used to estimate current 
values for certain of the input variables. Other input levels were taken as exo
genous (predetermined or given) . Levels of both computed and predetermined 
inputs were then inserted in the main equation to calculate the value for the 
principal output variable. 

" Michel Jean Petit, Econometric Analysis of the Feed Grain-Livestock Economy, Unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation, Michigan State University, East Lansing, 1965. Hylke Van de Werering, Supply R.espome 
Models for Livestock: A National and Regional Analysis, Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Iowa State 
University, Ames, 1964. 
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The models differed in four ways: (1) the primary equation in the Iowa 
models was a quasi-supply function with additional variables to account for ef
fects of changes in inputs, while the Michigan models went one step further and 
estimated the production function from which supply is derived; 4 5 (2) the Iowa 
model related current and past prices to market quantities available in the cur
rent year, while the Michigan models used expected prices46 to det~rmine what 
production would occur in a year; (3) no attempt was made to estimate a feed 
grain supply equation in the Iowa model; ( 4) the Iowa models were estimated 
both regionally and nationally while the Michigan models were national only. 

In a directly estimated supply function, effects of such variables as last year's 
prices and inventories on quantity marketed in the current year are estimated 
from the time series data. In turn, current values of some of the variables in the 
supply equation are estimated by other parts of the model. Other variables must 
be introduced because the feed grain price is not the most important determinant 
of production within the year, and hence a pure supply (price-quantity) relation
ship is not very useful. 

In estimating with a production function total output of a product is re
lated to physical inputs. For example, feed production is estimated from the 
quantities of land, fertilizer, labor, etc. Other equations in a model are used to 
estimate the values of the various inputs from such variables as prices and in
ventory data. This is possible because input decisions are made a full growing 
season before output is realized. Thus the effect of product prices on output are 
reflected indirectly, via their influence on in put use. 

All models utilized were, at least in part, recursive, i.e., past values for sets 
of variables were used to estimate current values of the same or other variables. 
Where this can be done, the equations can be used for estimations of future re
sponses and ·,upplies. The Iowa State models included some input variables 
which could not be predetermined. While this type of model is useful for des
cribing the workings of the feed grain-livestock economy, it is incomplete for 
prediction or policy purposes. Other techniques are required to estimate values 
tor the variables which are not predetermined or generated by the model. 47 Out
side estimates are required only for expected prices and weather variables in the 
Michigan model, and separate models are available for making these estimates. 

In some instances several formulations of an estimation equation or alge
braic forms of the same equation were tested. Those reported in this publication 

• 5 These differed from the production functions reported in the previous section, in chat they are 
based on an individual enterprise for the nation rather than on all enterprises for a single farm 
business. Thus input-output relationships are isolated for each product and can be manipulated co 
obtain supply functions. 
•• The expected prices were computed from information concerning supply and demand factors 
which is readily available to farmers and were for the period immediately preceding rimes when 
production decisions muse be made. See M. L. Lerohl, Expected Prices for U.S. Agricultural Com· 
modities, 1917-1962, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation; Michigan Scace University, 1965 . 
., Greater derail for the models is given in Appendix C. 
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were for the equation providing the best or most consistent estimates of supply 
and related factors . In general, discussion in the text is condensed by using elas
ticities as a summary variable for looking at the many relationships. The calcu
lated elasticities are only accurate predictors for fairly small changes in the vari
ables due to use of a linear model. However, they are useful in summarizing the 
historic relationships, which is the interest here. Readers interested in larger 
changes should refer to the equations, which are recorded in Appendix C, and 
should examine the range in data from which they were estimated. 

Feed Grain Production Functions 

A production function in the Michigan model estimated national feed grain 
output. It included the following inputs : 

Acreage planted to feed grain 
Amount of labor used 
Quantity of fertilizer used in the North Central Region (where most feed 

grain is produced ) 
Acreage of feed grains not harvested (abandonment) 
Time 
Stallings' weather index 

The last three variables, strictly speaking, are not inputs and therefore the equa
tion is not a true production function. However, those three variables do allow 
indirectly for some input factors which are difficult or impossible to quantify 
(weather, improved hybrids, herbicides, insecticides), and the latter two explained 
a large part of the variation in feed grain production for the study period. 48 Time 
as a variable accounts for the effects of such things as technological change and 
machinery inputs. Feed grain production, the dependent variable, was the total 
tonnage of corn, oats, barley, and grain sorghums. 

Acreage, labor, and fertilizer inputs could be estimated by other equations 
in the model, since decisions on their use must be made at planting time, based 
on information then available. The land use for feed grains estimate was based on 
a time trend, livestock on farms on January 1, unharvested acreage of winter 
wheat (land that could be replanted to feed grains), and the expected price of 
corn. Labor use was estimated from acreage planted, the industrial wage rate, 
and the expected price of corn. Fertilizer use depended on time (as farmers be
come aware of its production increasing potential), the expected price of com, 
and the acreage of feed grains. The acreage equation is used first, and then values 
derived are used in the labor and fertilizer estimating equations. Abandonment, 
time, and weather index variables are assumed known from sources outside the 
model. Once all these inputs are estimated, they are inserted in the production 
function to calculate output. 

••The reader is referred co Perie, op cit, for the weather value, since ic cannot be interpreted without an undemanding of the specific weather index used. 
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Data from 1929 through 1962 were used to derive estimated equations used 

in the feed grain model. 49 The response in feed production to the three variables, 

land, labor, and fertilizer, is shown in Table 11. At mean levels of inputs, a one 

TABLE 11--ELASTICITIES OF FEED GRAIN PRODUCTION TO INPUTS 

AND PRICES: MICHIGAN MODEL (EVALUATED AT MEAN LEVELS) 

Direct effects 

+l. oo/o land 

+l. 0% labor 

Variable 

+ 1. 0% fertilizer 

Indirect effects 

+ 1. 0% expected corn price 

+1. 0% January 1 livestock inventory 

Output 

+ O. 31% feed grain production 

+O. 30% feed grain production 

+0 .17% feed grain production 

+0. 11% feed grain production 

+0.19% feed grain production 

percent change in land or labor resulted in 0.3 percent change in output, while 

a one percent change in fertilizer changed output 0.17 percent. These percentages 

are necessarily interpreted from a certain base, in this case the average level for 

the entire period 1929-62. Since linear equations were used, the percentages 

(elasticities) depend on levels of the variables, and are less useful for large changes 

from the mean values. Readers interested in the effects of large changes in in

puts should consult Appendix C. 
The effects of expected prices and livestock inventories on the amount of in

puts used for feed grain production were estimated in other equations of the 

models. By first determining the effects of prices and inventory changes on in

put use, and then using these input levels in the production function, the indirect 

effect of price and inventory on feed grain production was determined. 

The production response co an expected change in prices (price elasticity) 

was relatively small. 50 Only about a one-tenth of one percent change in produc

tion of feed grain resulted from a one percent change in expected corn prices51 

between years. 
Feed ~in production responded more to changes in livestock numbers on 

farms than to changes in grain price. A one percent change in livestock numbers 

on January 1 led to a .19 percent change in feed grain production. Since the 

bulk of grains are produced for livestock this result is not surprising. In fact, it 

might be argued that increased livestock numbers reflect expected favorable prices 

for 1ivestock and thus implicitly for the part of the prospective crop to be used 

49 Two separate models were used-one with linear equations and one with logarithms (Cobb

Douglas). The lihear equation gave the most consistent results and data reporred here are from it. 
50 This result is duplicated in the linear programming results preserli:ed later. 
5 1 Corn prices were used to represent expected prices of all feed grains. 
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for feed, while the expected corn price variable reflects only part of the marketed portion going to uses other than livestock feed. 

In summary, while much of the variation in feed grain production in recent years can be attributed to factors related to technological change and weather, both expected prices and livestock numbers significantly influence the quantities of inputs committed to feed grains and consequently affect production. Because a large portion of feed grains never enter the market, the short run response to feed price changes is relatively small. Over longer time periods price changes would tend to be more influential. 

Hog Production and Supply Functions 
Analyses of production and supply variables for hogs and pork were conducted for both the United States and various large regions within the country. Since significant differences between regions appear to exist, it is desirable to have estimates for specific major areas. The national models will be examined first and then the results of the regional models will be presented. 

National Models-A nine equation model was used in the Iowa study to analyze pork supply directly, without attempting to go back to the underlying production relationship. Total pork production in a year was estimated from the following variables in one of the equations: 
All hogs and pigs on farms on January 1 
Total number of spring pigs saved 
Price of hogs (weighted annual average for current year) 
Total feed grain production the previous year 

Price and production are determined through use of eight supporting equations. All variables in the production equation were statistically significant and they explained about 95 percent of variation in total annual pork production. The most important explanatory variables in the supporting equations were number of sows and gilts over 6 months of age on January 1 and feed grain production in the preceding year. These determined the number of all hogs and pigs on farms, which in turn was the primary determinant of production in a given year. These kinds of estimates are extremely useful, but only for extremely short run estimates, since hogs over 6 months of age and spring pigs farrowed are not known until the beginning of the current year. 
The production function in the Michigan model estimated hog production using the following variables: 
Number of sows farrowing in the spring 
Number of sows farrowing in the preceding fall 
Average number of pigs saved per litter 
Amount of feed grain consumed by hogs 
Amount of high protein feed consumed by hogs 
Quantity of labor used for hog production 
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Seven other equations in the model were used to estimate values for the inde
pendent variables listed above. This model is recursive, i.e., all of the variables 
used in the production function are estimated by use of predetermined variables 
in other equations. However, these values cannot be predetermined from the eco
nomic situation more than one year in advance, which makes the model appro
priate for analyzing annual changes only. The Michigan model uses expected 
prices and they enter the model by influencing the quantities of inputs committed 
to hog production. The variables included in the production function were sta
tistically significant and explained about 99 percent of variation in annual pork 
production. 

Although the approaches were different, results from the two models were 
similar. Production responses to hog price change (price elasticities) were signif
icant although relatively small. The production response was .14 percent from a 
one percent price change in the Michigan model, but only .044 percent for the 
Iowa model (Table 12). However, current prices were used in the Iowa model 

TABLE 12--ELASTICITIES OF PORK PRODUCTION TO INPUTS AND 
PRICES, EVALUATED AT MEAN LEVELS, IOWA AND 

MICHIGAN STUDIES 

Variable 

Pork pricey - current 

- expected current 

- one year lag 

- two year lag 

- three year lag 

Feed grain supply 

Output effect of 1% change of variable 
Michigan model Iowa model 

+0.14% 

+O. 32% 

+0.43% 

+0.48% 

+O. 35% 

+0.044 

+O. 21% 

y Current price is used in the Iowa model; expected price in the Michigan 
model. 

and expected prices in the Michigan model. Since the opportunity to vary pro
duction within a short time is limited, response to current prices is necessarily 
small There is more opportunity to respond to expected prices, which may be 
changed from current price levels. 

Feed grain availability was more important, on a year to year basis, as an 
influence on hog production than was current hog price. Cheaper feed lowers 
cost of production, which increases profits just as do higher pork prices. The re
sponse to changes in feed grain supplies was .21 percent for a one percent change 
in the Iowa model and .35 percent in the Michigan model (Table 12). Since 
many producers sell grain only through livestock they respond to increases and 
decreases in feed grain production by corresponding changes in livestock output. 
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Price and feed grain responses are not strictly comparable since the responses are 
to current year prices and to feed grain supplies produced in the preceding year 
(but available for feeding in the current year). 

Inventories of hogs and pigs, particularly of sows and gilts, also were im
portant determinants of the next year's production. Production necessarily is 
limited by the number of animals available (although the weight at which 
slaughter animals are sold can be varied to some extent). Thus the size of the 
breeding herd limits total output. Price or expected price will influence the 
number of sows bred and pigs farrowed, but changes in the breeding herd
particularly increases-take time and therefore, some of the response to price 
changes will be in later years. 

The recursive nature of the Michigan model made it well suited to estimat
ing cumulative effects of several year's of renponses to price change. These fea
tures allow (1) simulation of a price cycle and (2) the accumulation of inventor
ies. The responses to price changes were considerably greater the second, third 
and fourth year after a price change, and were nearly exhausted before the fifth 
year as more recent forces became influential. In the first year, a one percent 
change in expected prices induced a .14 percent change in output, but over a 
two year period the response increased to .32 percent. After three and four years 
the responses were .43 and .48, respectively. These delayed responses reflect both 
the adjustments in breeding stock inventories and adjustments in the production 
of young animals directly for slaughter. The price response by the end of the 
second year is roughly equal to the immediate response from feed grain produc
tion changes ( .32 versus .35). Again, these percentages are accurate only fairly 
near the mean levels (See Appendix C). 

Regional Models. Parameters of the Iowa model were estimated for the major 
production regions of the United States (including the East North Central, West 
North Central, North Atlantic, South Atlantic, South Central, and Western re
gions). The results showed wide differences between regions but these were 
" ... not in any apparent manner related to regional economic characteristics .. . "52 

The pork price elasticity estimated for the United States model was not the same 
as for any single region (See Table 13). 

About 80 percent of U.S. pork production occurs in the North Central States, 
which are divided into Eastern and Western production regions for most regional 
analyses. Responses to prices and to feed grain production were different between 
the two areas. The East North Central Region showed less response to changes 
in both prices and feed grain production than the National model. The West 
North Central Region response to both variables was greater than for the East
ern area; the response to price changes was greater but to feed grain production 
was less than in the National model. The relatively lower response of hog out
put to grain production may reflect the fact that both North Central Regions 

52 Van de Wetering, op cit, p. 498. 
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TABLE 13--SUPPLY RESPONSE OF PORK PRODUCTION TO CHANGES 
IN PRICE AND FEED GRAIN PRODUCTION FOR THE IOWA MODEL 

Region 

United States 

North Atlantic 

East North Central 

West North Central 

South Atlantic 

South Central 

Western 

Elasticity for one percent change in 
Price Feed Grain Supply 

.044% .213% 

. 087% -.115% 

.013% .163% 

.098% .198% 

. 029% .105% 

.154% . 278% 

. 091% .116% 

produce grain both for on-farm feeding and for market, while other regions pro
duce grain primarily to feed their own livestock. 

Beef Production and Supply Functions 

The econometric studies of the beef sector included national and regional 
models similar to those for hogs. The cattle industry, however, is more compli
cated because of interrelations with dairy, less uniformity in the final product, and 
the longer time required to finish cattle and to change the size and composition 
of the breeding herd. Substantial within-year adjustments are more difficult in 
beef production, although the weight at which cattle are sold can be varied, 
breeding stock can be sold, or more heifers can be retained for the breeding herd. 
Decisions of the two latter types will affect what can be accomplished for several 
subsequent years. These complicating forces make the analysis of the beef sector 
more difficult and the results less easy to interpret. 

National Models. The Iowa beef production model included four equations-a 
supply function and three supporting equations. The independent variables used 
to estimate annual liveweight beef supply were: 5 3 

Current beef-feed price ratio 
Last year's price for all cattle sold 
Last year's beef-hog price ratio 

The first reflects relative cost of feed, the second gross returns, and the third rela
tive profitability in comparison to hog raising. Other equations were used to 
estimate annual beef marketings, beef breeding stock sold, and beef nonbreeding 
stock sold. The beef production equation explained over 90 percent of annual 
liveweight sales. The current beef-feed ratio appeared to be the most important 
determinant but the lagged price of all cattle and lagged beef-hog ratio also were 

5 3 The lagged beef-feed ratio was included in the equation but its effect was not statistically significant. 
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important.54 Changes in cattle numbers were viewed as "instrumental in the 
evolution of the beef cycle . . . "55 They entered the beef model through the sup
porting equations rather than the beef production (supply) equation. 

The production function for estimating annual beef output in the Michigan 
model included the following variables: 

Quantity of feed grains fed to beef cattle 
Quantity of high protein feeds fed to beef cattle 
Quantity of labor used in beef production 
Number of nondairy cattle on farms on January 1 

Several additional equations were required to estimate values for these inputs. 
Variables in the supporting equations included expected prices of cattle and corn, 
inventory data, wage rates, time, etc. The effects of these latter variables on beef 
production were thus through the effects they had on inputs used in beef pro
duction. Within a single year, the most important influence on beef production 
was the number of beef cattle on farms on January 1. Expected prices and feed 
grain supplies, however, did significantly affect the number of cattle on farms and 
hence production. 

The results from the beef production and supply models were not as "good" 
as for the hog models. However, the results generally were logical and acceptable. 
Both models indicated that short run responses to price changes (or expected 
changes) do occur, but such responses are relatively small. The production re
sponse to the lagged beef price (that of the preceding year) received by farmers 
for all cattle and calves in the Iowa model was only .07 percent for a one per
cent change in price, while the response in the Michigan model was .12 percent 
(Table 14). As with the hog models, part of this difference may be due to use 

TABLE M--ELASTICITIES OF BEEF PRODUCTION TO INPUTS AND 
PRICES, EVALUATED AT MEAN LEVELS 

Variable 

Farm Price of 

Cattle and calves - current year 

- 2 years 

- 3 years 

Beef-feed price ratio 

Feed grain supply 

feed grain price 

54 Equations are detailed in Appendix C. 
55 Van de Werering, op cit, p. 503. 

Output effect of a 1 % change 
Michigan model Iowa model 

+ 0.12'16 

+ O. 32% 

+0.34% 

+0.10% 

-o. 30~L 

+0.07% 

+O . 23% 
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of expected prices in the Michigan model. Longer run response as indicated by 
the recursive application of the Michigan model was greater with a .32 percent 
response in beef production resulting from the expected price with a year's lag 
and .34 with a two year lag. Longer periods affected production very little accord
ing to the results of the Michigan study. 

Feed grain price and/or supply changes affect short run beef production as 
much or more than beef cattle price changes. In the Iowa model a one percent 
change in beef-feed grain price ratio resulted in about a .23 percent change in 
beef production. In the Michigan model the response due to supply of feed 
grains alone was .1 percent. The Michigan model also included expected changes 
in feed grain prices. A one percent change in the expected price of corn results 
in a change in the quantity of feed grain consumed of .3 percent in the opposite 
direction. An increase in the quantity of feed grain produced is also associated 
with a decrease in price. Thus lower feed grain price and increased feed grain 
production both increase livestock output, and the combined effect of these two 
variables in the Michigan model is comparable to that of the beef-feed ratio in 
the Iowa model. 

Regional Models. The Iowa study also estimated beef supply response for re
gional production areas of the United States. In general, the differences in re
sponses between regions were small and many were not significant. However, as 
with hogs, the East and West North Central regions showed considerably less 
responses than the United States as a whole or any of the other regions. When, 
however, the two North Central Regions were reclassified into three sub-regions 
more homogeneous with respect to production resources, the differences disap
peared.56 

Regions did show significant differences in response to the lagged price for 
all cattle and calves, but when the effects of that variable were combined with 
(hose of the beef-hog price ratio, regional differences tended to disappear. Thus, 
despite the widely divergent resources and different production systems of the 
various regions, it did not appear that significantly different overall supply re
sponses occur from region to region. 

Long Range Adjustments and Potential Supply Responses 

The major effort of the NC-54 committee was directed at the programming 
portion of the study. Eleven member states participated and work was coordi
nated to obtain comparable results. Conceptually, programming treats the prob
lem of adjustment and supply quite differently from the time series and produc
tion function approaches. Estimation starts at the farm level and moves toward 

56 The three sub-regions were the Lake states (Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota), the central 
corn belt states (Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa and Missouri) , and the plains states (Kansas, Nebras
ka, South Dakota, and North Dakota). 
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area, regional, and national aggregates on the basis of individual adjustment and 
response. 

The programming part of the study was directed toward two major types 
of objectives : (1) the development of information on the types and extent of 
adjustments profitable for individual farm firms planning for the late 1960's; and 
(2) the development of regional supply functions and responses for feed grains, 
beef cattle, and hogs. In addition, profitable regional production patterns were 
to be developed from the results. 

A research model to attain these two objectives is difficult to specify. If re
alistic constraints of a regional nature are built into the model, the adjustments 
permitted an individual farm are unduly restricted. On the other hand, use of 
the usual definition of individual farms for obtaining micro results permits ad
justments in aggregate results that are unrealistic . The reason is that externalities 
or market effects are small enough that it is convenient to ignore them. The 
model specified for NC-54 permitted a wide latitude for individual farm adjust
ments and therefore was less realistic from the standpoint of aggregate supply 
estimates. Furthermore, profit maximization was the assumed objective and risk 
and uncertainty were not considered, so that the estimates are for potential rather 
than predicted supply and adjustment responses. 

Research Approach 

Representative farm situations were developed for type-of-farming areas de
lineated for each state. A representative farm is one with characteristics similar 
to many farms within the area. In defining the group and the representative farm, 
we attempt to include those expected to respond to changed conditions in the 
same way. This approach is used since there are too many farms to study each 
one individually. The farms within an area were delineated on the basis of acre
age, type of farming, location, and/ or tenure, but with only commercial farms 
included in the study. Specialized fruit, nut, forest, poultry, vegetable, and other 
such farms only remotely related to feed grain, beef, and pork production were 
excluded. Typical resources of each representative farm were determined on the 
basis of data from the sample surveys.57 

Linear programming was used to obtain the profit maximizing plans for 
each representative farm under prices and production conditions projected for 
the early 1970's.58 By deriving plans for three alternative price levels each of corn, 
hogs, and beef supply curves for the three products were determined. 

" Siruations were obtained from census data rather than survey in Iowa. One area in Nebraska and 
two areas in Illinois were estimated by extrapolating results obtained from representative farms in 
adjacent surveyed areas, using Census numbers of farms for weighting. 
58 Linear programming is a mathematical technique for obtaining the most profitable sec of activi
ties from a limited number of alternatives for a given set of resources, prices, and production coef
ficients. 
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In choosing the three price levels, the basic price of corn was set at $1.00 
per bushel, with 20 cent variation up and down for the other two levels. Beef 
and hog prices were determined by applying recent hog-corn and beef-corn ratios 
to these prices. The 1955-60 hog-corn ratio (Chicago prices for barrows and gilts 
and #2 corn) was 14.8:1, and the 1950-60 beef-corn ratio was 20:8:1 (Chicago 
prices for choice steers and #2 corn). Applying these ratios resulted in the re
gional average prices indicated in Table 15. Each state then adjusted these annual 
average prices to allow for local price differences which mainly reflect transporta
tion costs to Chicago, and to allow for price differences in season of sale of live
stock. Thus the later analysis builds in these price differences. 

TABLE 15--REGIONAL AVERAGE PRICES FOR CORN, HOGS, AND 
BEEF USED IN LINEAR PROGRAMMING 

Chicago ChicagoY Chicago2/ 
#2 barrows choice 

Price Level corn and gilts steers 

Low $ . 80 $11. 84 $16.64 

Medium 1.00 14. 80 20.80 

High 1. 20 17.76 24. 96 
y Based on 14 . 8: 1 hog-corn ratio . 
21 Based on 20. 8: 1 beef-corn ratio. 

Solutions were obtained for all 27 combinations of the three product prices, 
so that the actual range in hog-corn ratios was from 9.9:1 ($1.20 corn, $11.84 
hogs) to 22.2:1 ($.80 corn, $17.76 hogs). Similarly, the range in beef-corn ratios 
was from 13.9:1 to 31.2:1, and the range in beef-hog ratios was from 0.9:1to2.1:1. 
This wide range in relative prices of feed and competitive meats provided broad 
basis for judging potential response to permanent price changes. 

The programming computations consisted of two phases. In Phase I, land 
per farm was limited to the area of the representative farm at the time of the field 
surveys. In Phase II, not done in all states, purchases or purchases, sales, and 
rental of land were permitted. The results from the first phase were used to ob
tain the aggregations, but results of both phases are discussed when relevant. 
The results for the individual representative farms were weighted according to 
the number of such farms in the area and summed to determine aggregate out
put and response. 

The Programming Model 

A core or standard Phase I model was developed by the regional committee 
for use in all states. 59 Each state developed the cropping alternatives, yields, in-

59 See Appendix G for a list of individual publications of the member states containing greater 
detail than is presented here. 
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puts, and costs appropriate to its area. However, the core model specified a mini
mum common set of livestock activities,60 the input requirements, production 
and prices and costs for all states.61 Certain additional livestock enterprises were 
considered as appropriate in individual states. 

The core livestock model included several hog production, beef calf feeding 
and yearling feeding activities plus a beef cow herd alternative. The hog produc
tion activities were specified as single litter production systems, with one or more 
systems considered for each of the four quarters of the year. Central farrowing 
with confinement feeding, central farrowing with pasture feeding, and/ or port
able farrowing with pasture feeding were alternative systems. Programming also 
permits combinations of these activities, the equivalent of multiple farrowing. 
Beef calves could be purchased or raised, fed in drylot or on pasture, fed silage
corn or hay-corn rations, and fed with low mechanization or high mechanization 
facilities. The yearlings could be fed only on drylot but in either the winter or 
summer, with or without silage, and with either low or high mechanization. If a 
beef cow herd was kept, the calves could be sold as feeders or fed out on the 
farm. 

Since the analysis emphasized interrelationships between feed, cattle, and 
hogs on individual representative farms, assumptions on feeding rates are par
ticularly important in determining results. After extensive consultation with live
stock production specialists, the feeding rates described in Table 16 were agreed 
upon. They were believed to represent opportunities available to average farmers 
in the early 1970's, and to portray an acceptable relationship between cattle and 
hog feeding efficiencies. Differences in mechanization were reflected in capital 
costs and labor requirements. 

Some buildings and equipment were available on the representative farm, 
and additional livestock housing and feeding units could be constructed if profit
able. Funds, limited by the firm's equity, could be borrowed to finance such op
erations. Where capital investments added to the equity of the firm, they were 
assumed to be partially self financing,62 with the proportion determined by typi
cal lending practices. Thus feeder cattle purchases could be up to 100 percent 
self financing, beef cows 75 percent, hogs 33 percent, and building activities 50 
percent (land purchases were assumed to be 50 percent self financing under mort
gage, or 75 percent under land contract). 

Grain and wheat acreages were limited by the types of government programs 
operational in the early 1960's, and labor to the quantities of family and hired 

60 A livestock activity represents some sub-pare of a regular enterprise-technology combination, such 
as hog farrowing to weaning on pasture or feeding calves in drylot. 
61 The Michigan estimates were based on slightly higher feed efficiency in beef enterprises. How
ever, examination of shadow prices and additional computations indicate that this difference was 
not enough to alter choice of enterprises and product quantities. 
6 " Self financing refers to using a mortgage on the item purchased to obtain loan funds to cover 
the purchase cost. 
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TABLE 16--RELATIVE FEEDING EFFICIENCIES FOR CATTLE AND HOG 
ENTERPRISEsY ASSUMED FOR NC-54 CORE PROGRAMMING MODEL 

A. Cattle 
Steer Calves Yearlings 

I Dry lot Pasture Dry lot 

I No Silage I Silage No Silage I Silage No Silage I Silage 

Starting & ending wt. 430-1050 430-1100 700-1100 

Average daily gain 1. 88 1. 88 2.5 

Days on feed 330 360 160 

Feed per cwt. gain: 
Corn lbs . 486 405 468 41 3 680 5GO 
Supplement lbs . 52 5 8 37 4 2 40 72 

Hay lbs. 261 196 200 175 180 80 
Silage lbs. (wet wt.) 484 328 600 
Pasture lbs. (hay eq.) 328 328 

B. Hogs -- Pasture feeding, by farrowing date I Confinement 
feeding Jan-Ma r Apr-June July - Supt Oct-Dec 

Feed pe r cwt. butche rs s old: 
Grain lbs . 376 377 376 398 385 
Supplement lbs. 76 75 75 78 74 

y For detail see Dale Colyer, Production of Cor n , Hogs, and Beef Cattle 

With Optimal Farm Organization - Northeast Missour i , 1970. Missour i Agr. Expt . 

Sta. Res. Bul. 872. November 1964. Feed r equirements for hogs wer e calculated 
on the basis of 7-225 lb. hogs sold pe r litter, or 15. 75 cwt . 

labor typically used. However, in the Phase II model land could be purchased 
or sold and labor was required to earn at least as much on the farm as in some 
typically available off-farm employment opportunities. 63 No way was found to 
build in a requirement that land sales equal purchases for the region and thus 
the total number of farms of each type and size after land adjustment could not 
be determined. So there is no apparent way to realistically aggregate the results 
of the Phase II calculations. They do, however, provide additional information 
useful in making judgments about expected supply relationships and the types 
of adjustment suggested by Phase I and by the production function and econo
metric studies. A further difficulty with Phase II was that the models were not as 
closely coordinated between states as were the Phase I models. Thus it is some
times necessary to judge whether regional differences arise from differences in 
the models used, or actual economic differences. 

Although it was not fully realized when the programming was being done, 
Phase I has a similar flaw. The problem of regionally balancing purchases and 
sales arises for feed grains and feeder livestock as well as for land. The same sort 
of difficulties thus arise in some of the interpretation of Phase I results. 6 4 Some 

63 Some stations used Phase II models with even more refinements (e.g. Michigan). 
6 4 For additional discussion on this problem, see Sharples, et. al., op. cit. 
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of these difficulties can be overcome by further analysis of both Phase I and II 
results. 

Presenting and Interpreting the Results 

The analyses determined most profitable organizations for individual farms, 
but not necessarily the most probable. The model also assumed that all farmers, 
including cash grain farmers, would and could handle livestock enterprises where
ever profitable. The procedure thus "forced" intensification of the business when
ever livestock prices were favorable. In this sense, the results represent produc
tion potential more than anything else. For many reasons, farmers may fail to 
maximize profits, especially in the short run. They may prefer different enter
prises (which may be only slightly less profitable), want to work fewer hours, 
not know about all the alternatives, or be satisfied with a smaller income. But 
over a longer time, competition encourages profitable businesses and discourages 
the less profitable ones. Thus there is reason to expect that directions of adjust
ment on individual farms and comparisons between types of farms can be in
ferred from the results. 

As noted in the previous section, though, such adjustments by all farmers 
would tend to bid up input prices, especially on inputs used primarily by farmers 
(fertilizer, protein supplement, etc.). Thus a weighted sum which assumes all 
farmers adjust overstates supply response. Differences in rate of adoption can be 
expected because farmers realize that the sorts of supply responses involving new 
investment are not reversible. In practice, we would expect early adopters to 
make adjustments of these kinds , others then to copy and gradually bid up prices 
until different adjustments would then be profitable. These difficulties arise be
cause, in studying the individual farms, it is unrealistic not to allow purchase of 
inputs in any quantity at constant or falling prices, while for the region it is im
possible to do so. In Phase I, purchase of feed grain offers such difficulties, and 
in Phase II it is farmland. Though resulting totals from the individual firm esti
mates overstate amount of response, it is believed that they do give correct direc
tion and valid regional comparisons. In particular, since estimates were made for 
various combinations of feed and livestock prices, regional comparisons appear 
appropriate. 

In the discussions which follow, results are first discussed for Phases I and 
II, then some results from varying the basic model assumption. A fourth section 
presents and evaluates aggregates obtained by weighting Phase I representative 
farm results. Finally some adjustments are made in the aggregations which pro
vide a more reasonable aggregate estimate. Material is omitted in cases where it 
is not possible to separate effects of differences in models used from economic 
differences. Some of the statements may appear to be reiteration of common 
knowledge. Nevertheless, they are included to provide a complete picture. It is 
of some significance to have research confirmation of our "knowledge." 
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Phase I Results 
The Phase I results for individual farms were similar throughout the region,65 

although the emphasis and details sometimes varied with location. Results re
flect the assumption made that, over time, operators of all types of farms would 
and could acquire the skills to run an efficient livestock enterprise. They also re
flected the fact that adding land was not an alternative in Phase I. Thus the 
plans specify the opportunities for intensifying the business. 

In general these conditions would point toward a very large increase in live
stock production at most price levels on all representative farms. Plans derived 
were for large specialized livestock operations. In many areas hog production 
dominated, but, except at unfavorable beef-hog price ratios, beef production 
usually expanded over existing levels too. Beef calf and/or yearling feeding were 
the main cattle enterprises. In some border areas (e.g., Missouri) beef cow herds 
were important, although typically only at unfavorable beef-hog price ratios. At 
many price combinations cattle enterprises were included only to the extent of 
using pasture on land not suitable for permanent grain cropping. Hog produc
tion was more dominant in areas where the feed grain production potential is 
greatest, and cattle in areas relatively less favorable for grains or where relatively 
large forage supplies are available. Beef feeding tended to be favored at low grain 
prices, with hogs becoming more dominant as grain prices were increased. 

Corn usually was grown to the maximum extent permitted by Federal farm 
programs or agronomic limits assumed for each representative farm, but grain 
production seldom was sufficient to support the levels of livestock production 
found to most profitable. Thus large quantities of feed grains were purchased 
by the typical representative farm at most price ratios . Only with high com 
prices and low livestock prices would a general surplus of feed grains be pro
duced. A notable exception of this was in Illinois where, on several representa
tive farms, surplus corn was produced and sold at both medium and high com 
prices and at most livestock prices. In general these were larger farms where the 
labor supply available for livestock production was limited. Also, a higher pro
portion of cropland was permitted in corn production in Illinois than in many 
other areas. 

Typically the cropping pattern adjusted to changes in the livestock enter
prise when relative prices wre changed. Thus when beef cattle were more profit
able, forage production would be increased and soybean or grain production de
creased. Since forages could not be purchased, it was profitable to substitute 
grain purchases for production to obtain sufficient quantities of pasture and hay. 
If hogs dominated the optimal plans, forages would be grown only to the ex
tent required for the pasture feeding system-which tended to prevail because of 
its lower capital requirement. Permanent pasture land often would be left idle if 
hogs were high priced relative to beef cattle. 

65 Readers interested in more detail may consult publications of the individual states cited in Ap
pendix G. 
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Large capital investments for livestock, facilities and feed purchases were required to expand to the computed optimal plans. Because, on the average, rep
resentative farms had low debts relative to assets, they had the potential to bor
row funds for financing expansion. In addition, except for grain purchases, the usual inputs purchased for expansion can carry either chattel or real property 
mortagages and thus are partially self financing (e.g. feeder cattle). In all cases 
the Phase I called for greatly expanded use of borrowed capital relative to labor and land inputs and to base period borrowing. These sorts of capital expenditures reflect an implicit assumption of no internal capital rationing by the farmer. 

Limiting resources depended more on the acreage of the farm than on farm 
type or geographic area. Land and capital tended to be most limitational for the smaller acreage farms, while labor and frequently capital were more limiting on the larger farms. Except for the largest acreage farms, labor was generally underemployed on an annual basis but was limiting at critical periods (of planting and/or harvest). The substantial livestock enterprises use large amounts of labor, 
and when crop production demands also were great labor became short. Many of the smallest farms had an excess of labor in every production period. The 
smaller farms also had the smallest resource bases and frequently capital became restrictive before business was large enough so that all labor was used. 

All cropland was utilized on most representative farms at all price combinations, and cropping required relatively high total inputs on the larger farms. Thus 
livestock were not generally more profitable than crops. This suggests that if the analysis had allowed the farms to add cropland, many would have done so in
stead of, or along with intensifying livestock. While the larger acreage units had more capital and labor available than did the smaller ones, the increases usually were not proportional to the increase in acreage. Many had expanded operations in recent years and to do so borrowed some of the available funds. Their debts 
were larger relative to their assets than for the smaller farms, but they also had more adequate acreages. Thus both labor and capital frequently were restrictive, 
with labor more generally and acutely limiting. Where capital was less limiting, it was used for labor-saving devices such as highly mechanized cattle feeding 
systems to permit larger operations. 

Phase II Results 
Phase II computations permitted variation in land inputs-rentals, sales, and 

purchases. Results differed more between states and areas than did the Phase I 
results. Variations in off-farm employment opportunities, quality of land, land prices, and programming models in the analysis were significant in producing the differences. In a majority of cases where Phase II was completed (Michigan, Minnesota, Illinois, Missouri, Nebraska) it was profitable for the representative farms ro acquire additional land. In some areas, and for some farm types however, it was profitable to sell some land and intensify the livestock operation still 
further. 
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When land was sold, the proceeds generally were used to develop intensive 

hog or cattle feeding operations using the labor freed from crop growing activi

ties. In an industrialized general farming area of Michigan, for example, nearly 

all land was sold and cattle feeding (drylot) operations expanded. This indicates 

the land was relatively overpriced for its productivity, which may result from 

people in town buying it more for rural homes than for agricultural productiv

ity. On certain farms in livestock areas of Illinois, part of the land was sold and 

hog operations expanded, unless cattle were high priced relative to hogs. Both 

labor and capital were short on the Illinois livestock area farms. Land sales at 

at high prices provided needed capital and also freed labor ordinarily devoted to 

crop production. Of course, greatly expanded feed grain purchases were required 

for the larger livestock enterprises on the farms reduced in size. This can be in

terpreted to mean that purchasing feed was cheaper than raising it, when con

sidering the alternative of using the labor and capital in livestock production. If 

large numbers of farms were to so adjust, of course, feed prices would be bid up 

and land prices would drop, resulting in an economic balance again. In order for 

this adjustment to be profitable in the first place, we must assume large numbers 

of efficient livestock farmers. In most areas of the North Central Region it was 

more profitable for a typical farm to purchase additional land rather than sell it. 

This means that, typically, it is more profitable to grow than purchase grain. 

While additional capital was used for the intensified livestock enterprises in 

the results for Phase I, much of it was used instead for land in Phase II-reduc

ing the output expansion of hogs and/or cattle. Less feed grains had to be pur

chased since more were grown, and reduced livestock production also freed some 

capital. In most areas it was cheaper to grow grain than to purchase it and on 

some larger farms excess grain production and sales became more common than 

for the Phase I computations. 

Model Variations and Results 

In several states, additional computations were made to test alternative hy

potheses and to investigate the causes of "unrealism" in the results from the 

original model. Variations in assumptions were made for input-output coeffi

cients, the types of adjustments considered for various farm types, resources 

available, and level of management ability. States making such alterations in

cluded Indiana, Iowa, Minnesota, and Missouri. 

In Indiana two supplementary analyses were made-one limited production 

enterprises considered in programming to the type found on the farms at the 

time of the survey, and the other omitted feed grain purchases as an alternative. 

The main effect of the farm type restriction was to prevent the conversion of 

cash grain farms ro livestock farms. This reduced the potential income on the 

grain farms and greatly enlarged the amount of feed grains sold. Not permitting 

feed grain purchases allowed cash grain farms to add livestock but resulted in 

smaller livestock enterprises and considerably lower farm income, since much of 
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the per farm expansion in livestock output in Phase I was possible only with 
corn purchases. 

Two supplementary analyses also were conducted by the Iowa research 
workers. In one the soybean-corn price ratio was raised from 2:1 to 2.5:1. The 
effect was to increase cattle feeding, hay production, and soybean acreage while 
reducing corn acreage and pork production. This demonstrates that if soybean 
markets continue to grow and price for soybeans remains strong relative to com, 
the cropping systems used will be affected to considerable extent, and this will 
tend to dampen expansionary forces in the pork picture. The second Iowa modi
fication was to make estimates with average management ability, rather than 
the ability level demonstrated by the top ten percent of the farmers in 1962. Re
sults showed no livestock on farms without investments in facilities and a lower 
level of expansion on farms that did have facilities in 1962. Thus adequate man-. 
agement skills are necessary to make profitable livestock production at price 
levels indicated by the NC-54 model. 

At Minnesota the models were originally computed with the corn-to-meat 
conversion rate for yearling steers at 5.4 pounds of corn per pound of gain. After 
review by animal scientists, it was decided that a more realistic conversion rate 
was 6.8 per pound of gain, with the conversion for hogs left at 3.8 lbs. corn per 
pound of gain. The computations with the 5.4 rate resulted in beef feeding dom
inating the solution while with the 6.8 rate pork production was more impor
tant. This demonstrates the critical nature of the assumption made concerning 
the input-output coefficients, and especially those between two enterprises such 
as beef cattle and hogs which compete for many of the same resources. 

Missouri modifications included the removal of the corn buying alternative 
and the removal of restrictions imposed by corn acreage allotments. With corn 
buying not considered but allotments in effect, the optimal plans included smaller 
livestock output but pork production was emphasized even more than with the 
original assumptions. Beef cow herds also were increased. With no allotments 
the optimal plans more closely resembled those of the Phase I results. Thus an 
important factor in the adjustments is an increased supply of feed grains whether 
purchased or raised. 

Results of the model modifications described above reemphasize that the 
correct specification of alternatives and coefficients is essential for realistic re
sults. The permissible range of alternatives for an individual farm is related to 
the way alternatives compare in total farm income and resource use. The coef
ficients in the future depend on the rate of adoption of currently known technol
ogy and the development of new techniques. There is much room for disagree
ment on what is apt to prevail in both situations. 

Aggregation of Representative Farm Data 
Production from Phase I for the representative farms weighted according to 

numbers of farms and summed, provide supply functions for hogs, beef cattle, 
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and feed grains. Total quantities of each product at the 27 different sets of prices 
give nine three-point supply functions for each product-one for each of the 
nine combinations of prices for the other two products. Supply or derived de
mand functions for other products or inputs also can be developed from the pro
gramming results. For example, the quantity demanded of purchased feed grains 
at various livestock prices or the number demanded of feeder cattle at different 
market beef cattle prices can be determined. 

It should be noted that these are not supply functions based on what has 
happened in the past but the functions showing alternatives available from deci
sions designed to maximize profits when risk and uncertainty are not problems, 
where management is available, labor has little alternative use, there is very 
much improved efficiency in livestock feeding, when the other assumptions of 
the model are valid. They also represent output levels and responses that would 
occur with permanent changes in the price ratios, not the adjustment that would 
take place if the price changes were viewed as temporary in nature. For this reas
on references to price level in the discussion mean permanent level. The adjust
ments are not reversible once made. We must be cautious in inferring anything 
about further changes in individual firms once a price is expected at a certain 
level and farms are organized for it. The planning situation would then include 
a different set of livestock facilities and all other fixed decisions of the first re
organization, and the computed sets of results for the first may not apply to ad
justment to a different set of expected prices. 

Aggregate Quantities. Perhaps the Phase I totals are best interpreted as the out
come if all farmers, behaving as individuals alternatively expecting each level of 
the three product prices and ignoring effects of their decisions on all other prices, 
simultaneously adjust. In fact of course, not all adjust at once so that the market 
has the chance to reflect price effects of early adjusters, and later adjusters have 
the opportunity to take this new information into account and revise their plans. 
Still it is instructive to study these data to appreciate group implications of in
dependent individual actions, and to develop a thought-benchmark from which 
to adjust some of the assumptions. 

The total quantities that would be produced if the optimal plans were fol
lowed by all farms in programmed areas of the Corn Belt Region are given in 
Tables 17 through 19 for hogs, beef cattle, and feed grains. Individual state totals 
are summarized in Appendix E. 

The most significant feature is the large quantities of livestock products
quantities so large that they clearly could not be absorbed by U.S. consumers 
at any reasonable price levels. Hog production for the Region alone at most 
price levels would be several times the annual average output for the United 
States in the early 1960s. Only at prices very unfavorable for hogs (e.g. high or 
medium corn, high or medium beef, and low hog prices) would production be 
at levels consistent with or lower than historical supply levels and trends. In 
many instances the programmed supply from a single state exceeded average re-



TABLE 17--PROGRAMMED POTENTIAL SUPPLY RELATIONSHIPS FOR HOGS IN THE NORTH CENTRAL REGIONY 
\cattle Prices 16.64 20.80 24. 96 !corn Prices 0.80 1. 00 1. 20 0.80 1. 00 1.20 0.80 1. 00 1. 20 

Million Cwt. Liveweight 
(1964 U.S. Total - 213 million) 

Hog Price 

11. 84 1,095 657 308 565 362 183 330 179 112 
14.80 1, 611 1,557 1,399 1, 381 1,361 1,264 877 917 843 
17.76 1,692 1,619 1,598 1,673 1, 604 1,580 1,485 1, 463 1,405 

y All prices are f. o. b. Chicago: choice steers, choice barrows and gilts, and #2 corn. 

TABLE 18--PROGRAMMED POTENTIAL SUPPLY RELATIONSHIP FOR FAT BEEF IN THE NORTH CENTRAL 
REGIONY 

!Hog Price 11. 84 14. 80 17.76 !corn Price 0.80 1. 00 1. 20 0.80 1. 00 1. 20 0.80 I. 00 
Million Cwt. Liveweight 

(1964 U.S. Total - 342 million) 
Cattle Price 

16.64 276 180 99 34 24 16 24 21 
20.80 1,090 788 545 355 314 244 59 40 
24. 96 1,659 1, 311 1,075 1,073 847 741 333 297 

y All prices are f. o. b. Chicago: choice steers, choice barrows and gilts, and # 2 corn. 
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TABLE 19--PROGRAMMED POTENTIAL DERIVED DEMAND RELATIONSHIPS FOR FEED GRAINS 

IN THE NORTH CENTRAL REGION.!!/ 

!cattle Price 16 .64 20 . 80 24.96 

jHog Price 11. 84 14. 80 17.76 11. 84 14. 80 17.76 11. 84 14. 80 
---· 

Million Tons!V 

Corn Price 
(1965- 66 = -55. 5) 

0.80 lll.4 144 .5 159 .0 147.4 153.3 162.2 181.3 186 . 5 

1. 00 7.4 119.4 135.8 50 . 5 127. 2 137.5 100.0 141. 6 

1. 20 -60 . 4.2/ 89.2 125. 0 -15.1.2/ 98 . 2 124.4 50.0 114. 8 

y All prices are f.o .b. Ch icago: choice steers , choice borrows and g ilts, and # 2 corn. 

17.76 

177 .6 

152.2 

130 . 9 

QI This figure allows feed for all classes of livestock, not just cattle and hogs. Source: Livestock-Feed Relation

ships HJ09-1965. Supplement for 1966. U.S. Department of Agriculture . Supplement for 1966 to Statistical Bulletin 337. 

November 1966, Table E, 
.2f Negative values indicate net saks of feed grain. 
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cent annual U.S. production of pork. It should be noted that these quantities oc
cur at price ratios that cannot be expected to prevail on the average. Such ratios 
may occur as a result of short term cyclical fluctuations in supply, such as the 
short hog production of 1965-66. But the quantities are programmed only for 
situations were such a price expected to be permanent. 66 

The quantities of beef cattle also were large. Production was not as excessive 
as for hogs, i.e., there were more price combinations where the regional quanti
ties were close to current U.S. output levels, but these were only at low beef 
and/or high hog prices. At all price combinations production of either beef or 
hogs or both exceeded current production levels. It should further be noted that 
the region has historically producecl only about 1h of the U.S. beef, but nearly 
+-§ of the pork. So, relatively, the beef quantities are also large. 

Grain production was increased over current levels because of the higher 
yields assumed for the 1970's and because of grain planting up to the limit per
mitted in the programming models at most price levels. 67 It was assumed that 
all representative farms could also purchase feed grains if profitable to do so, 
and much of the excessive livestock output is based on use of purchased feed 
grains. In Table 19 rhe net quantities of feed grains purchased (or sold) at the 27 
price ratios are listed. Grain would be in surplus for the region only with high 
corn and low livestock prices, while normally the region is the world's primary 
exporter, growing and shipping large quantities to other parts of the U.S. and 
to the world. In some instances almost as much corn would be purchased as 
grown in the region, and the purchases represent a greater quantity of feed grains 
than produced by the other regions of the United States. However, since in fact 
the quantities of livestock indicated cannot be absorbed by consumers, this re
versal from export to import is not to be expected. The estimate highlights the 
danger of omitting relevant constraints in models involving as much complexity 
as the feed-livestock economy. 68 Similar problems could be noted for inputs. The 
estimates do give some indication of the direction of adjustments if alternative 
feed sources should develop, and if the market for meat should balloon. 
Response to Price. Although the total quantities resulting from the aggregations 
are patently unrealistic, the relative responses to own and other price changes 

""By definition, a supply curve is a locus of points. Only one such point actually is realized in the 
market, and only a relatively small range of the points have any expectation of occurring, given a 
relatively steady and slow rate of change in economic variables. These faces do not lessen the useful
ness of estimating the extreme points for general understanding of the market environment. 
07 The expansion allowed does not represent an absolute maximum or potential grain production at 
the assumed yields. In general, allotment levels of the early 1960's were used to set limits on corn 
acreage, and these allotments are lower than acreages which could be grown under only agronomic 
limitations. 
68 It should be noted that, in retrospect, these dangers appear clear. But at the time the study was 
undertaken, little previous research was available to provide warning of these problems. The ques
tion of aggregate estimation from individual firm analysis is largely a research development of the 
current decade. 
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may be more in line with what could be expected if prices vary significantly and 
permanently from historical ratios. They also furnish a starting benchmark from 
which to make adjustments. The effect of the levels of other prices on the re
sponses are significant-especially the effect of hog prices on beef response and 
vice versa. 

Response to price changes in grain production was not nearly as much as 
the response in livestock production. The main effect of increasing grain prices 
was to lower livestock production. A major factor influencing the change in live
stock production was the higher cost of purchasing feed grains, which took capi
tal otherwise used for expanding the livestock facilities. Changing corn prices 
had the greatest effect when livestock prices were low. Under those circum
stances, as grain prices were increased cash grain production became competitive 
with livestock on many farms. At the highest grain and lowest livestock prices a 
regional net surplus of grain would be produced, while at all other sets of prices 
there were net purchases. At the high livestock prices, changing corn prices with
in the limits used for the current study had very little effect on beef or hog pro
duction. 

Changing either beef or hog prices while holding the other two prices con
stant had very pronounced output effects. The enterprise for which the price was 
increased usually was enlarged considerably (or if its price was decreased the size 
was reduced and the other was correspondingly increased). However, there were 
significant differences between beef cattle and hogs when the prices were changed 
between low and medium versus high and medium. 

Most of the hog production response was when prices were changed from 
low to medium, while beef production responded more when prices were varied 
between medium and high levels. With the improvements in feeding efficiency 
assumed, the beef:hog price ratio needs to widen for beef to be competitive. The 
changes in output of corn, hogs, and beef in response to a one percent change 
in their own price (elasticities) are given in the first columns of Tables 20-22. 69 

Hogs and beef cattle can compete for resources and thus changes in hog produc
tion as price changes tend to be greater when the price of beef is higher. On 
beef, the same pattern holds except that at high hog prices, beef elasticities are 
sometimes low because beef production is not competitive. Thus beef production 
is affected more by the level of hog prices than hogs are by the level of cattle 
price. Stated the other way, the highest beef price considered was not enough 
to make hogs non-competitive with beef. The relatively smaller responses of beef 
cattle is caused by a lower profitability for cattle relative to hogs, reflecting 
greater efficiency for hogs in the production coefficients. Derived demand elas
ticities for purchased feed grains depend on the relative prices of the two kinds 
of livestock. They tend to be higher between the higher two corn prices if beef 
prices are competitive with hog prices. · 

69 These elasticities probably are larger than should be expected, since they are based on the unad
justed aggregates which probably tend to be most overstated at high price levels. 
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TABLE 20--ELASTICITIES AND CROSS-ELASTICITIES BETWEEN PRICE 
OF PORK AND QUANTITIES OF PORK, BEEF AND CORN 

Effect of a one percent pork price 
Prices Price Price change on quantity supplied of 
fixed varied range Pork Beef Corn 

(Percentage Change) 

Corn Low 
Beef Low Pork L-M 1. 7148 -7.0295 1.1629 

Pork M-H .2712 -1. 8225 . 5271 

Beef Med Pork L-M 3 .7750 -4.5774 .1780 
Pork M-H 1. 0516 -7.8516 . 3270 

Beef High Pork L-M 4.0759 -1. 9326 .1405 
Pork M-H 2.8326 -5.7926 -.2802 

Corn Med 
Beef Low Pork L-M 3.6568 -6.8418 7. 9511 

Pork M-H .2161 -. 8861 . 7046 

Beef Med Pork L-M 5.2195 -3.8669 3.8830 
P ork M-H . 8973 -8.5130 . 4300 

Beef High Pork L-M 6.0599 -1. 9354 1. 5500 
Pork M-H 2.5244 -5.2 819 . 3967 

Corn High 
Beef Low Pork L-M 5 .7512 -6.4926 46.7396 

Pork M-H . 7326 -2.1853 1. 8450 

Beef Med Pork L-M 6.7254 -3.4327 12.2756 
Pork M-H 1.2210 -9.0112 1. 2958 

Beef High Pork L-M 6.8816 -1. 6523 3.5326 
Pork M-H 2.7503 -4.8728 . 7240 

Percentage changes in production in response to a one percent change in 
the prices of other products (cross elasticities) are given in the second and third 
columns of Tables 20-22. It should be noted that, in total quantities, pork pro
duction is larger at low beef prices than is beef production at low hog prices. 

The relative negative response of hog production to a change in beef prices 
was less with the change from low to medium than from medium to high prices. 
In contrast, beef production responds more to a change from medium to high 
hog prices, except when beef prices are low. With low beef prices, cattle are 
nearly eliminated when hog prices are increased from low to medium levels. 
Generally, the negative beef response to corn price is greater between the higher 
two prices, while the negative hog response is greater between low and medium 
corn prices. In sum, the various elasticities and cross elasticities reemphasize the 
close interdependence among the three products from the supply side. 
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TABLE 21--ELASTICITIES AND CROSS ELASTICITIES BETWEEN PRICE 
OF BEEF AND QUANTITIES OF BEEF, PORK AND CORN 

Effect of a one percent beef price 
Prices Price Price change on quantity supplied of 
fixed varied range Pork Beef Corn 

(Percentage Change) 
Corn Low 

Pork Low Beef L-M 5.3669 -2.8758 1. 2482 
Beef M-H 2.2763 -2.8820 1.1342 

Pork Med Beef L-M 7.4318 -.6916 . 2649 
Beef M-H 5.5278 -2.4545 1. 0887 

Pork High Beef L-M 3.7751 -.0519 .1009 
Beef M-H 7.6708 -.6527 . 4846 

Corn Med 
Pork Low Beef L-M 5.6590 -2.6052 6.7032 

Beef M-H 2.7426 -3.7201 3.6158 

Pork Med Beef L-M 7.7002 -.6002 .2836 
Beef M-H 5.0462 -2.1460 .5897 

Pork High Beef L-M 2.8451 -.0421 . 0585 
Beef M-H 8.3891 -.5027 .5564 

Corn High 
Pork Low Beef L-M 6.2317 -2. 2940 -5.3959 

Beef M-H 3.5945 .2.6231 * 

Pork Med Beef L-M 7.8905 -.4534 .4324 
Beef M-H 5.5482 -2.1987 .8588 

Pork High Beef L-M 3. 4838 - . 0509 -.0260 
Beef M-H 9.2799 -.6441 . 2836 

*Indicates that situation changes between feed grain purchase and sale when 
price changes. 
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TABLE 22--ELASTICITIES AND CROSS ELASTICITIES BETWEEN PRICE OF 
CORN AND QUANTITIES OF CORN, BEEF AND PORK 

Effect of a one percent corn price Prices Price Price change on quantity supplied of 
fixed varied range Corn Beef Pork 

(Percentage Change) Pork Low 
Beef Low Corn L-M -7.8808 -1. 9018 -2.2502 

Corn M-H * -3.1756 -3.9789 
Beef Med Corn L-M -4. 4042 -1.4503 -1. 9683 Corn M-H * -2.0010 -3.6171 
Beef High Corn L-M -2.5996 -1. 0556 -2.6719 

Corn M-H -3.6594 -1. 0903 -2.5134 

Pork Med 
Beef Low Corn L-M -.8561 -1.4556 -.1542 

Corn M-H -1. 5963 -2.2873 -.5882 
Beef Med Corn L-M -.8375 - . 5500 -.0623 

Corn M-H -1.4177 -1. 3808 - . 4085 
Beef High Corn L-M -1. 2427 -1. 0585 .2015 Corn M-H -1. 1510 -.7331 -.4632 

Pork High 
Beef Low Corn L-M - . 7115 -.6887 -.1994 

Corn M-H -.4504 -3.5197 -. 0712 
Beef Med Corn L-M -.7537 -1. 7449 -.1895 

Corn M-H -.5535 -2.7001 -.0820 
Beef High Corn L-M -.6952 -. 5030 -.0665 

Corn M-H -.8256 -.2141 -.2238 
*Indicates that situation changes between feed grain purchase and sale when price changes. 

Location of Production 
Farmers in the central corn belt areas tend to have the most equity, and thus 

the largest financial capacity to expand their businesses. Thus they create the 
greatest share of the variation in beef and pork output in Phase I as the price as
sumptions are varied. The results suggest an increasing relative advantage to the 
central corn belt in hog over beef production at historic price ratios, based on 
the high percentage of tillable land and increasing grain yields per acre. Phase II 
suggests that some of these farms may have still better opportunities in ex
panded crop production, rather than intensified hog operations. 

At higher than historic pork-beef price ratios, hog production tends to con
centrate less in the traditional producing areas. The amount of production in
creases, but by less than in other areas. A similar reduction in beef concentration 
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is found at lower than historic pork-beef price ratios. The reason is that tradi
tional areas have a relatively large production base, even at the unfavorable price 
ratios. When ratios become favorable, the nontraditional areas swing part of 
their resources to the higher priced livestock (See Appendix E for percentage 
distribution of production by price levels). 

Because of the large volume of resources available, as beef price increases 
the central corn belt area tends to increase its share of output of both pork and 
beef. The favorable beef price induces a greater percentage expansion in beef 
than in the other areas. And since the other areas discontinue pork production, 
the net effect is an increase in the central area share of both beef and pork. Feed 
prices also have an effect on location. The hog concentration tends to decrease 
at low or medium feed prices, but to increase at high feed prices because non
traditional areas switch to grain production for sale. 

Adjusted Aggregate Supplies 
The over-response of livestock in the aggregate supply quantities are caused 

by errors of specification and unrealistic assumptions from the point of view of 
an aggregate model. Individual farmers could adjust in these ways, but as a 
group they could not. Errors are reflected cumulatively in the purchase of feed 
grain by an area that normally produces a surplus. It seems reasonable to adjust 
the aggregate livestock quantities to the amount that could be produced in the 
area while maintaining the region's share of net sales for non-livestock needs. 
Aggregate supply quantities are then nearer to actual potentials. 

The procedure used for these adjustments consisted of determining the nec
essary cutback in grain feeding to allow the region to supply its historic share of 
net sales. This cutback was divided between beef and pork in proportion to their 
use of feed at each price level in the Phase I results. Dividing the cutback figure 
for each class of livestock by the amount of grain required to produce a hundred
weight of live animal indicated the amount by which beef and hog production 
would be reduced. For beef cattle a weighted average of feed requirements for 
yearlings and calves was used. The adjusted aggregate quantities of beef cattle 
and hog production are given in Table 23. 

Reductions in production ranged from a high of about 90 percent at one 
price level to a low of 40 percent at another for pork and from 85 to 30 percent 
for beef. In general, the reductions were much higher for pork than for beef 
since the programmed pork supplies greatly exceeded beef output at most price 
ratios. Reductions were greater at the lower corn prices where corn purchases 
were largest in the originally programmed supply quantities. 

Supply elasticities are reduced when the quantities of beef and pork are ad
justed back to levels consistent with corn production for the study area. The 
quantities of corn purchased under the programmed supplies were considerably 
larger at the higher livestock prices and therefore the largest reductions also were 
for the upper ends of the supply curves. 
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TABLE 23--PROGRAMMED AND ADJUSTED QUANTITIES OF BEEF 
AND PORK (MILLION CWT. OF LIVEWEIGHT) 

Beef Pork 
Programmed Adjusted Programmed Adjusted 

Prices supply Reduction supply supply Reduction supply 

1 LLL 275.7 124.6 151. 2 1095 . 3 863. 6 231. 7 
2 LLM 1090.4 505. l 585.3 564.8 417.0 147.8 
3 LLH 1659. 5 711. 0 849. 5 330.3 244. 6 85.7 
4 LML 33.9 10.8 23.l 1610.9 1232.0 380 . 9 
5 LMM 355.2 152.2 203.0 1381. 0 1064 . 5 316.5 
6 LMH 1072. 8 483.6 589.2 877 .1 713.l 164.0 
7 LHL 24.3 7.2 17.1 1692.4 1327.0 365 . 3 
8 LHM 59.3 27.8 31. 6 1673.0 1316.3 356.6 
9 LHH 332.7 171. 0 161. 7 1485.5 1194. 6 290.9 

10 MLL 179.5 47.6 131. 9 657.l 362.0 295.2 
11 MLM 787.8 304.8 482.9 362.1 233.4 128. 7 
12 MLH 1311. 1 548.4 762.7 179.l 110. 7 68.4 
13 MML 24. 5 6.9 17.5 1556.6 1088.6 468.1 
14 MMM 314.3 l18 . 5 195.8 1362 . 0 961. 2 400.8 
15 MMH 847. 0 369.6 477.4 917.3 676.0 241. 3 
16 MHL 20.8 5.9 15.0 1619.0 1187. 6 431.4 
17 MHM 40.1 13.2 26.9 1603.9 1187. 3 416.6 
18 MHH 297.4 139.4 158. 0 1463.7 1091. 5 372.2 
19 HLL 90.l 90.1 308.0 308.0 
20 HLM 545.3 146.0 399.3 182.9 84. 6 98.2 
21 HLH 1074.6 413.7 660.9 112. 5 72.1 40 . 4 
22 HML 16 . 0 3.3 12.8 1398.6 915.2 483.4 
23 HMM 244.2 84. 0 160.1 1264.4 842 . 1 422.3 
24 HMH 741.1 327.5 413.6 843.1 592. 0 251. 2 
25 HHL 10.7 3.5 7.2 1598.2 1129. 2 469.0 
26 HHM 24.3 6.8 17.5 1580.2 1119. 9 460.3 
27 HHH 286.l 117.3 168.8 1405.3 991. 7 413.6 
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Future Developments in the Feed Grain-Livestock Sector; 
an Outlook Perspective 

Outlook information is formulated to provide estimates of future demand 
and supply factors, including expected quantities and prices of feed grain, beef 
and pork. This type of work is carried on by the USDA, state experiment sta
tion personnel, and some private agencies. Its primary purpose is to provide 
farmers and others with an interest in agricultural pursuits with information that 
can be used in aiding in the formulaton or adjustment of production plans. One 
of the primary objectives is to reduce the large fluctuations in supplies and prices 
caused by the combined effects of many independent decisions. 

Outlook projections are based on surveys of current situations and expecta
tions, trends and their projections, inventory data, industry information, weather 
developments, and other pertinent information. Much of their usefulness and ac
curacy depends on the expertise of the individuals involved. 70 Intimate know
ledge and constant attention to a particular industry permits the evaluation of 
the myriad of detailed information and the formulation of judgments concerning 
future developments. 

Outlook work is carried out for both immediate and lengthier periods. One 
type may be for a few weeks up to a year. It provides data useful in making and 
adjusting current plans and operations. Longer run outlook applies over a period 
of one to several years. It provides data useful in the process of making major 
investment and adjustment decisions, the success of which depends on costs and 
returns for many years. 

The study reported on in this publication is primarily concerned with longer 
run developments in the feed grain and livestock sectors of the agricultural econ
omy. Thus some of the long run outlook and projections of the Outlook and 
Projections Branch, Economic Research Service, United States Department of 
Agriculture will be used to help analyze future supply conditions for beef, hogs, 
and feed grains. These projections are based on many analyses of the situation
including formal models, trend analysis, and expert knowledge of those sectors 
of the economy. 

Assumptions underlying the outlook material include a continuation of 
government programs to stabilize and/or protect farmers' incomes. 71 It also is 
assumed that neither major wars nor depressions will exist during the years in 

70 R . F. Daly, Chairman of USDA Outlook and Situation Board, recently noted "We do not, as 
some seem ro think, have near analytic frameworks which grind our final answers from a few basic 
assumptions. Personal judgment will always figure importantly in outlook work." Current Ques
tions on National Agricultural Outlook, journal of Farm Economics, 48:5:1169, December 1966. 
71 Much of this material is based on the following articles: R. F. Daly and A. C. Egbert, "A Look 
Ahead for Food and Agriculture,' ' Agricultural Economic Research, Vol. XVIII, No. 1, January 1966, 
Economic and Statistical Analysis Division, Economic Research Service, USDA, and Alvin C. Eg
bert and Shlomo Reutlinger, "A Dynamic Long-Run Model of rhe Livestock-Feed Sector," journal 
of Farm Economics, Vol. 47, No. 5, pp. 1288-1305. 
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the projection period. In addition exports of crops and livestock products are ex
pected to increase but with livestock products continuing to be a relatively small 
proportion of agricultural exports. Major shifts in policy or in the economic 
situation will tend to invalidate the conclusions reached. 

Increased demand for meat is a necessary condition if beef, pork, and feed 
grain production are to increase. The major influences on the overall demand 
for beef and pork in the United States are population levels, consumer incomes, 
and consumer tastes. The rate of population growth has declined from post-war 
highs in recent years, but the total is expected to exceed 200 million by 1970 
which implies greater demand for livestock products. At the same time per capita 
incomes and purchasing power are expected to keep increasing. Though total 
demand for food does not change appreciably as incomes of persons at already 
high levels increase, the composition of food consumed does change. 

Definite shifts in consumption patterns occur as incomes increase. One such 
shift has tended to favor livestock products relative to grains, and another favors 
beef consumption relative to pork. This latter shift is likely to continue and thus 
demand for beef will increase more rapidly than for pork. Pork also many con
tinue to increase in absolute terms because of population growth. Consequently 
per capita beef supply increases of 3 percent per year and pork supply increases 
of about 1 percent annually can be absorbed without lower prices. Such supply 
increases will not be forthcoming every year, since both industries will continue 
to have cyclical production patterns, and thus prices will not be stable. 

Feed grains would have to be produced in increased quantities to meet the 
demand created by expansion in livestock output. Such increases can come about 
through continued implementation of improved technology-better varieties, 
increased fertilization, irrigation, etc.-and by planting crops to land diverted 
under programs designed to reduce the surpluses of the post-war years. 

The productive capacity exists on U.S. agricultural units to enable livestock 
expansion of this scope. Furthermore, with continued population growth and 
rising incomes, prices for beef and pork are likely to remain within ranges which 
will support and encourage the expanded output. At times, a too rapid expan
sion may occur in response to favorable prices with a consequent temporary 
oversupply and unfavorably low prices. Thus livestock output probably will 
continue to cycle around an upward trend in the view of recent outlook pro
jections. 

SYNOPSIS 

What can we say in general summary about the results from the four ap
proaches to supply analysis? Each asks a slightly different question than the other 
three, and yet they all relate to the feed-livestock economy. 

The econometric models demonstrated a small short run response of a com
modity to changes in its own price, and an increase with the lapse of time. For 
pork, the estimated quantity response to a 1 percent price change was only 0.04 
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percent for current price, and for beef the figure was 0.07 percent. Full response 
was greater as time was extended, increasing for pork to 0.14 using last year's ex
pected prices, to 0.32 for one year, up to 0.48 after 3 years, and none thereafter. 
Similarly, effects on quantity of beef price change were felt up to 2 years later, 
with only about 1h of the response the first year, and with the total figure in
creasing to 0.34. The programming results showed that full adjustment could 
lead to still larger responses over a longer run period, but that the results de
pend on the relative prices of products. Actual responses are not as large as the 
programming indicates because the programming ignores interactions with de
mand forces. These would tend to lower prices and relative profitability of the 
product for which supplies were being increased, and thus would put a brake on 
response. 

Interdependence was shown between corn, hogs and beef. Production of 
hogs and beef were found to be dependent on each other's price, both in terms 
of amount and location of production. The several approaches found pork pro
duction relatively unresponsive to changes in feed prices, and beef slightly more 
responsive. However, feed grain production was found to respond as much to 
livestock inventories (demand for feeding) as to its own market price, and less 
than livestock to their prices. Increasing the relative profitability of soybeans 
drew resources from corn, and improved the competitive position of beef rela
tive to hogs. 

Hog production in the east North Central Region was found in the eco
nometric models to show very little response to price and grain supply changes. 
No differences between regions were noted in beef response. The programming 
results indicate that from a profitability standpoint, response should be similar 
throughout most of the corn belt. But they also showed some differences, de
pending on relative price levels. 

Both production functions and linear programming indicated high produc
tivity to additional land and capital investments. Land investments appeared 
especially profitable on cash grain farms. It was found that the profitability of 
expanding livestock depended heavily on having management capacity to get 
high technical efficiency. Feeding efficiency on beef was an especially critical 
variable. If we make the reasonable assumption that livestock farmers are more 
skilled with livestock than grain farmers, these programming results agree with 
the functions which indicated high productivity to additional livestock on live
stock farms, but low on grain farms. 

Large expansion of livestock was profitable at certain price combinations in 
the programming results, and involved heavy investment in fixed facilities. This 
points out the fact that, since such investments are not reversible, an overop
timistic set of price expectations can lead to excessive production price cycles, 
and substandard return on resources. Once investments are made, it is difficult 
to reduce production even though price expectations may change. Lower prices, 
however, do evenmally force some producers to quit or alter their plans. Those 
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who have less fixed investment of a specialized type are likely to change more 
quickly. Those with high fixed inputs, who incurred higher debts to finance ex
pansion, can also be forced out if prices fall and they are unable to service debts. 
Thus the kinds of livestock producers are affected more than the total amount of 
products forthcoming. 
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PART IV 

DEMAND, SUPPLY, AND ADJUSTMENT 

The separate analyses of demand and supply made in Parts II and III are 
integrated in this section. Results are used to make judgments about expected 
equilibrium conditions for the North Central Region in the early 1970s, and 
about adjustments required to reach this equilibrium. While the NC-54 project 
was primarily a study of supply, the actual amount that can or will be produced 
and rhe price are limited by demand conditions in an economic system where 
market operations are the primary determinants of prices and where profit is the 
principal regulator of business activity. 

Judgment, rather than mechanical manipulation procedures alone, must be 
the basis of the integration for two separate reasons: 
(1) Information from the four approaches to supply must be combined, and no 
formal model is available for this procedure, and (2) certain assumptions were 
made in the supply study to make estimation possible, rather than because of 
economic logic. These must be reconciled at this stage. As is true in applying 
most research models, some of the simplifying assumptions necessary in the anal
ysis must be altered in the process of applying the results to the real world. 
Mechanical manipulation of the supply and demand estimates (models) to deter
mine equilibrium conditions gives the analyst a useful benchmark set of prices 
and quantities. But further manipulation involving judgment by the analyst is 
also indispensable to allow for real world considerations that could not be built 
into the research model. 

Equilibrium analysis provides information on resource use, farm adjustments, 
and input requirements as well as on prices and quantities of products. The pro
cedure here will be first to examine only the mechanical price-quantity equilib
rium from the programming results, and second to bring judgment and informa
tion from Phase II programming and econometric studies to bear on the con
clusions from this equilibrium and, finally to utilize the perspective so developed 
in exploring the questions of resource use, adjustment, and inputs. 

Mechanical Equilibrium of Supply and Demand Models 

The intersection of supply and demand schedules gives the equilibrium price 
for a product, i.e., the prices and quantities where the market forces are balanced 
so that quantity supplied equals quantity demanded, and there is no inducement 
to change. Both supply and demand schedules shift through time. The demand 
schedules used are the regional curves developed in Part II for the North Central 
Region in 1972, and are based on the $1.00 farm price level for corn. The supply 
schedules are derived from the linear programming part of the study described 
in Part III, adjusted to eliminate net purchases of feed grains by corn belt pro
ducers. They are potential supply relationships under a wide range of price com
binations tested to provide general benchmark information on the production 
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environment, and thus should not be considered absolute predictions. Due to as
sumptions incorporated in the research, the estimates probably represent an up
per limit of quantities that might be forthcoming at each price. 

The price ranges covered in the current analysis are fairly wide-from $11.84 
to $17.76 for hogs (based on slaughter barrow and gilts) and from $16.60 to 
$24.96 for beef cattle (based on choice slaughter steer prices). The proportion of 
the national demands for beef and pork that the NC-54 study area could be ex
pected to furnish based on recent levels are listed in Table 4 for various prices of 
the two classes of livestock. Supply quantities are listed in Table 22 in Part III. 

The supply and demand schedules for beef and pork are shown in Figures 
8 and 9. 7 2 There are three charts for each-one for each price level (L, M, and 
H) for the competing meat. One demand curve and three 3-point supply func
tions are on each chart. Corn price influences supply schedules for a meat pri
marily when price of the competing meat is low, near its cost of production. At 
a low beef price, an increase in corn price reduces production of beef, making 
resources available to produce pork. Since pork production is still profitable at 
the higher price for feed, production increases with higher corn prices. 

The intersection of a supply and demand curve gives the equilibrium (mark
et clearing) price for the product under consideration. However, the supply sche
dules used in this study were developed from computations made at only three 
prices for each product. Therefore the straight line segments connecting the 
points can be considered only as approximations of the actual supply function. n 
They also represent the "mechanical" part of the analysis, since some of the as
sumptions on which they are based need to be altered in interpretation from the 
model to the real situation. 

The changing price of the competing meat product strongly affects the equi
librium price and quantity. More beef is taken when pork prices are high and 
more pork when beef prices are high. Since the demand curves are almost verti
cal, changing the price of the competing meat greatly affects the equilibrium. It 

'"Strictly speaking, these are short run supply and demand functions. The programming procedure 
considers only variable cost, and the short run supply curve is defined as the portion of the mar
ginal cost curve above average variable cost. To be interpreted as long run, the supply curves 
would be cut off horizontally at the lower end by the average total cost curve. Since fixed 
cost is not estimated, it is not possible to determine this cutoff point. The demand curve is also 
short run in the sense that it is based on an annual model used for predictive purposes. 
73 Programmed supply functions for individual firms are stepped rather than straight line functions. 
This is also true of aggregate functions obtained by horizontal summing of individual firm func
tions, although the process does yield some smoothing. However, since discrete interval rather than 
parametric price programming was used, the steps were nor determined. Thus the supply curves 
have been approximated by linear segments. The seriousness of this approximation is reduced some
what by the fact that the representative firm concept includes some diversity and thus real world 
functions might be composed of many small steps, well approximated by linear segments. 

See M. W. Kottke, the Anatomy of a Step Supply Function, journal of Farm Economics, 49:1:1. 
February, 1967. Due to limitations in certain prior assumptions, it was not felt practical to extend 
the current analysis as far in the direction of fixed asset analysis as Kottke suggests. 
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Figure 8 

Beef Supply and Demand 
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Figure 9 

Pork Supply and Demand 
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is easy to see how, with such a demand situation, short run changes in market
ings of either beef or pork can greatly affect the price of both meats. Even minor 
cycles in marketings cah have a strong upsetting influence. 

Beef 

Prices of the two meats tend to move together both as substitutes to con
sumers and as users of similar inputs. The equilibrium price of beef is low if 
pork prices are low and the supply response to higher beef prices would be very 
large. With medium levels of pork prices the beef supply and demand curves 
would intersect at about the medium prices used for beef in this study. Similarly, 
with the highest hog prices used beef prices would have to be at relatively high 
levels to obtain sufficient production for expected demand levels. From these it 
can be inferred that beef cattle prices must in the long run be at least as high 
relative to hog prices as they have been during the last decade if the continued 
increase in demand is to be met. 

Pork 

The equilibrium analysis for pork provides further detail on this point. With 
low and medium beef cattle prices there would be no intersection point for the 
range of hog prices considered in this study. Thus the equilibrium price would 
be something less than the lowest hog price considered. With medium cattle 
prices, the equilibrium would be slightly above the low hog price. With high 
beef cattle prices, however, the equilibrium hog prices would be at about the 
medium levels used in this study. Thus for equilibrium to prevail in the hog 
market, it is not enough for beef prices to hold the same ratio to pork prices. 
Beef prices will have to increase relative to pork (or pork prices decrease relative 
to beef). 

Based on the mechanical analysis of the projected demand and programmed 
supply curves, it appears that for equilibrium to exist in both the hog and beef 
cattle markets hog prices would be near the lowest hog price used in the model, 
with beef prices somewhat below the medium price used. About 200 million 
hundredweight of beef on a liveweight equivalent would be supplied by the 
study area, while with about the same or a slightly smaller quantity of pork also 
produced in the area. The pork, however, represents about 75 percent of total 
U.S. production while the beef is less than half. While, historically, more pork 
than beef has been produced in the region, the future will require more nearly 
a balance. 

Interpretive Judgments 

The programmed supply curves are based on a number of assumptions 
which need to be re-examined before accepting these conclusions. In general, 
the relative directions of changes are not questioned, but the estimated equilib
rium prices and quantities are. Some of the assumptions in question were out
dated by developments in the economy not foreseen when the models were con- , 
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structed, and others were the result of compromising conflicting requirements 
for realism at the firm and aggregate levels. The results of the time series and 
cross-sectional data studies as well as the outlook material and other knowledge 
of the livestock-feed grain sector also must be used to help interpret the results 
of the mechanical supply-demand analysis. 74 

The programmed supplies assume that all existing producers can successful
ly and rapidly apply the technology used by the best producer in the early sixties, 
and can apply the management skills necessary. Thus the evolvement of supply 
functions such as those obtained in this study greatly depends on the rate at 
which the improvements become general practices for hog and beef cattle pro
ducers. The improved efficiency already attainable, however, does imply that fur
ther changes in supply relationships of the type indicated in the preceding analy
sis will be developing in the future. The effect of assuming these sorts of skills 
is probably to make the supply curves more elastic (flatter) as well as further to 
the right than they would be if these developments are slower coming. 

A further assumption was that there was no or a very low reservation price 
on farm labor. It was assumed that available labor would be used on the farm 
anytime it could make even a small return, and that off-farm opportunities were 
scarce. At the present time, opposite conditions prevail in most areas, increasing 
the cost of labor relative to mechanization. Not all available mechanization was 
adopted in the supply estimates; labor was used instead, and the capital not re
quired for mechanization was used to purchase more livestock. A higher price 
on labor would cause more mechanization and perhaps more livestock on the 
larger farms where capital was not especially limiting, and fewer livestock on 
smaller farms. In particular, production at lower livestock prices would be cut 
back. 

In addition to the off-farm developments increasing the price of purchased 
farm inputs, there may also be an on-farm effect not considered in the model
the effect of increased farm use on the prices of the inputs. As all (or many) pro
ducers attempt to expand output they necessarily increase the demand for many 
inputs, causing the input prices to rise. These higher input prices would make 
production less profitable. The quantity supplied at the higher product prices 
would be cut back from programmed levels, making the supply curves steeper, 
and causing them to intersect the demand curves at higher prices than in the 
mechanical equilibrium. 

The analysis used for the supply estimate did not permit the alternative of 
buying or renting additional land. Many farmers would choose this route, as was 
shown by the Phase II results discussed in Part III. Generally, this would reduce 
livestock output, especially at the lower prices. 

74 In particular, the supply relationships obtained in the econometric models provide some insight 
into the dynamics of supply and into the adjustment made in phase I estimates at the end of Part 
III. However, the recursive nature of the models requires additional assumptions about predeter
mined variables if they are extropolated to 1972. 
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All values and ratios in the programming model were based on averages 
over the production cycles to which the livestock industry is subject. Producers 
probably react differently during the upward movement of the price cycle when 
profits are plentiful, assets are increasing in value, and expansion is relatively 
easy. During the downward price swing after overexpansion asset values, breed
ing herd values, fall rapidly and if a producer liquidates he suffers severe capital 
losses. Thus producers may hold on to their stock and consequently the produc
tive capacity is not reduced as much as it was increased during upward price 
movements. In other words, supply curves which are based in part on expanded 
production facilities are not reversible because fixed assets tend to be held onto 
and used unless they can be sold for more than they earn in use. To fully con
sider these possibilities, we would need a complex, time dated programming 
model. 75 

Finally the supply estimates make no allowance for risk and uncertainty in 
production. Lack of knowledge about future prices or production efficiency usual
ly cause producers to act conservatively-to adjust less than the equilibrium re
sults would indicate. Allowing for this would reduce the quantity produced at 
each price, shifting the supply functions to the left and increasing the equilib
rium prices. 

All of the qualifications discussed above indicate that actual quantities of 
beef and pork supplied at each price would be less than the potentials from the 
programming model. Thus the equilibrium is more likely to occur at prices some
what higher than indicated by the mechanical analysis. The considerably lower 
elasticities found in the time series analyses also support the conclusion of a 
smaller supply response. 

Some Price Implications for Beef Cattle and Hogs 
Despite these limitations, results of the programming study, the equilibrium 

analyses, interpreted in light of the other studies, have implications for prices in 
the future. If the coefficients of efficiency used for hog and beef cattle produc
tion accurately reflect future development, the results clearly show that at price 
ratios and levels used in the study hog supply potential would expand greatly 
and would increase relative to beef supply. On the other hand, total and per 
capita demand for beef has been increasing sharply, while demand for hogs has 
been about constant on a total a basis and declining on a per capita basis. The 
demand analysis indicates that such trends are expected to continue in the fore
seeable future. 

With relatively greater improvements projected in efficiency in use of both 
feed and other inputs in pork production, 76 the supply function for hogs could 
shift to the right more rapidly than for beef. If this occurs the relatively greater 

75 The supply portions of the econometric models provide usable information in this type of anal
ysis. 
76 Historically, the improved efficiency for hogs has been in inputs other than feed. 
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supply of hogs will command a relatively lower price. Interpretation of some of 
the assumptions in the previous section suggest hog price remaining about the 
same, rather than declining, and beef price increasing. 

The ratio of beef cattle to hog prices has changed considerably in recent 
decades with beef becoming relatively more valuable than hogs. During the 
thirties the beef:hog price ratio averaged .86, during the forties .91, and by the 
fifties had increased to 1.12. During the first half of the sixties the ratio was 1.28 
(Table 25). From the results of the current study it appears that the same trend 
will continue with the difference between beef cattle and hog prices becoming 
relatively greater. This, of course, assumes that farmers are equally willing and 
able to produce either beef or hogs efficiently.77 The developments in the broil
er industry in the post war years is an extreme example of the effect of improved 
feeding efficiency on quantities supplied and prices. 

Both supply and demand forces contribute to the widening gap in the case 
of beef cattle and hogs, with demand for beef increasing more rapidly and the 
supply of pork tending to increase more rapidly because of the improved feeding 
efficiency that is possible. Actual quantities of beef produced will likely increase 
more rapidly than pork because of the relatively higher beef prices. That is, 
much larger supplies of pork cannot be disposed of without incurring low prices 
due to the limited demand for pork. 

In addition, both meat prices have tended to increase relative to corn prices 
(Table 24). This has reflected the fact that non-feed costs of production have 

TABLE 24--ESTil\l[ATED DEMAND FOR BEEF AND PORK FROM THE 
NC-54 STUDY AREA 

Beef cattle prices 
$16.64 $20.80 $24.96 

Hog prices BEEF (million cwt. liveweight) 

$11. 84 208,610,450 191, 658, 8'10 174, 914, 010 
14. 80 212,440,560 195,488, 980 178,744,120 
17.76 216,270,680 199,319,100 182,574,240 

PORK (million cwt. liveweight) 

$11. 84 175,876,000 181,813.190 187,678,150 
14, 80 163, 256, 940 169, 194, 140 175,059,090 
17.76 150,637,890 156,575,250 162, 440, 040 

77 These analyses have not been able co account for farmer preferences for one or the ocher kind of 
livestock, and have assumed equal willingness to consider either. Some observers suggest that 
farmer preferences are trending away from hogs, just as are consumers away from pork. Whether 
this kind of a preference pattern will neutralize the impact of technology in shifting the supply curve to the right is an unanswered question. The answer would have a bearing on the conclusions 
made here. 
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TABLE 25--AVERAGE PRICES RECEIVED BY FARMERS FOR HOGS AND 
BEEF CATTLE, AND RATIO OF PRICES.!/ 

Beef Ratios 

Cattle Hogs Corn Beef/Hog Beef/Corn Hog/Corn 

1960-64 $19 . 96 $15.64 $1. 08 1. 28 18. 48 14.48 

1950-59 20 . 08 17.97 1. 35 1.12 14. 87 13.31 

1940-49 13 . 67 15.10 1.18 .91 11. 58 12 . 80 

1930-39 5.79 6. 71 .56 . 86 10. 34 11 . 98 

1920-29 7.15 9.35 . 72 .76 9.93 12.99 

1910-19 6.90 9.14 . 90 . 75 7.67 10.16 

.!/ Average prices received by farmers, 48 states, were used. Increase in 

the beef ratios is, in part, due to an increase in the proportion of grain feed cattle. 

This changing mix would affect the time at which the ratio started to increase. It 

would not affect the general conclusion that, even on a constant product basis, the 

beef-pork ratio has widened. The above prices are used in preference to price 

series for a specific grade because they are available for a longer time span. 

risen relative to feed costs. Feed makes up a smaller portion of beef costs, so the 
beef ratios have risen relatively more. Increasing nonfeed input prices would sug

gest a continued widening of ratios between feed and meat prices, with beef 

widening more rapidly than pork. Although grain prices used in the program

ming were low relative to 1967 levels, their relationship to livestock prices fol

lowed historic patterns. Thus differences in feed-livestock prices were not respon
sible for the result. The reason was the improved feeding efficiency assumed to 

take place between 1962 and 1972, and the lack of area restraints on grain pur

chase. Our conclusion would be that these considerations would tend to stop 

the widening of the hog-corn ratio. The absolute level of the prices still depends 

on the fact that feed is the major input. Feed prices, in turn, are subject to oppo
site forces-down if crop yields increase, and up if world markets expand and 
acreages are restricted. Thus the balance may be delicate, and the programming 

analysis yields no direct information. 

Feed Grain Balance 

A major feature of the programmed optimal plans was the nearly universal 

purchase of feed grains on the representative farms in order to expand livestock 

production. The study area historically has been the major surplus feed grain 

producing region in the nation. A mechanical interpretation of results of the 
programming would seem to indicate that the area will become a deficit grain 

producing region. It is not probable, for a variety of reasons, that such a reversal 

will occur. It developed in the model because unlimited grain was available at 
fixed prices, a reasonable assumption for a single firm. But for all firms taken to
gether, buying would bid up prices, which would have the dual effects of (1) 

I 

I 
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increasing grain production, and (2) cutting back on expansion of livestock feed
ing, since cost of production would go up as numbers increased. Because of this, 
and of the nonfeed input and export feed market considerations discussed in the 
previous section, the programmed estimates were subsequently reduced to re
quire the historic share of net exports. 

The region has many cash grain farmers . They are not likely to change to 
livestock farmers because of the owner's persor.al preferences, the risk involved 
in livestock production, and/ or the inability of individual farmers to achieve the 
levels of feeding efficiency assumed in the study as attainable by all farm opera
tors . With average levels of feeding efficiency, cash crop farms could more prof
itably operate and expand as grain than as livestock producers-as indicated by 
the additional analysis performed at Iowa. At the time the analysis was done, 
no feasible procedure was found for identifying what proportion of farmers had 
such preferences. In a longer view as individual operations change, the estimates 
as computed do give some notion of physical potentials in production. 

In addition, the continued development of larger, efficient planting and 
harvest equipment enables a farmer to handle larger acreages without increased 
labor inputs. This means that farm income can be increased without shifting to 
livestock. Many individuals will take the farm area expansion route to obtain 
higher incomes rather than intensification via livestock enterprises. This is sup
ported by the Phase II computation where increased size of farm and less live
stock per farm prevailed in the region. 

The trend in labor availability also tends to favor continued cash crop pro
duction. Attractive long run off-farm employment opportunities induce the ma
jority of young rural people to leave farming and also provide the opportunity 
for part-time farming. As older farmers retire, the available labor supply is re
duced while total land to farm remains relatively stable. Farms with larger acre
ages but with limited labor tend to favor crop production, where the limited 
labor usually is more profitably employed. 

The adjustment process itself also prevents a complete shift to livestock. As 
part of the farmers adjust, supplies of livestock products increase more rapidly 
than demand. This will result in lower prices which discourage other farmers 
from making the shift. 

These considerations suggest that the Corn Belt area will not become a 
deficit area. The question of whether it will remain a surplus producing region 
remains. The adjusted aggregate supply functions used in the equilibrium analy
sis assume that the region will continue to produce its historic share for other 
uses. However, in the computed optimal plans this grain production was limited 
by institutional constraints (acreage controls) existing in 1962. A potential source 
of increased feed grain output is program-diverted acreages. In the time since the 
alloted acreage levels were set, there have been large decreases in oats and hay 
acreages on nonparticipating farms. Reducing other crops and increasing grain 
production were found to be profitable when allotments were removed in the 
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programming problems. The study area can both increase livestock and maintain 
or increase its net corn sales if other restraints are removed. 

Input Implications 
The results of this study have important implications for the various inputs 

used for beef cattle, hog, and feed grain production. They imply chat there will 
be a continued strong trend in the use of capital relative to labor and land. Much 
of this capital deepening process will be financed by the use of borrowed funds. 
Representative farms typically are in excellent condition for acquiring the needed 
funds-that is, they have relatively low debts in comparison to assets-indicating 
chat there will be a strong demand for capital to expand. 

Many farmers, however, have a strong reluctance to borrow heavily. Thus 
some farm adjustments will occur more slowly and will be internally financed. 
Older farmers may not make significant adjustments. But as they retire, their land 

resources pass to younger operators who will be required to adapt to the changed 
circumstances for economic survival. It is likely they will not have sufficient 
owned capital ro finance their operations, and will be forced to use more bor
rowed funds . 

Labor use and availability also would be significantly affected under the re
sults of the programming and other approaches used in this project. The Phase 
I portion of the study assumed that the 1962 labor base would continue. Im
proved efficiency, such as was assumed for the programming calculations, would en
able some increased earnings in farming. Even though most of the existing work 
force could continue to be employed in agriculture, if used efficiently, it would 
produce more than could be absorbed at price levels recently felt to be accept
able. Where the programming allowed labor adjustments they were often sub
stantial. The production function analysis also indicated labor typically was earn
ing less than could be obtained in other employment. Many younger people have 
always been attracted by higher off-farm employment earnings-relative to cur
rent farm earnings-and these opportunities have become even better in recent 
years. Attrition of these people, retirement, and other forces cause the total work 
force in agriculture to decline. 

The other major input, land, probably will continue to be used in quantities 
similar to the past. Some land will be removed by road building, urbanization 
and other nonfarm uses, but the relative decline will be small. Considerable ad
justments will result in the structure of land use. The Phase II programming 
computations indicated that expansion of farm size will continue co be highly 
profitable in most Corn Belt areas. Thus demand for land can be expected to be 
strong and land prices will increase in response to the increased demand coupled 
with limited quantities being offered for sale. Some farms will intensify by ex
panding livestock output and will hold land inputs constant or even reduce 
them. 

On an individual farm basis, increased land and capital inputs in general 
will be combined with constant or increased labor inputs. Aggregatively, how-
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ever, capital probably will increase, with land declining slightly and labor de
clining by relatively large amounts. Technological and price developments de
termine the relative mix of the various inputs. Currently known developments, 
as supported by the analyses made in this report, indicate that the trends of re
cent years will continue. 

Production Patterns 
Hog production under the computed plans rends to concentrate at the cen

ter of the region (Illinois, Indiana, and Iowa), although hogs were highly com
petitive in the other subregions. The concentration of very productive land com
bined with a high proportion of tillable acres favors corn production, and hogs 
are more efficient converters of grain into meat than are cattle (with the coeffi
cients used in this study and at historic price ratios). Trends in relative yields of 
corn and forage in these areas point toward a continuation of these trends. In
vestment costs for handling corn silage appear to make cattle rations, especially 
those based on corn silage, less competitive. 

Cattle feeding was relatively more important in the areas around the outer 
part of the region. Land is nor as productive, is lower priced, and has a higher 
portion of soils with forage crops and pasture-land. Thus, although hog produc
tion was also important in those areas, beef production was relatively larger and 
more profitable than in the central areas. Beef cow herds were not very com
petitive in any area but tended to be included in the fringe areas, particularly in 
the western areas. Frequently supplementary beef cow enterprises would be found 
in combination with hogs when feeder cattle were not competitive. Usually this 
occurred on farms with relatively large permanent pasture acreages that had no 
alternative use. Since cow herds use little corn they did not compete with hogs 
other than for some capital and labor at critical periods. Most herds were 
on the smaller farms where labor supplies generally were excessive. 
Farm Size and Type Adjustments 

The NC-54 studies clearly indicate that when the objective is economic effi
ciency, 1962 levels of investment and production on most Corn Belt farms would 
be suboptimal under 1972 conditions, whether intensification or extensification 
is the appropriate adjustment. Individual farms could profitably expand produc
tion of beef cattle and hogs by several times current levels. Others could do even 
better with added acreage rather than intensified livestock enterprises. The studies 
also indicated that in some areas it might be profitable to sell land to obtain 
sufficient capital to expand the livestock enterprise, hog production or cattle 
feeding, to even larger sizes. 

While individual farms could profitably expand to the sizes indicated, the 
equilibrium analysis also showed that "too many cooks spoil the broth." If such 
adjustments were widespread, the resulting supply expansion in pork and/or 
beef would cause substantial reduction in product prices and increases in input 
prices. With adoption of improved technology, individual farms could produce 
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livestock at lower costs. But the aggregate expansion in output from many farms 
using current levels of land and labor inputs along with more capital (improved 
technology) indicates prices would be reduced greatly, and input costs would be 
bid up from the levels farmers expected at the time the investments were made. 

The most profitable method of expansion in the majority of the Corn Belt 
study area was found to be by purchase or rental of land to expand the size of a 
current operation, a method frequently seen in practice. This type of adjustment 
cannot be carried out without a reduction in total labor inputs. Fortunately, 
booming off-farm labor markets have been drawing off this excess. With reduced 
amounts of total labor and increased acreages to handle on individual farms, the 
size of livestock enterprise will tend to be limited. Continued adoption of labor 
saving devices, mechanization, will permit expansion in the sizes of enterprises 
handled, too. 

Furthermore, the results suggest that as these types of adjustments are con
tinued, with the resultant pressure on land prices, some producers may find it 
more profitable to reduce the acreages operated, and concentrate on livestock 
production. Some may purchase most of the feed-as well as other inputs. In 
the past livestock production has been complementary and/ or supplemental to 
crop output on many Corn Belt farms. On farms with good livestock managers, 
it now appears that crop production could become the minor enterprise-al
though it is likely that the ultimate result of such a trend would be complete 
specialization in livestock production on some farms with crops being produced 
on others. The development and rapid adoption of larger machines for crop pro
duction lends support to such conclusions, as do the large specialized feedlot 
operations developing in some Plains and Western states. 78 However, it is also 
probable that several years would be required to have any substantial develop
ment of this kind. There tends to be considerable fixity in resources committed 
to agriculture, especially labor, and the land consolidation procedure requires 
that some individuals quit farming or retire and place their land on the market. 

Finally, the NC-54 studies indicate that, with the prices and coefficients 
used along with the base year resources, crop and livestock enterprises can con
tinue to be combined profitably on the same farm. It is feasible that this could 
continue to be true, even at much larger sizes, but such a development would 
require more labor than is available on the typical family farm. Thus hired labor 
or other types of organizational arrangements (partnerships, family corporations, 
etc.) may be required to enable growth to the most efficient sizes of farms. 

7 8 The problem of sanitation and waste disposal may present severe difficulties in the more heavily 
populated areas of the Com Belt. 
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APPENDIX A 

DEMAND ESTIMATES FOR BEEF AND PORK 

1. We take as given the demand matrix developed by Egbert and Reutlinger79 
(Table Al). We assume prices of sheep and lamb, chicken, turkey, and 
eggs will be at the 1972 equilibrium levels obtained by solving the com
plete Egbert-Reutlinger supply-demand model. 80 We thus ignore the 
effects on prices of these products of varying the beef and pork prices. 
These prices are as follows, per pound liveweight (shellweight on eggs): 
sheep and lamb, 17.23 cents; chicken, 11.0 cents; turkey, 18.2 cents; 
eggs, 18.61 cents. 

2. Their model can be represented in matrix notation as: 

P = EQ + C 

Where: 

P is a'·' 6 item column vector of prices 
E is a 6X6 matrix of coefficients of the linear per 

capita demand equations. 
Q is a 6 item row vector of quantities 
C is a 6 item column vector of constant terms, including 

the original constant plus the income term evaluated 
at $2640. 

3. We solve for quantities (Q) assuming the above prices for the four beef 
and pork substitutes, and considering various assumptions about beef and 
pork prices. 

4. Prices used in the supply studies are for choice steers at Chicago, and 
choice barrows and gilts at Chicago. This demand m8del is in terms of 
farm price of all cattle and calves, and average price received by 
farmers for all hogs. The following conversions were made to be able to 
compare supply and demand estimates: 

We computed the following ratio and applied it to the 
price levels used in the supply study: 

average farm price 
R = average choice price 

Prices were estimated for the length of a cycle - 1956-64 
on cattle and 1961-64 on hogs. 

79 A. C. Egbert and S. Reutlinger. "A Dynamic Long Run Mode:! of the Feed-Livestock Economy." 
Journal of Farm Economics 48:5:1288·1305. December 1965. 
80 These levels are reported in the unpublished Appendix to the above paper, as presented to the 
American Farm Economics Association Meeting at Stillwater, Oklahoma, August 22-25, 1965. The 
values derived at a feed price of $~:00 for corn equivalent were used. 
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For hogs, this ratio was 95.89 percent, and for cattle and 
calves it was 77 . 98 percent. Thus the conversions are as 
follows: 

Supply study (choice) Demand study (all) 

price price 

$16 . 64 $12.94 

20.80 16. 22 

24 . 96 19.46 

11. 84 11. 35 

14. 80 14.19 

17.76 17. 03 

5 . The various terms of the equation under point 2 are as follows : 

c 
Original Income 

Equation p constant term Total 

Cattle & calves 12. 94 , 16.22, 19 . 46 70.67 24.63 95.30 

Hogs 11. 35, 14.19, 17 . 03 118. 56 5.17 123.73 

Sheep & lamb 17.23 70.87 6. 89 77.76 

Chicken 11. 00 93.25 7.60 100.85 

Turkey 18.20 103.00 17.37 120.37 

Egg 18.61 213.22 -78.25 152.97 

The matrix E is given at the end of Appendix A. 

6. Results are reported on a per capita basis in Table 2 in Part II of the 
text, and weighted by population in Table 3. 

7 . Estimates were projected for feed grain consumption per unit of live
stock . 
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Percent Pounds 
Pounds total concentrate fed feed feed 

est. grain in grain 
Livestock product 1949 1959 1970 concentrate 1970 

100 eggs (12. 5 lb) 62 51 50 70 35 

cwt. chicken 577 527 500 80 400 

cwt. broiler 333 251 250 60 150 

cwt. turkey 511 425 400 70 280 

cwt. milk 32 36 40 75 30 

cwt. sheep & lamb llO ll4 125 80 100 

cwt. cattle & calves 141 176 200 75 160 

cwt. hogs 478 501 440 90 400 

Assumptions based on 1949-59 trends from Earl F. Hodges "Consumption of Feed 
by Livestock, 1940-59." USDA, ERS. PRR79, 1964. 



RELEVANT PORTION OF EQBERT-REUTLINGER DEMAND MODEL 

Lbs. per capita liveweight consumption $ 
Farm Cattle Sheep dispos-
price and and able 

of: calves Hogs lamb Chicken Turkey Eggs income Constant 

Cattle 
and -. 22882 - .14251 - .10000 - .17933 - .25135 - .10337 . 00933 70 . 67 

calves 

Hogs - .12236 -.49521 -.19502 -.43587 -.62492 - . 13092 .00196 ? 118. 56 

Sheep 
and -. 06605 -.10236 -1.89017 -. 24071 -. 38146 -.10423 . 00261 70.87 

lamb 

Chicken -.07009 - .15994 -.16993 -1. 09775 - . 57224 - .09229 .00288 93.25 

Turkey -.06546 -.18248 -.23453 - . 49307 -3. 71053 -.16823 . 00658 103.00 

Eggs -.04544 -.06136 -.09099 -.10285 -. 20488 -2.88983 -.02964 231. 22 

Source: A. C . Egbert and S. Reutlinger. A Dynamic Long Run Model of the Livestock-Feed Sector. Journal of Farm 
Economics, 47:5 December 1965, p. 1297. 
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APPENDIX B 

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS 

Land Labor Livestock 
(Tillable (Man Annual Machinery and Crop 
Acres) Weeks) Expenses Inventory Inventory Sum 

11 INDIANA 

.64907a . .10981a . 07702a .17979a .03787a 1.05356 

.60338a • 06181 . 07087b . 26344a .03266b 1. 03216 

.81939a -.09860 .02919 . 05608 . 06186a . 90792 

. 74763a .13202b . 00571 .13146a .05213a 1. 06895 

.64398a .l5378a . 05849 .16993a . 06189a 1.08807 

. 79467a . 05186 • 08435a -. 00857 .10864a 1.03095 

. 85623a . 03350 . 02146 .08873c . 02553a 1. 02530 

. 78546a .13178a .04342b .15406a • 03315b 1.14787 

.53315a -.07572 . 02132 . 09112 .40089a . 97076 
a 

.1336lb .11514a . 25549a .04789a .46668 1. 01881 

MICHIGAN 

b b b b .129 .208 .492 .140 • 058 1. 027 
• 268b . 245b .411b .139 

b 
-.012 1. 051 

.090 . 021 .472 
b 

. 068 .352 
b 

1. 009 

Constant 
(logarithm) 

1. 42968 

1. 35889 

1. 88057 

1. 59829 

1.41180 

1. 59273 

1. 62835 

1. 33165 

1. 22707 

1. 31721 

0.9909 

1. 0831 

0.6852 

~ 
(/) 

tI1 
> ::.; 
n :r: 
t;:I 
c::: 
r< 
r< 
tI1 
>-! z 
\[) 
N 
>-' 

\[) 
VO 



Land Labor 
(Tillable (Man 
Acres) Weeks) 

Area 37 
.263b b 

All Farms .156 

Livestock . 040 
b 

. 351 

Cash Grain 
b 

. 790 -.025 

Dairy .219b -.005 

All Farms .38163a .12983b 

By Area 
. 52207a Area 26 . 06774 

Area 27 .26498a .10226 

Area 28 .31763a . l 7062b 

By Type 
. 88129a Cash Grain -.05853 

Mixed 
.3083lb Livestock . 32952a 

Beef . 26813b -. 09149 

Hog .15532 
b 

.12756 

Dairy .17316 .19727 

Y a = Significant at . 01 probability, from 0. 
b = Significant at • 05 probability, from 0. 
c =Significant at : 10 probability, from 0. 

Livestock 
Annual Machinery and Crop 

Expenses Inventory Inventory Sum 

b 
. 510 . 053 . 055 

b 
1. 037 

b 
.698 . 067 . 034 1.190 

.175c -.001 . lllb 1. 052 

.104 
c 

. 063 . 629b 1.010 

MISSOURI 

.13752a . 03463b .1973la .88092 

. 05751 . 00245 .2030la . 85278 

.17312a . 10301 a .17693a .82030 

.14709a . 05318b .23547a . 92399 

.16469b . 02696 . 02271 1. 03712 

. 07922 . 12197c . 29928a 1. 13830 

.12058a . 06807 . 2423la .60760 

. 06459 .08726a . 32839a .76312 

.31998 
a 

-.01242 .14729a . 82528 

'!J For identification of areas, see Appendix D. 

Constant 
(logarithm) 

0.7506 

0. 3249 

1. 3491 

0.6205 

3.76439 

4. 25785 

3.70416 

3.36987 

2.76282 

2.19364 

4.67888 

4.20855 

3. 94978 

\0 
.!>-

~ 
;:;; 
(/) 

0 
c: 
~ 
> 
0 

"' r; 
c: 
tl 
c: 
"' > 
l""' 
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tli 

~ 
:s:: 
tli z 
>-l 
[./) 
>-l 

~ 
0 
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Supporting Equations--Sows Farrowing in the Spring: R2 = .90 

S5 = - 330.4 + 3.87Fav + 127.1 EPS/1-PP - 135.6EPC/IPP + .85St-l 

(2. 7) (60. 3) (88.9) (.OS) 

Sows Farrowing the FaZZ: R2 = • 81 

sf= - 713.9 + 23.7Fav + 103.2EPrfIPP - 229.SEPc/IPP + .44255 

(2.8) (67.7) (109.7) (.06) 

Feed Grain Consumed by Hogs: R2 = . 90 

FG = - 12090.3 + 191.2Fav + 771.9EPH/IPP + .427TH 

(18.1) (287.4) (.052) 

High Protein Feeds Consumed by Hogs: R2 = .95 

HP = 733.6 + 178.6T - 2.lOEPH/IPP + .034TH 

(7.3) (35.9) (.009) 

Labor Used in Hog Produation: R2 . 63 

LAB= 71.958 + .006TH + 20.SEPH/IPP - 4.1 !WR/CPI 

(.001) (5 .9) (2.4) 

Iowa-National Beef Model86 

The Estimated SuppZy Equation:87 R2 = .950 

x17 = - 4107.427 + 782.714x7 + .Sllx10 + .30lx22 - .266x23 + l.299x27 + 

(216.215) (.306) (.140) (.616) (.326) 

.193x31 - 82.584x49 - 1021.93lx50 

(.345) (179. 314) (1996. 75) 

95 

86 Several different equations were estimated for each variable. Equations selected for presentation 
are those "preferred" for policy or predictive purposes. Regional models are similar to the national 
model although differing for some variables and equations. They are not presented because of space 
limitations. 

87 Symbols used are as follows: 
x1 -The number of all cattle on farms, January 1 (thousands). 
x2 -The number of all beef animals, except calves, January 1 (thousands) . 
x, -Annual weighted average of the beef-feed price ratio in year r. 
x8 -Annual weighted average of the beef-feed price ratio in year t-1. 
x9 -Total marketings of cattle and calves (million pounds). 
x10-Total number of calves marketed, including farm slaughter (thousands). 

(Contd. next page) 
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Supporting Equations--Beef Breeding Stock Sold: R2 = .839 

x26 = 2006.796 + 20.99lx7 + 24.827x8 - 3450.82lx28 + .913x29 - 52.762x49 + 

(176. 38) (139.005) (1359.994) (.113) 

2033.788x50 + 2380.430x51 

(2601.596) (2449.184) 

Nonbreeding Beef Stock SoZd: R2 = .935 

x27 = 4227.349 + .299x2 + 63.017x7 - 58.73x34 + 273.438x35 -

(.034) (140 . 279) (52.39 7) (75 . 158) 

1086.602x46 - 103.232x51 

(883.222) (113.59) 

Totai Number of CaZves Marketed: R2 = • 812 

x10 = 13635 . 446 + .213x39 - 9289.217x40 - 305.094x41 

(.042) (4253. 908) (182.151) 

TotaZ Marketings of Gattie and caives: R2 = . 991 

x9 = - 5493.629 + 383.443x7 + .203x10 + .544x26 + l.384x27 -

(109. 543) (.149) (.206) ( .119) 

58.54Sx49 - 20.02ox50 

(86.042) (996.51) 

(Foomore 87 conrd.) 
x,.-Total production of cattle and calves (million pounds liveweight). 
x22-Difference in number of cattle on farms January 1 (year t+ 1 minus year t) . 
x2 6-Esrimated number of beef breeding stock sold (thousands). 
x27- Esrimared number of beef nonbreeding stock sold (thousands). 
x28-Total production of hay per animal on land January 1. 
x29-x26 in year t-1 (Estimated beef breeding stock sold in year t-1). 
x31-Esrimated number of dairy breeding stock sold in year t (thousands) . 
x34- Time variable, 1931 = -8 . .. 1947 = 8; 1948 = 0 ... 1960 = 0. 
x35-Time variable, 1931 = 0 ... 1947 = O; 1948 = -6; 1960 = 6. 
x39-Toral number of dairy and beef breeding cattle farms, January 1 (thousands) . 
X 40- The calf-beef price ratio. 
x41-The calf-milk price ratio. 
x46-The beef-hog price ratio (in year t) . 
x49-Average annual weighted hog-com rario. 
x50-Average annual weighted milk-feed price ratio (year t). 
x51-Average annual weighted milk-feed price ratio in year t-1. 

(100. 69) 
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Iowa-National Hog Model 88 

The Estimated SuppZy Equation: 89 .978 

x9t = - 3976.344 + .546x1t + 2.749x6t + 58.918x10t + l.957x16t 

( .139) ( .174) (18.955) (.290) 

Supporting Equations - Inventory Identity: 

xlt = x2t + x3t + x4t 

Sows and GiZts Over 6 Months OZd on Farms January 1: R2 = .818 

(. 013) (20.516) (. 511) (57. 72) 

Sows and Gilts Plus All Other Pigs Over 6 Months: R2 = .970 

(x3+x4)t = 13525.20 + .425(x6+x7)t-l - 1110.03x14t + 3.56x19t + 219.0lx21t 

(. 067) (77.306) (1.291) (135.357) 

Pigs Less Than 6 Months Old on Farms January 1: R2 = .987 

x2t = - 287.093 + .892x8t-l + 7.27lx21 t 

(. 028) (78.09) 

88 Several models were estimated. The one shown is the "preferred" one. Regional models are sim
ilar to the national but are not reproduced because of space limits. 
"" Symbols used are: 
x, -All hogs and pigs on farm, January 1 (thousands) . 
x2 -All pigs on farms, less than 6 months old January 1 (thousands). 
x3 -All sows and gilts on farm, more than 6 months old January 1 (thousands). 
x, -All "other" pigs on farms, more than 6 months old January 1 (thousands). 
x, -Total number of spring farrowings (thousands). 
x6 -Total number of spring pigs saved (thousands) . 
x7 -Total number of fall farrowings (thousands). 
x8 -Total number of fall pigs saved (thousands). 
x9 -Total annual liveweight production hogs (millions of pounds). 
x, 0-Annual weighted price received by farmers for all hogs (dollar per cent). 
x12- Weighted hog-corn price ratio, April through June in year t. 
x14-Time (1930 = 1). 
x16 -Total feed units produced in year t corn, oats, and barley (100 million pounds). 
x19-Total feed units produced in year t-1 (100 million pounds). 
x., -Average weighted beef-com ratio-April through June in year t. 
x,2-Average weighted beef-com ratio-April through June in year t. 
x.,-x, + x6 (total spring farrowings plus total spring pigs saved) . 
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Total Spring Farrowings: R2 = .956 

x5t = - 399.686 + .952x3t + 14.013x21 t 

(. 04 7) (26.536) 

Total Number of Spring Pigs Saved: R2 

x = 6t 
167. 176 + 5.703x5t + 324.225x14t 

( . 164) (23.833) 

Total FaU Farrowings: R2 .862 

x = 7t 
- 921.6 + 57.009x + 

12t .496x16t 

(28 . 928) (. 207) 

.98 

+ 31.798x22t 

(24.693) 

Total Number of Fall Pigs Saved: R2 .993 

x8t = - 2537.439 + 6.336x7t + 196.343x14t 

( .135) (13.902) 

+ .067x23t 

(. 008) 
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APPENDIX C 

MODELS AND ESTIMATED COEFFICIENTS FOR THE ECONOMETRIC 
STUDIES OF THE LIVESTOCK-FEED GRAIN SECTOR8 1 

Michigan Feed Grain Model 82 

The Produation Function: R2 = .94 

FG = 18.78 + .220L + .0161LAB + .0162F - .664U + l.772T + .287W 

(25.9) (.153) (.007) (.0031) (.177) (.570) 

The Supporting Equations - For Land: R2 = .61 

L = 114.57 - l.15T + .60LIV + .53 Uw - .21EPc /IPP 

For Labor: R2 = .88 

LAB= 1351.5 + 18.7L - 191.llWR/CPI + 17.6EPc /IPP 

(13.4) (40. 8) (53. 8) 

( .100) 

For Fertilizer Used in the North Central Region:83 R2 .97 

LOGF = 2.053 - .0009 PF/EPc + .0492T 

(. 0003) (.002) 

81 Unless indicated otherwise linear ordinary least square was used to estimate the equations. 
82 Symbols used are: 
FG = Feed grain, (1 million ton) 
L = Land (1 million acres ) 
F = Fertilizer (1,000 ton) 
LAB = Labor (1 million manhours) 
U = Unharvested acres of feed grain (1 million acres) 
T = Time (1929-1) 
W = Stallings weather index 
LIV = Index number of livestock on farms, January 1 (1947-49 = 100) 
Uw = Unharvested acres of winter wheat (1 million acres) 

99 

EPc/IPPw = Expected price for corn divided by index of prices paid by farmers (1910-14 = 100) 
!WR/CPI= Industrial wage rate divided by the consumer price index 
P,/EPc = Index offertilizer prices (1910-14 = 100) divided by the expected price of corn. 
83 A special logarithmic equation was used to estimate fertilizer inputs. 
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Michigan Beef Cattle Model 8 4 

The Production Function: R2 = .96 

Output= 269.4 + .250FG + .713HP + 10.9LAB + . 163TC 

( .16 7) (. 697) (3.4} ' (. 063} 

The Supporting Equations --Feed Grain Consumed by Cattle: R2 .91 

FG = 10,046.5 + .196TC - 32.lT + 61.7FaV + 252.1EP8/EPC 

( . 056) (86.6} (22.2} (88.5} 

High Protein Feeds Conswned by Cattle: R2 = • 94 

HP = 1,627.5 + .076TC + 42.4T + 122.9EP8/IPP - 191.2PHP/IPP 

(.020) (30.2) (76.8} (131.6) 

Labor Used in Beef Production: R2 = . 84 

LAB = 269.4 + .0076TC + 25.65EP8/IPP - .213IWR/CPI 

(.0023) (9. 04) (1. 038} 

Michigan Hog Model 8 5 

The Production Function: R2 .99 

Output = 17478.6 + .033Sf + .85655 + 2794Pt + .113FG + .29HP 
t-1 

(.126} (. 427) (4. 27) (.021) (.10) 

84 Symbols used where different than for the feed grain model: 
FG = Feed grain (1,000 ton ) 
HP = High protein feed (1,000 ton ) 
TC = Total number of cattle at beginning of year (1,000 head) 
FaV = Feed grain available (1 million ton ) 
EP8 / EP c = Expeeted price of beef divided by expeeted price of corn. 
EP8 / IPP = Expected price of beef divided by index of prices paid by farmers. 
Pap/ lPP = Price of high protein feed divided by index of prices paid. 
85 Symbols used where different than for feed grain and beef: 
sr = Sows farrowing in the fall (1,000 head ) 
s· = Sows farrowing in the spring (1,000 head) 
P = Average number of pigs saved per litter. 

+ 9.14LAB 

(1. 93) 

EP . I IPP = Expeeted price for hogs farrowed in the spring divided by index of prices paid. 
St-I 

S, 1 = Number of sows at end of year H (1,000 head). 
EP,/ IPP = Expected price for hogs farrowed in the fall divided by index of prices paid. 
EPH/IPP = Expected average annual price of hogs divided by index of prices paid. 
TH = Total hogs on January 1 (1,000 head) . 



AREA STATE 

1. North Dakota 

2. South Dakota 

3. South Dakota 

4. South Dakota 

5. South Dakota 

6. South Dakota 

7. Nebraska 

8 . Nebraska 

9. Nebraska 

10. Nebraska 

11. Kansas 

12. Minnesota 

13. Minnesota 

14. Minnesota 

15. Minnesota 

16 . Iowa 
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APPENDIX D 

AREAS STUDIED 
COUNTIES 

Dickey, Ransom, Richland and Sargent. 

Campbell, McPherson, Brcwn, Marshall, Walworth, Edmunds, 
Day, Potter, Faulk, Spink, Clark, Sully, Hughes, Hyde, 
Hand, Beadle. 

Roberts, Grant, Codington, Deuel, Hamlin, Brookings, 
and Kingsbury. 

Lyman, Buffalo, Jerauld, Brule, Tripp, Gregory, and 
Charles Mix. 

Sanborn, Miner, Lake, Aurora, Davison, Hanson, McCook, 
Douglas, Hutchinson, Turner, Yankton, Bon Homme. 

Moody, Minnehaha, Lincoln, Clay and Union. 

Boyd, Knox, Antelope, Pierce, Boone, Madison, Stanton, 
Platte, Colfax, Nance, and Merrick . 

Cedar, Dixon, Dakota, Wayne, Thurston, Cuming, Burt, 
Dodge, and Washington. 

Polk, Butler, Hamilton, York, Seward, Adams, Clay, 
Fillmore, Saline, Thayer, and Jefferson. 

Saunders, Cass, Lancaster, Otoe, Gage, Johnson, Nemaha, 
Pawnee, and Richardson. 

Washington, Marshall, Nemaha, Brown, Doniphan, Riley, 
Pottawatomie, Jackson, Atchison, Jefferson, Leaven
worth, Wyandotte, Wabaunsee, Shawnee, Douglas, Johnson, 
Osage, Franklin, and Miami. 

Grant, Stevens, Pope, Swift, Big Stone, Lac qui Parle, 
Chippewa, Yellow Medicine, Lincoln, Lyon, Pipestone, 
and Rock. 

Renville, Redwood, Brown, Murray, Cottonwood, Watonwan, 
Blue Earth, Nobles, Jackson, Martin, Waseca, Faribault, 
and Freeborn. 

Scott, Dakota, Le Sueur, Rice, Steele, Dodge, and 
Mower. 

Goodhue, Wabasha, Winona, Houston, Filmore, and 
Olmsted. 

Lyon, Osceola, Sioux, O'Brien, Clay, Plymouth, and 
Cherokee. 
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17. Iowa 

18. Iowa 

19. Iowa 

20. Iowa 

21. Iowa 

22. Iowa 

23. Iowa 

24. Iowa 

25. Iowa 

26. Missouri 

27. Missouri 

28. Missouri 

29. Illinois 

30. Illinois 

31. Illinois 

32. Illinois 

MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

Dickenson, Emmet, Kossuth, Winnebago, Palo Alto, Hancock, 
Buena Vista, Sac, Pocahontas, Humboldt, Wright, Hardin, 
Franklin , Calhoun, Webster, Hamilton, Greene, Boone, 
Story, Dal las , and Polk. 

Worth, Mitchell, Howard, Cerro Gordo, Floyd, Chi ckasaw, 
Butler, Bremer, Fayette, Black Hawk , Buchannan, Dela
ware, and Linn. 

Winneshiek, Allamakee, Clayton, Dubuque, Jones, and 
Jackson. 

Woodbury , Ida, Monona, and Harrison. 

Crawford, Carroll, Shelby, Audubon, Pottawattamie, Cass, 
Mills, Montgomery, Fremont, and Page. 

Grundy, Marshall, Tama, Benton, Jasper, Poweshiek, John
son, Cedar, Clinton, Muscatine, and Scott. 

Guthrie, Adai r, Madison, Warren , Adams, and Tayl or. 

Marion, Mahaska, Keokuk, Iowa, Washington, Louisa, Henry, 
and Des Moi nes . 

Union, Clarke , Lucas, Monroe, Wapello, Jefferson, Ring
gold, Decatur, Wayne, Appanoose, Davis, Van Buren , and 
Lee. 

Atchison, Nodaway, Holt, Andrew, Ray, Buchannan, Clinton, 
Platte, Clay, Carrol, Lafayette, and Saline . 

Worth, Harrison, Mercer, Putnam, Schuyler, Gentry, 
Grundy, Sullivan, Adair, De Kalb, Daviess, Livings t on , 
Linn, Macon, Caldwell, and Chariton. 

Scotland , Clark, Knox, Lewis, Shelby, Marion, Randolph , 
Monroe, Ral ls, Pike, Howard, Boone, Audrain, Callaway, 
Montgomery, and Lincoln. 

Jo Daviess, Stephenson , Winnebago, Carrol, Ogle, and 
Whiteside. 

Boone, McHenry, Lake , Kane, DuPage , Kendall, and Will. 

DeKalb, Lee, La Salle, Rock Isl and , Henry, Bureau , Put
nam, Henderson, Warren, Knox, Stark , Marshall, Hancock, 
McDonough, and Fulton. 

Grundy, Kankakee, Livingston, Ford, Iroquois, Peoria, 
Woodford, Mclean, Tazewell, Mason, Logan, De Witt, 
Platt, Champaign, Vermillion , Cass, Menard, Sangamon, 
Macon, Christian, Shelby, Moultrie , Douglas, Co l es, 
and Edgar. 



33. I 11 inois 

34. Michigan 

35. Michigan 

36. Indiana 

37. Indiana 

38. Indiana 

39. Indiana 

40. Indiana 

41. Indiana 

42. Ohio 

43. Ohio 
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Adams, Schuyler, Brown, Pike, Scott, Morgan, Greene, 
Macoupin, Calhoun, Jersey, and Montgomery. 

Midland, Bay, Huron, Gratiot, Saginaw, Tuscola, and 
Sanilac. 
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Ionia, Clinton, Shiawassee, Eaton, Ingham, Kalamazoo, 
Calhoun, Jackson, Cass, St. Joseph, and Branch. 

Lake, Porter, LaPorte, St. Joseph, Newton, Jasper, 
Starke, Pulaski, and White. 

Elkhart, Lagrange, Steuben, Marshall, Kosciusko, Noble, 
Fulton, Wabash, and Whitley. 

DeKalb, Allen, Huntington, Wells, Adams, Blackford, Jay, 
and Randolph. 

Benton, Warren, Fountain, Vermillion, and Parke. 

Cass, Miami, Carroll, Howard, Grant, Tippecanoe, Clinton, 
Tipton, Madison, Delaware, Montgomery, Boone, Hamilton, 
Putnam, Hendricks, Marion, Hancock, and Henry. 

Wayne, Johnson, Shelby, Rush, Fayette, Union, Bartholo
mew, Decatur, and Franklin. 

Williams, Fulton, Lucas, Defiance, Henry, Wood, Paulding, 
Putnam, Van Wert, Allen, and Hillsdale and Lenawee in 
Michigan. 

Hancock, Seneca, Wyandot, Hardin, Marion, Mercer, 
Auglaize, Shelby, Logan, Union, Delaware, Darke, Miami, 
Champaign, Clark, Madison, Franklin, Montgomery, Preble, 
and Butler. 
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NORTH DAKOTA 

----
SOUTH 

---
KANSAS 

MINNESOTA 
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) 
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PRICE 

1. LLL 

2. LLM 

3. LLH 

4. LML 

5. LMM 

6. LMH 

7. LHL 

8. LHM 

9. LHH 

10. MLL 

11. MLM 

12. MLH 

13. MML 

14.MMM 

15. MMH 

16. MHL 

17. MHM 

18. MHH 

19. HLL 

20. HLM 

21. HLH 

22. HML 

23. HMM 

24. HMH 

25. illiL 

26. HHM 

27. HHH 

APPENDIX E 
PORK PRODUCTION BY STATES (CWT) 

ILLINOIS INDIANA IOWA KANSAS 

185580130 270772170 293319830 48891066 

88979105 270772170 94259153 14938539 

55810704 223290850 2448291 1919312 

287076300 304224800 404207920 60734105 

253374220 304224800 373680730 54295358 

145856010 304224800 231720380 24446478 

307057940 304350240 409292740 63236124 

302671740 

275339990 

115969650 

80679813 

45967432 

272579400 

232909060 

159320670 

282672640 

304350240 404201080 

3CH350240 366655760 

137666940 133873930 

137672720 52318894 

82885861 3985636 

303491360 394275590 

303491360 372191380 

303491360 233411990 

304350240 397547270 

60914203 

55522864 

41286756 

3135341 

1994086 

60734115 

54512781 

23799370 

62031891 

280312910 304350240 395974230 60826904 

251242580 304350240 363682420 55137699 

65955297 35166497 64350472 15251474 

59250289 35166497 17401385 1733225 

42492405 28598368 0 00 

257921500 269667040 366536940 56730703 

215742400 269667040 346934920 55194129 

153990990 269667040 194867570 21796944 

273398410 304347670 388150900 61076344 

271696280 304347670 385804730 59786875 

236800110 304347670 361306940 54675865 

MICHIGAN 

4339138 

408225 

0 

95252661 

15737059 

4959736 

103734560 

103369370 

88899585 

3638158 

0 

0 

77979736 

8853877 

3802842 

76497702 

75608558 

83396368 

3202315 

0 

0 

29579318 

4731905 

2725086 

76126027 

75854447 

40278254 

MINNESOTA 

28531171 

10092020 

5018333 

96691918 

76951150 

21929444 

101510010 

97265752 

65408485 

15983838 

7317268 

3063678 

94195040 

78794702 

22222415 

101289770 

97779979 

75554361 

7510073 

6575488 

0 

80505440 

70742579 

28374038 

100466310 

98050151 

78204772 

MISSOURI NEBRASKA N. DAKOTA OHIO 

70178854 63809409 0 37131305 

25506458 8650992 0 38G25598 

415920 607915 

108722590 73239721 

82077087 58006227 

27867436 14102441 

112070450 80452515 

110927330 

80716558 

54559872 

21719895 

269369 

103060810 

87825067 

29331450 

110502120 

76352862 

57417724 

57013163 

6995201 

656484 

75719840 

63841798 

23512820 

78809987 

109295350 71818435 

82107093 57251667 

27125625 31051471 

5418519 13221967 

0 1946127 

99854780 75257084 

84667944 69235887 

31832004 27801957 

109591210 93324824 

106394290 83313244 

83944069 63526371 

5300375 

2881838 

0 

5949016 

3714129 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5189857 

3178061 

0 

5656856 

5238657 

103990 

0 

0 

0 

4581114 

2700197 

0 

5412537 

5315394 

3185183 

39700912 

51261437 

54600844 

56059479 

75619759 

80193934 

83606912 

36671095 

38526250 

40045945 

51725167 

57523548 

59551310 

75653730 

78767352 

83656997 

36014072 

38238892 

39422611 

51868708 

53935647 

55108746 

68395198 

72035435 

76292996 

S.DAKOTA 

92738610 

12586899 

1082821 

123269150 

105154650 

45944943 

129110020 

128996970 

107602380 

60473917 

13731544 

205795 

117673000 

101485460 

58845962 

124003690 

123956910 

107240060 

22393379 

5883704 

0 

106783660 

90865918 

56984043 

117881500 

117588760 

102785550 
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FEED GRAIN PURCHASES BY STATES (CWT) 

PHI CE ILLINOIS INDIANA IOWA KANSAS MICHIGAN MINNESOTA MISSOUHI NEBRASKA N. DAKOTA 

1. LLL 2603:17500 <156191030 601301780 108559440 76609009 3'1951186 196550700 944148GG ii91G240 

2 . LLM :l!iGG85580 456101030 755093150 1182:18008 134535700 

3. LLH 54G53U240 408643190 1002922500 1539G9961 125978820 

·1. LML 31:13884 70 575159270 8064123!)0 110108136 230397020 

5. LMM 30:1099830 575159270 874699870 122526480 168666660 

G. LMH 505892140 57515D270 1138536300 132179215 134857540 

7. LHL 45528:3510 575427250 821551460 124073586 239597020 

8. LHM 468579290 575427250 831104530 126603853 238732130 

9. LHH 508881400 575427250 923747990 138561063 235388600 

10. MLL -221872160 16125809 15086963 67723126 2760274 

11. MLM -187461420 16125809 304610820 61849518 116134580 

12. MLH 90735440 14464400 621972220 104840517 118134650 

13. MML 74962310 567651230 740538860 110108136 160241780 

192617190 

232740840 

11'1952GGO 

143138520 

232:184120 

1123147:10 

127314110 

161638710 

-73594256 

33326601 

189021530 

86658751 

14. MMM 95359950 567651230 773123850 121470983 118895890 117570040 

15. MMH 84881270 567651230 827640440 127248404 124298260 202422040 

16. MHL 168663960 570977490 750602090 114088332 229004430 107036500 

17. MHM 178455280 570977490 752765860 111041760 229223810 123258800 

18. MHH 188304050 570977490 828888280 127434483 217938890 146415300 

19. HLL -510431130 -281268670 -202150640 -9690931 -67761157 -159927590 

20. HLM -334373840 -280842740 11470316 47460817 83525569 -24849485 

21. HLH -175666810 -221435890 380484910 91412089 119740590 124192310 

22. HML 11347006 416266150 

23. HMM 16276448 416266150 

24. HMH 20894815 416266150 

25. HHL 81199850 570957350 

26. HHL 56434190 570957350 

27 . HHH 83834910 570957350 

*Minus Signs Indicate Net Sales 

645930560 96703579 8493547 

658304510 105667702 91074259 

704816070 125449484 119539430 

724469070 110159915 225755370 

723603800 106579370 225302890 

766508140 122534399 167284110 

50670478 

74190064 

145220980 

98213045 

109995430 

133334400 

257370570 l 7!!466180 

372708100 216788100 

217099220 62432588 

244984&10 130651060 

279876000 198284200 

227205360 68644599 

227283260 79827598 

260093980 130428920 

90932074 14480447 

277526100 46920098 

257100040 154743970 

201179260 33254054 

221424350 76968723 

262037690 146267940 

222324630 41107558 

220580470 40708745 

298399770 98120835 

-6700979 -52883710 

44041564 -21943921 

226183480 91981830 

188099560 22179380 

205063940 32604099 

242961140 115859910 

217325770 39101792 

214743390 31494865 

232291620 59971508 

26970020 

29·1031G5 

81439GO 

17()80245 

29403165 

9586500 

13621960 

29403165 

-671055 

10061260 

23080640 

7436385 

13160895 

23080640 

8947400 

9645845 

20391855 

-5701685 

2784650 

18766715 

5683425 

7947665 

18762150 

4633475 

5012370 

10399070 

OHIO S.DAKOTA 

99267312 295039220 

107159970 352723100 

118:l99000 356594510 

143350160 3092,1:n80 

Hi085G910 324570720 

l 7658!J500 336509060 

229951670 317969870 

247282960 318140090 

2634GG060 326834 IGO 

96752919 142GD4420 

108140210 223176710 

122275610 303611070 

144897320 261457110 

168676580 269672380 

187159560 279508890 

2292388DO 273457260 

242921570 273513040 

263076630 284204800 

89894968 -655222 

103165620 73454197 

116651650 224459400 

125304080 212411510 

135940600 219752010 

147024070 238804770 

184366840 245626330 

198336520 244921070 

219122710 252838960 
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PRICE 

1. LLL 

2. LLM 

3 . LLH 

4. LML 

5. LMM 

6. LMH 

7. LHL 

ILLINOIS INDIANA 

61074989 0 

244596680 0 

399446860 29161498 

4286685 

52506890 

246325420 

2415637 

0 

0 

0 

0 

8. LHM 12433331 0 

9. LHH 56551581 0 

10. MLL 63634929 0 

11. MLM 134139380 35552 

12. MLH 275706240 54469272 

13. MML 2612080 O 

14. MMM 54601090 0 

15. ~™H 151936400 0 

16. MHL 

17. MHM 

18. MHH 

19 . HLL 

20. HLM 

21. HLH 

22. HML 

23. HMM 

24. HMH 

25. HHL 

26. HHM 

27. HHH 

1355158 0 

8166466 0 

54465589 0 

27518859 0 

100865250 32162 

188517560 25953644 

2909693 0 

51943187 0 

128458340 0 

1185962 

4202753 

53966281 

0 

0 

0 

BEEF PRODUCTION IN STATES (CWT) 

IOWA KANSAS 

44160464 9259890 

305798830 48196558 

570434160 77174552 

1850123 

56274700 11202177 

323057240 45474655 

0 0 

8877093 3262749 

78479389 14114411 

21924201 3568903 

207795050 41053033 

377456150 55712838 

778094 0 

35545195 10608611 

199109090 44401474 

0 

2469024 1297294 

61123018 13283547 

15750048 3317666 

138411130 37125593 

292067100 54085427 

0 1114208 

25018339 4351726 

203051690 45440497 

0 

2075372 

0 

1443273 

42636991 12417950 

MICHIGAN 

63037694 

107725560 

111530890 

1205278 

94364698 

106822500 

0 

1039659 

22710584 

24715753 

109496890 

111848150 

0 

102231600 

109557730 

0 

1007401 

28447847 

5692468 

88996442 

111748580 

2331187 

88376140 

108072880 

0 

739306 

70021424 

MINNESOTA MISSOURI NEBRASKA N.DAKOTA OHIO 

15140811 24418488 9703398 2282500 21415822 

60594150 96311591 50784267 6847500 23242158 

73005872 137011650 63649224 7272045 26954086 

3897368 

20709430 

61198584 

1558826 

7160984 

32957833 

11871679 

41993064 

70526105 

2154860 

18512171 

59286146 

987373 

6251874 

25933666 

3296534 

31360332 

66030658 

265181 

14640089 

49963238 

917736 

4651689 

22162507 

0 3769166 

34822412 33758390 

98650453 54608081 

0 1420276 

806040 4022452 

41722979 30410780 

7060417 9215708 

86532707 38260107 

122805640 57238488 

167154 0 

26362449 21261736 

91928712 90280612 

0 0 

170015 679776 

39707031 26457283 

5956060 11728613 

40856559 31490820 

113761210 72908829 

799547 0 

21341095 6598277 

84605048 42121178 

1600294 

29473877 

0 0 

468 

21377207 

0 

3483095 

7272045 

1803175 

7272045 

1259940 

3565265 

6518820 

0 

2556400 

6158820 

0 

456500 

5751900 

22825 

2191200 

6089710 

0 

1552100 

4222625 

0 

214555 

2761825 

18808578 

21808862 

26594391 

18865810 

19697086 

21260181 

21463126 

23953504 

28570535 

18746126 

21122849 

25986036 

18468813 

19474604 

20942127 

19042914 

21772033 

26437945 

8617901 

10693485 

14543637 

8617901 

9336934 

12605148 

S.DAKOTA 

25249801 

146324310 

163877710 

79164 

26249540 

102775610 

0 

215570 

27188432 

14821019 

99738570 

148802790 

0 

21370435 

67971946 

0 

79164 

21335677 

6770067 

52157488 

116992430 

0 

18682505 

60030392 

0 

0 

18664737 
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PRICE 

1. LLL 

2. LLM 

3. LLH 

4 . LML 

5. LMM 

G. LMH 

7. LHL 

8 . LHM 

9. LHH 

10. MLL 

ll. MLM 

12. MLH 

l:l. MML 

14. MMM 

15 . MMH 

In. MHL 

17 . MHM 

18. MHH 

19. HLL 

20. H LM 

21. HLH 

22. HML 

Z:l. HMM 

2~. HMH 

25. HHL 

26. HHM 

27. HHH 

ILL. 

22.1 

22.4 

24. 0 

12 . 6 

14. 7 

22.9 

9.9 

20.9 

Hi.fl 

35.4 

17.0 

21. 0 

10.G 

17. ·l 

17.9 

fi. G 

20.3 

18.3 

:l7. 7 

18.4 

17.5 

18. 1 

21. 2 

17.3 

11. 0 

17.3 

18.8 

MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

PERCENT OF REGIONAL BEEF PRODUCTION BY STATE AND PRICE LEVEL 

IND. 

0.0 

0.0 

1. 7 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0 .0 

0.0 

4.1 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

2.4 

0.0 

0.0 

0 . 0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

IOWA 

16.0 

28. 0 

34. 3 

5.4 

15.8 

30. l 

0.0 

14. 9 

23.5 

12 .2 

26.3 

28. 7 

:l.l 

11. 3 

23.5 

0.0 

6. l 

20.5 

15 .8 

25.3 

27.1 

0.0 

10.2 

27. :l 

0.0 

8. 5 

14.9 

KAN. MICH. 

3.3 22. 8 

4.4 9.8 

4. 6 6. 7 

0. 0 3. 5 

3.1 26.5 

4.2 9.9 

0. 0 0. 0 

5.5 1.7 

4.2 6.8 

1.9 13.7 

5.2 13.8 

4.2 8.5 

0.0 0.0 

3 . 3 32.5 

5.2 12.9 

0.0 0.0 

3. 2 2. 5 

4 .'l 9. 5 

3.3 5.7 

6.8 16.3 

5.0 10.3 

6. 8 14. 5 

1.8 36.1 

8 . 1 14.5 

0.0 0.0 

5.8 3.0 

4.3 24.4 

MINN. 

5 . 4 

5.5 

4.3 

11. 4 

5.8 

5.7 

6.4 

12 . 0 

9.9 

6.6 

5 . 3 

5.3 

8.8 

5.8 

G.9 

4.7 

15.6 

8.7 

3.3 

5.7 

6.1 

1. 6 

5.9 

6.7 

8.5 

19.1 

7.7 

MO. 

8. 8 

8.8 

8. 2 

0.0 

9.8 

9. 1 

o. 0 

1. 3 

12.5 

3.9 

11. 1 

9.4 

.6 

8.3 

10. 8 

o. 0 

.4 

13.3 

6. 0 

7.4 

10.5 

4.8 

8.0 

11. 4 

o. 0 

6.5 

10.3 

NEBR. 

3.5 

4.6 

3.8 

11. 1 

9.5 

5.0 

5.8 

6 .7 

9.1 

5.1 

4.8 

4.3 

0.0 

6.7 

10.6 

0 . 0 

1. 6 

8.8 

11. 8 

5.7 

6.7 

0.0 

8.7 

5.6 

0.0 

0.0 

7.4 

N.D. 

.8 

.6 

.4 

0.0 

.9 

.6 

0.0 

3.0 

2.1 

.7 

.4 

.4 

0.0 

.2 

. 7 

0.0 

1.1 

1. 8 

0 . 0 

.4 

. 5 

0. 0 

.5 

.5 

0. 0 

.8 

.9 

OHIO 

7.7 

2.1 

1. 6 

55.4 

6.1 

2.4 

77. 7 

33.2 

6.3 

11. 9 

3.0 

2.1 

76.6 

6.7 

2.0 

88. 7 

48.6 

7.0 

19.2 

3.8 

2.4 

53.7 

4.3 

1. 8 

80. 3 

38.4 

4.4 

S.D ,, 

9.1 

13 .4 

9.8 

.2 

7.3 

9. ["': 

0.0 

.3 

8.1 

8. 2 , 

12. 6 

11.§ 

0.0 

6.8 

8.0 

o.o . 
. 1 .. 

1.{ 

6. 8 

9. 5 

10.8 

0.0 

7.6, 

3.0 

o.'ti 
0. 0 

6.5 



PRICE 

1. LLL 

2. LLM 

3. LLH 

4 . LML 

• 5. LMM 

,G. LMH 

7. LHL 

8. LHM 

9. LHH 

10. MLL 

11. MLM 

';2. MLH 

13. MML 

J..l.MMM 

15. MMH 

16. MHL 

17. MHM 

ts. MHH 

19. HLL 

20. HLM 

21. HLH 

22. HML 

23. HJV!M 

24. HMH 

, 115. HHL 

2G. HHM 

27. HHH 

ILL. 

16.9 

15.7 

lG.8 

17 .8 

18.3 

16 . 6 

18 . 1 

18 . 0 

18. 5 

17.G 

22.2 

25. G 

17 . 5 

17.1 

17. 3 

17 . 4 

17. 4 

17 .1 

21. 4 

32 . :i 

37.7 

18. 4 

17 . 0 

18. 2 

17.1 

17.1 

16. 8 
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PERCENT OF REGIONAL PORK PRODUCTION BY STATE AND PRICE LEVEL 

IND. 

24 . 7 

47.9 

67. 6 

18.8 

22. 0 

34. 6 

17.9 

18. 1 

20.4 

20.9 

38. 0 

46.2 

19 . 4 

22.2 

33.0 

18. 7 

18. 9 

20.7 

11. 4 

19.2 

25.4 

19.2 

21. 3 

31. 9 

19. 0 

19.2 

21. 5 

IOWA 

26 . 7 

16.6 

.7 

25.0 

27.0 

26.4 

24.1 

24.1 

24.6 

20.3 

14.4 

2.2 

25 . 3 

27. 3 

25 . 4 

24. 5 

24 . G 

24. 8 

20.8 

9. 5 

o. 0 

26.2 

27.4 

23.l 

24.2 

24.4 

25.7 

KAN. MICH. 

4 . 4 . 3 

2 . 6 0.0 

. 5 0. 0 

3. 7 5.9 

3.9 

2. 7 

3.7 

3.6 

3.7 

6.2 

. 8 

1. 1 

3.9 

4.0 

2. 5 

3.8 

3.7 

3.7 

4.9 

.9 

0.0 

4.0 

4.3 

2.5 

3.8 

3.7 

3.8 

1. 1 

.5 

6.1 

G.1 

5.9 

. 5 

0.0 

o. 0 

5.0 

.6 

. 4 

4.7 

4.7 

5.6 

1. 0 

0.0 

0.0 

2.1 

.3 

. 3 

4.7 

4.8 

2. 8 

MINN. 

2.6 

1. 7 

1. 5 

6.0 

5.5 

2. 5 

5.9 

5. 8 

4.4 

2.4 

2.0 

1. 7 

6.0 

5.7 

2.4 

6.2 

6.0 

5.1 

2.4 

3.5 

o.o 
5.7 

5.5 

3.3 

6.2 

6.2 

5.5 

MO. 

6.4 

4.5 

.1 

6.8 

5 . 9 

3.1 

6.6 

6.6 

5.4 

8.2 

5.9 

.1 

6.5 

6.2 

3.1 

6.8 

6.8 

5. 6 

8.8 

2.9 

0.0 

7.0 

6.6 

3.7 

6. 8 

6. 7 

5.9 

NEBR . 

5.8 

1. 5 

.1 

4.5 

4.2 

1. 6 

4.7 

4.5 

3.8 

8.6 

1. 9 

.3 

4.8 

4.6 

2.5 

4,8 

4.4 

3.9 

10.0 

7.2 

1. 7 

5.2 

5.4 

3.2 

5.8 

5.2 

4.5 

N.D. 

0. 0 

0.0 

0. 0 

.3 

,2 

0.0 

.3 

.2 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

.3 

,2 

0. 0 

.3 

.3 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

.3 

.2 

o. 0 

.3 

.3 

.2 
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OHIO 

3.3 

6.8 

12.0 

3.1 

3.9 

6.3 

4.4 

4 .7 

5.6 

5. 5 

10.6 

22. 3 

3.2 

4.2 

6.4 

4.6 

4 . 9 

5.7 

11. 6 

20.9 

35.0 

3.7 

4.2 

6.5 

4.2 

4.5 

5.4 

S.D. 

8.4 

2.2 

.3 

7. 6 

7. 6 

5.2 

7.6 

7 . 7 

7.2 

9.2 

3.7 

. 1 

7. 5 

7.4 

6.4 

7.6 

7.7 

7. 3 

7.2 

3.2 

0. 0 

7.6 

7.1 

6 . 7 

7.3 

7.4 

7.3 
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APPENDIX F 

PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL WHO HAVE PARTICIPATED IN 
NC-54 CONTRIBUTING PROJECTS 

Illinois: Earl R. Swanson, Ruane D. Dunlap, Richard D. Duvick, David C. 
Smith. 

Indiana: Earl Kehrberg, G. Edward Schuh, W. 0. Hancock, L. L. Bauer. 

Iowa: Earl 0. Heady, Hylke Van de Wetering, Mohmond Sherif, Roger 
Eyrindson, Lon C. Cesal. 

Kansas: Dale Knight. 

Michigan: Glenn L. Johnson, Michel Petit, Curtis Lard. 

Minnesota: Harald Jensen, C. 0. Nohre, O. C. Taylor, J. Roy Black. 

Missouri: Dale Colyer, John P. Doll, John Tedford, Francis Brees, John 
Sanderson, Sam T. Cooper, Francis Vogt. 

Nebraska: A. W. Epp, H. G. Hughes, Gordon Cisney, Allen Wellman. 

North Dakota: Dale 0. Anderson, Norbert Dorow, Roger Anderson, Norman Beaton, 
Kenneth Reynolds. 

Ohio: Francis Walker, R. 0. Olson. 

South Dakota: John Sanderson, Wolfgang Schultz, Donald J. Bigger. 

Wisconsin: John R. Schmidt. 

U.S.D.A: W. B. Sundquist, (Regional Coordinator, Minnesota, Washington), 
L. M. Day (Washington), Dean McKee (Michigan), George D. Irwin 
(Michigan, Purdue), Jerry Sharples (Iowa), Thomas Miller (Iowa), 
Ronald Krenz (Regional Coordinator, Iowa), John Berry (Purdue), 
Gaylord Worden (Iowa), Paul E. Tix (Minnesota), Melvin D. 
Skold (Nebraska). 
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APPENDIX G 

PUBLICATIONS AND THESES 
A. Research Theses Prepared as a Part of NC-54. 

1. Bauer, Larry. Supply Response of Hog and Beef Cattle Produation in 
Northeastern Indiana. Unpublished M.S. Thesis, Purdue University, 
1963. 

2. Beaton, Norman J. Profit Maximizing Plans for Farms in East Central 
North Dakota Under Alternative Priae Combinations for Corn, Hogs, 
and Beef - l965. Unpublished M.S. thesis, North Dakota State 
University, July 1965. 

3. Brees, Francis M. 
Missouri - l962. 
June 1965. 

Aggregate Produation Punations for Parms in North 
Unpublished M.S. thesis, University of Missouri. 

4. Cisney, Gordon. Optimum Alloaation of Resouraes for South Central 
Nebraska Irrigated and Non-irrigated Parms. Unpublished M.S. thesis, 
University of Nebraska. 1964. 

5. Duvick, Richard D. The Influence of Hog, Beef Cattle, and Peed 
Grain Prices on Parm Organization and Produation in Northeastern 
Illinois. Unpublished M.S. thesis, University of Illinois. 1964. 

6. Hancock, W. 0. Parm Plans and Supply Response Estimates for Indiana: 
Hog and Beef Cattle Parms. Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Purdue 
University. 1965. 

7. Hughes, Harlan G. Optimum Organizations for Southeast Nebraska 
Livestock Farms Under Various Livestoak-Peed Priae Ratios. Un
published M.S. thesis, University of Nebraska. 1963. 

8. Lard, Curtis F. Profitable Reorganization of Representative Fa:t'l71s 
in Lower Michigan and Northeastern Indiana with Special Emphasis on 
Peed Grains and Livestock. Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Michigan State 
University. 1963. 

9. Miller, Thomas A. Aggregation Error in Representative Farm Linear 
Programming Supply Estimates. Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Iowa State 
University. 1967. 

10. Nohre, Carmen 0. Optimal Organization for Parms and Normative Supply 
Response for Hogs and Beef in South Central Minnesota. Unpublished 
Ph . D. thesis, University of Minnesota. 1963. 

11. Petit, Michel Jean. Econometric Analysis of the Feed Grain-Live
stock Economy. Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Michigan State University. 
1965. 

12. Reynolds, Kenneth H. Profitable Farm Reorganization for Crop and 
Livestock Parms in Southeastern North Dakota - l966. Unpublished 
M.S. thesis, North Dakota State University, November 1966. 
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13. Sharples, Jerry A. Normative Production of Pork, Beef and Other 
Farm Products. in Iowa. Unpublished Ph.D . thesis, Iowa State 
University. 1967. 

14. Sherif, Mohmond M. Programmed Supply Functions for Pork and Beef 
in Iowa. Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Iowa State University. 1965. 

15. Smith, David C. Supply Elasticities for Feed Grain, Hogs , and 
Beef Cattle on Representative Farms in Selected Area of Illinois. 
Unpublished M.S. thesis , University of Illinois. 1966. 

16 . Taylor, D. C. Income Improving Adjustments and Normative Supply 
Responses for Hogs and Beef in Southwestern Minnesota. Unpublished 
Ph.D. thesis, University of Minnesota. 1965. 

17. Van De Wetering, Hylke. Supply Response Models for Livestock 
Products: A National and Regional Analysis. Unpublished Ph.D. 
thesis, Iowa State University . 1964. 

18. Wellman, Allen C. The Effect on Resource Supply on Farm Organiza
tion in Southeast Nebraska. Unpublished M.S. thesis, University of 
Nebraska. 1965. 

B. Other Published Reports from NC-54. 

1. Anderson, Dale 0. and Kenneth H. Reynolds. An Analysis of Land Buy
ing on Profitable Farm Reorganization i n Southeastern North Dakota. 
North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin (in process). 

2. Bauer, L. L., E. W. Kehrberg, and G. E. Schuh. Supply Response of 
Hog and Beef Cattle Production in Northeastern Indiana. Purdue 
Agric. Expt. Sta. Res. Bul. (in process) . 

3. Bauer, L. L. and G. E. Schuh. Farming in Northeastern Indiana: A 
Description. Purdue Agric. Expt. Sta. Res . Progress Rpt. 79 . 
September 1963. 

4. Brees, Francis M. and Dale Colyer. Aggregate Production Functions 
for Farms in Northern Missouri - l962. Mo . Agric. Expt. Sta. Res. 
Bul. 894. September 1965. 

5. Colyer, Dale. Production of Corn, Hogs ·and Beef Cattle with Optimal 
Farm Organization - Northeast Missouri. Mo. Agric. Expt. Sta. Res. 
Bul. 872. November 1964. 

6. Colyer, Dale. Optimal Organizations for Representative Farms in 
North Central Missouri. Mo. Agric. Expt. Sta. Res. Bul. 886. 
July 1965. 

7. Colyer, Dale. Optimal Organizations for Farms in Northwest Missouri . 
Mo. Agric. Expt. Sta. Res. Bul. 890. December 1965. 

8. Cooper, Sam T. and Dale Colyer. Effects of Land Acquisition Alterna
tives on Optimal Farm Plans for North Missouri. Mo. Agric. Expt. 
Sta. Res. Bul. 887. November 1965. 
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9. Jensen, H. R. and C. 0. Nohre. Adjustment Alternatives in South 
Central Minnesota Farming. Upper Midwes t Economics Study. Tech. 
Paper No . 6. 

10. Nohre, C. 0. and H. R. J ensen. Profitable Farm Adjus tments in South 
Central Minnesota. Minn. Agric. Expt. Sta. Bul. 471 . 1964. 

11 . Petit, Michel J. "Fonction d 'offe, approche dynamique", Eoonomie 
Rurale, 63. Paris, Jan-March 1965. 

12. Skold, M.D. and A. W. Epp. 
in Southeastern Nebras ka. 
April 1965. 

Profit Ma.ximizing Farm Plans for Farms 
Nebr. Agric . Expt. Sta. Res. Bul . 219 . 

13. Skold, M. D. and A. W. Epp . Optimal Farm Organizations for Irrigated 
Farms in South Central Nebraska. Nebr . Agric . Expt. Sta. Res . Bul 
222. February 1966 . 

14. Taylor, D. C. and H. R. Jensen. Profitable Farm Adjustments in 
Southwestern Minnesota. Minn . Agric. Expt. Sta. ·Res. Bul. 484 . 
September 1966. 

Additional publications will be forthcoming from several of the participating 
states . 
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